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So I had an idea.
Why not quit a fantastic job and go into writing for myself?
How hard could it be?
The answer which was plainly obvious to anyone but the guy
blinded by naivety, and a little bit of bravery too, was very hard.
Supported by a network of family, friends and bartenders I’ve
spent the past six months churning out a selection of the voices
from my head onto the pages here yonder.
They’re mostly scripts (2 x short ﬁlms, 2 x teleplays, 2 x stage
plays, 1 x radio script) but there’s also a mini bible for a kids
television show, an advert for the island I live on and a way of
marketing places via spray chalk stencils.
Yeah that last bit is somewhat random. But so was deciding to
do this in the ﬁrst place so have a look while you’re here.
Each section has a little intro to give you some information on
what it’s about and a few of the scripts even have production
packs and basic set designs.
Yes. I’ve been drawing too. Well to call it ‘drawing’ is giving it a
courtesy it probably doesn’t deserve but you know what I mean.
Anyway. Thanks a bunch for taking the time to read my
scribbles. Now go get a cuppa and read some more.
A.

Click below for free pakora

INT. BEDROOM. EARLY MORNING.
Dark bedroom comes into focus. Pan round room.
SERIES OF SHOTS:
(A) Sacred heart picture above bed.
(B) Loose change on bedside table.
(C) Slippers neat by bed, trousers folded over chair.
(D) Old orange 70’s alarm clock beeps loud and slow. A hand
appears from below covers and shuts it off.
Narg’umf.

WULLIE

Elderly man gets out of bed. Feet hit slippers with
precision. Opens curtains. Scottish town. Paisley.
WULLIE
Morning world.
INT. KITCHEN.
Wullie hobbles around kitchen collecting a cup, milk and
opens a cupboard only to catch a teabag box without even
looking up. He’s done this before.
SERIES OF SHOTS:
(A) Kettle on.
(B) Sparse kitchen, neatness, note on fridge of things
to do, ’Post Office, pub, shop, pub, feed pigeons, home’.
INT. SITTING ROOM.
The room the 70’s forgot. Green painted woman on
wall, display cabinet, old wooden boat on mantle, two
bar fire. Pride of place is a photo of him and a woman
10 years earlier. Retirement party banner hangs in
background of picture. TV on and Wullie leaves the room..
REPORTER
..police are appealing for
witnesses, as the rise of metal
theft within the Renfrewshire
region increases year on year.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

2.
REPORTER (cont’d)
Now, it’s been touted for months as
the ’New Deal’ for pensioners but
today, the controversial ’Social
Education Initiative’ comes into
effect.
And as such, everyone who
collects a pension has to take on
a social apprentice. Or face a cut
in real terms of £30 from their
state benefits.
The scheme, dubbed the
’Pensioner Tax’ by it’s critics
seeks to redress the gap in life
experience, traditional customs and
overall social awareness that the
government feels is lacking in
society following the 2011 and 2016
riots.

Cut to VT.
PRIME MINISTER
I understand that there has
been some resistance to the SEI
scheme. But we feel that
this country lacks a social
cohesion that can be easily
addressed by the coming together of
two marginalised groups in our
society; teenagers and the elderly.
From which, and this is very
important, we can start a transfer
of that local knowledge and
experience from those who have it
to those who desperately need it.
Back to studio.
REPORTER
But its opponents feel that this
is an unwanted stealth tax on the
elderly.
Here’s Thomas ’Tombo’ McFarlane of
the Elderly Peoples Alliance.
Cut to VT.

(CONTINUED)
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3.
TOMBO
We at the EPA feel that this
whole process has been rushed into
and the elderly of the nation have
been herded into accepting a scheme
that taxes our already tight
pockets even further.
It’s a bad scheme, it’s a bad
deal, it’s just a bad idea.

Back to studio.
INT. KITCHEN.
SERIES OF SHOTS:
(A) Kettle boils
(B) Membership forms for the EPA stuck to the fridge
(C) Appointment date set for the Social office at 11am
INT. SITTING ROOM.
Wullie enters with an old mug. He slowly kneels over at the
TV and opens what looks like an old book. It’s actually a
fake box for a Betamax tape. He pops the tape into
wooden/metal player from which the Open University logo
scratches into view followed by a guy with a fro haircut
talking about Victorian manufacturing practices.
Wullie sits and watches while we see the ’library’ of
cassettes with various titles written in tape on them;
’Paisley (1), Roman Mil Tactics, Maths (2)’.
Sound of water running off camera. The sound fades up.
INT. BATHROOM.
Wullie stares at his aging reflection. Turns his head left
and right. Looks down at this hand. Left one steady. Right
one shaking. This isn’t lost on him.
Opens cabinet. Multiple bottles with different coloured
lids. Pops bottle marked with red lid. Downs two.

4.
EXT. PAISLEY.
Town comes alive, traffic moving, the houses change from
council to private.
INT. BEDROOM.
A teenage boy is looking out of his bedroom window over a
park where trees sway slowly. There’s no one in sight. He’s
dressed smartly for a boy his age; school uniform with
blazer.
Room is immaculate for a teenager. Everything squared away.
Pride of place is a picture of his excited parents, which
sits on a small unit in front of the window. No excitement
in this house though.
Door opens..
AUNTIE PAULINE
Asif, you ready?
No reply or acknowledgment.
Asif?
She opens door wider. He knows he has to reply.
ASIF
Morning Auntie P.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Oh a response this time? And good
morning to you too.
I see we’re still wearing
that uniform?
Out of all the lovely clothes you
have Asif, why must you wear that
thing?
ASIF
Mum. She bought it at the end of
summer; they’re cheaper to buy then
I think. Wanted it ready for
starting back.
AUNTIE PAULINE
I know. BUT. You’ll be starting a
new school this week and they’ll
want you to wear their uniform. So
don’t get too attached to it.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

5.
Anyway. Are you ready? The
appointment is at ten o’clock and I
don’t want to get stuck in traffic.
Can we go already?
Don’t forget to empty your bin.

The bin is empty except for a sweet wrapper. He picks it up
and walks out.
EXT. OUTSIDE HOUSE. CAR IN DRIVEWAY.
Before entering the car he drops the wrapper which quickly
blows away. Both enter a car in a chuckie stone driveway and
drive off.
INT. KITCHEN.
Wullie now dressed, in white shirt and jeans, stares out the
window and drinks tea. Looks at hands. Both stable. Town
moving, people going places, living busy lives but he’s on
his own and knows it. Door bell goes and breaks his
thoughts.
EXT. TENEMENT CLOSE.
Door opens to find an emaciated human being with a carbon
copy behind him knocking at the door opposite. They stare at
each other waiting for a prompt..
JUNKIE ONE
Good morning good sir and how does
the day find you?
WULLIE
Morning friend, the day finds me
away from the telly..
(Gestures over shoulder)
..and my brew which, as we speak,
is rapidly cooling in the adjacent
luncheonette. So, whit can I do for
yeh?
JUNKIE ONE
Not a problemo good sir I won’t
delay any mare of your time this
fine morning, apart fae a simple
question that my esteemed
colleague..
(Gestures over his shoulder)
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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6.
JUNKIE ONE (cont’d)
..Mr McGlunchie and myself are
posing tae the residents of this,
and may I say, fine tenement hoose.
So aye, we we’re wondering if, it
wasn’t too much of a hassle tae yer
good self if we could partake in
some foil of tin, that being a
small sheet of tin foil to use for
recreational purposes.
WULLIE
Tin foil? At 8:43 in the morning?
May I inquire as to whit for?
JUNKIE ONE
Astute question sir, and worthy of
a response equally astute.
WULLIE
Aye, whit is it?
JUNKIE ONE
Yeh see sir, its Mr McGlunchies wee
wans birthday the day and as such
it seems necessary, in fact sir
incumbent upon us, to manufacture a
cake due to a lack of, shall we
say, material funds to pur-chase a
cake.
WULLIE
So yer wanting to bake a cake?
Aye.

JUNKIE ONE

WULLIE
Wae tinfoil?
Yes sir.

JUNKIE ONE

WULLIE
One minute..
Wullie walks away from door, we stay with the Junkie Twins.
JUNKIE ONE
Thank yeh good sir!
Door slams on Junkie Two with old woman behind door having a
parting shot with..
(CONTINUED)
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7.
NEIGHBOUR
Get tae buggery ya junkie shite!

Wullie returns.
WULLIE
Here yeh go..
Hands over nonstick rubber cake tin.
JUNKIE ONE
Eh, whits this?
WULLIE
Cake tin. For baking cakes. That’s
all yeh need son. It’ll give yeh a
nice cake so it will.
My wife used it a lot on Sunday’s.
BUT. As it’s a Wednesday and she’s
been dead for three years I doubt
I’ll be needing it anytime soon.
You can return it later when your
cake is eh, ’baked’.
Door closes on bemused twins.
INT. BACK IN FLAT. MULTIPLE SHOTS OF ROOMS NOW CHANGED.
SERIES OF SHOTS:
(A) Kitchen with cups washed and on drainer, everything neat
and squared away.
(B) Bedroom with bed made and loose change gone.
(C) TV sits blind. Only noise is the sounds of shoes going
on and Wullie getting ready to leave.
Now wearing black donkey jacket, wrap around reflective
sunglasses, holding a cane with a pair of orange 80’s
headphones around neck.
INT. BUS TRAVELING.
Wullie stares out the window as the bus zooms through the
town. We see street signs establishing that it’s Paisley,
it’s rich in history and fresh with ruins.

(CONTINUED)
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8.

Metal signs are missing in places, rubbish sits high in
places and a small group of OAP’s go passed with placards
denouncing the SEI. Spray paint adorns walls in places, ’SEI
SHITE OK’, ’NO OAP FOR SEI’.
Wullie unfurls the note from the fridge door, 11am,
Department 23, Ms Irene Gallagher, Social Work Office,
County Square.
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
Waiting room is heaving with people but broken into two
distinct groups; elderly and a much younger age group. Both
groups wearing tags pinned to the lapels of their jackets.
WULLIE
Here, friend, how long you been
waiting?
OLD MAN
About two bloody hours mate. Two
bloody hours and all they’ve done
is pin a number on me like a piece
of bloody cattle.
Bloody ridiculous mate,
abso-bloodylootly-ridiculous!
WULLIE
So it’s been a while then aye?
OLD MAN
Oh aye. Guy afore me was seen quite
quick but they’re dragging their
feet this lot. Would’nae of when I
was here!
WULLIE
You worked for the Social did yeh?
OLD MAN
Oh aye mate, rent collector so I
was. Pounded many a street and even
mare doors. You?
WULLIE
Ah, welder. Local yard up west end
way.
OLD MAN
Oh aye.
(Takes a minute)
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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9.
OLD MAN (cont’d)
Here, is it the wan just before
Elderslie cut off?
WULLIE
Eh aye, aye that’s the one.
OLD MAN
Was that the one that had that fire
that young apprentice boy was
killed in?
WULLIE
Aye, we had a fire. Well. An
explosion a few years back.
IRENE
Number 2614, Mr..William Sheridan?
WULLIE
That’s me.
(Nods an acknowledgment at the
guy who nods back.)
IRENE
Number 2614, Mr..William Sheridan?
House!

WULLIE

IRENE
Yes, quite. This way Mr Sheridan.
They walk past cubicle after cubicle. Each tell a different
story. OAP. Teenager. OAP meeting teenager. OAP..before
finding her cubicle.
Please, take a seat Mr Sheridan.
INT. CUBICLE IN OFFICE
It’s pretty tight, ergonomically designed for the early
1990’s. Minimal in style with grey pin able walls. A large
wooden box sits to the left, full of regimented paper forms.
The desk sits between them with a monitor to the side. Irene
has a Scots accent but is masking it behind a well spoken
office parlance, which slips occasionally.
Wullie..

WULLIE

(CONTINUED)
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10.

Pardon?

IRENE

WULLIE
The name’s Wullie.
William?

IRENE

WULLIE
Nope, just, Wullie.
IRENE
I see. How would you prefer to be
known on the official
documentation?
WULLIE
Oh just my full name, Wullie
Archibald Mandela Sheridan.
I’m sorry?

IRENE

WULLIE
No as much as I was. Primary school
was hellish wae that list of names,
middle names and made up names.
Hellish..
I’m joking of course.
Wullie Sheridan will do thanks.
IRENE
Now..there’s a few bits and pieces
of official paperwork that has to
be completed before we can progress
to the actual allocation process.
You have a clean criminal record,
no children, widowed and were the
senior craftsman at the West End
Sign Shop. And as such, with no
major commitments and a level of
experience in management that..
WULLIE
Here. Lets just rein in the ponies
to begin with. I’m here cause I’ve
been told that if I don’t take part
in the scheme and walk about the
streets with someone elses kid that
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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11.
WULLIE (cont’d)
my pension will be cut by £30 a
week.
IRENE
No, no it’s up to £30 a week.
WULLIE
Aye, £30 a week. And what I’m
wondering is...is there absolutely
no way around this cause I’m not a
signed up member of EPA, yet, but
they’ve created a fund to support
those and such as those who choose
not to take part in this..well lets
call it what it is..a tax on the
pension pot.
IRENE
Mr Sheridan..
WULLIE
Wullie, please.
IRENE
Mr Wullie, I mean, apologies,
Wullie. This initiative has a solid
purpose behind it.
WULLIE
Aye, to take money from me to
essentially babysit and help raise
someone elses kid.
Teenager.

IRENE

WULLIE
Same thing, it’s just a matter of
days, hours and weeks; they’re
kids.
And to keep my pension where it
should be at and where I need it at
I’ll have to sign up or face, well
lets call it what it is...poverty.
IRENE
This initiative aims to help a
generation that currently doesn’t
know its place in society!
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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12.
IRENE (cont’d)
That has no sense of its self, that
has no grounding in the traditions
and customs of it’s community. And
by simply sparing a few hours a
week of your time you can affect
change in the life of a young
person in quite a profound way.
WULLIE
So we’re agreed then, that I’m in?
I’ve got no other choice?
So can we move this thing along?
I need my money today.
IRENE
Well It’s a bit more complicated
than that Wullie.
WULLIE
Oh it generally is, it generally
is.
Lets start from the top then..
IRENE
Very well. As discussed this
initiative aims to support teens,
thanks to your life experience, and
from that you’ll receive a full
state pension.
Now, we don’t expect you to front
any expenses during the hours you
spend with your allocated ROK.
My what?!

WULLIE

IRENE
Your ROK? Your Recipient Of
Knowledge?
WULLIE
This is gonnae batter my enthusiasm
for breathing, blinking and
generally being alive, but I have
to ask..what does that make me?
My designation as it were?
(CONTINUED)
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13.
IRENE
Oh you’re a POK. That’s a..
WULLIE
Provider of Knowledge by any
chance?
IRENE
Quite right Wullie, it is indeed!
Now, as you’ll be interacting with
the ROK in public we do expect you
to work by a strict code of conduct
within which you’ll be representing
yourself, this department, and, I
should add that any infraction upon
this code of conduct (which you’ll
find in this handy booklet here) or
if it’s felt that you’re not doing
the job right, you’ll be sanctioned
accordingly.
WULLIE
You’ll throw me to the dogs, is
what you’re saying?
IRENE
No, what I’m saying is that in the
event of you not fulfilling the
requirements of this post then your
funding of state benefits will be
deducted accordingly.
Do you understand?
WULLIE
Nope, but complaining hasn’t gotten
me much in the way of results so
carry on...
IRENE
At the end of each session you’ll
be invited to attend a debriefing
here within the social work
department, in which you and your
ROK will be interviewed separately
on how you both felt the session
went and what was learned.
Again, very similar to the conduct
codes, if it is felt that not
enough has been done between you
and the ROK, then you will face a
financial penalty.
(CONTINUED)
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14.
Also, to better identify
to our community wardens
advertise the initiative
you’ll have to wear this
times as well.

yourself
and to
better,
at all

She hands Wullie a florescent tangle of material. It unfolds
into an over the head pair of bright braces joined by a
belt.
WULLIE
You’re taking the Mick surely?!
The what?

IRENE

WULLIE
The mick? The mickey? This cannae
be real?
IRENE
It’s expected at all times Wullie,
sign here...
WULLIE
The things a man has to do for a
living.
IRENE
Finances. As I was saying, we don’t
expect you to foot the bill during
your time with the ROK, so you’ll
be assigned this purse with exactly
£11.30 per week to see to the needs
of you both.
WULLIE
£11.30? Oooft! Milkybars are on
me..
IRENE
And in terms of the hours of
contact, well, you can work a
reasonable schedule with the
guardians of the ROK, but the hours
will be no fewer than 4 a week, is
this understood?
Sign here...and here...
Wullie signs grudgingly.

(CONTINUED)
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15.
IRENE
Mr Sheridan, Wullie, forgive me,
but if this scheme bothers you to
such a degree, why are you here?
WULLIE
Economics love. Pure and simple
brass tacks of finance and the
acquisition of wealth, of which, I
depend upon from the state. So if
you don’t mind can we skip along to
the important bit, MY money?
IRENE
Yes of course. Upon completion of
the hours and the satisfaction
of the resident case worker,
that’ll be lucky old me, you’ll
receive your additional pension
payment by BACS.
BACS?

WULLIE

IRENE
Automatic payment into your bank
account..like magic fairy
dust..it’ll just POOF..appear.
WULLIE
Is that everything?
IRENE
Not quite. We’ve still to allocate
your ROK. Now.
Irene stands up and leans over the massive wooden case next
to her desk which is full of mini brown paper folders.
2614. Paisley. West End.
WULLIE
Here, don’t I get to pick?!
IRENE
Indeed you do not! Ah. Here. This
is the one, serial number 2615.
WULLIE
Don’t hold it back Doc, lay it on
me, is a boy or a girl?

(CONTINUED)
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16.
IRENE
It’s a boy of course, the
legislation stipulates that the ROK
and POK must be of the same sex.
WULLIE
What we calling him?
IRENE
Right now he’s 2615, but in five
minutes you can call him by his
first name, once I go get
him, Asif.
Asif.

WULLIE

IRENE
Asif Rodgerson. West End of
Paisley, 13 years old, just moved
up from Salford, Greater Manchester
following, oh dear, death of a
parent. He’s staying with his aunt
and uncle who’re now his guardians.
Asif?

WULLIE

IRENE
Lets get this out of the way shall
we? Yes the child is Asian Mr
Sheridan, will this be an issue?
WULLIE
No, no, no of course not it’s just
I thought I was maybe getting..you
know.
IRENE
Look. Is this a problem?
WULLIE
No! Can you tell me a bit more
about the lad?
IRENE
You can ask him yourself in a
minute of two.
WULLIE
He’s here?!

(CONTINUED)
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17.
IRENE
Yes of course, all new ROK and
POK’s are paired on their first day
and the pairing is final. Which
means no swapsies down the pub.
WULLIE
But I mean. I didn’t know he was
going to be here. Can I know a wee
bit more about him first?
IRENE
Well. It says here he likes
listening to music and playing
football. Sounds like your average
teenager Wullie, nothing too scary!
Team?
Team?

WULLIE
IRENE

WULLIE
What team does he support?
IRENE
Eh. Manchester United?
WULLIE
Deal breaker. I want another one.
What?

IRENE

WULLIE
This won’t work. He’s a Man U fan?
I like Man City. Deal breaker. I
want another one please.
IRENE
Is this a problem Wullie?
Yes!

WULLIE

IRENE
Why might I ask?
WULLIE
He’s one of them!

(CONTINUED)
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18.

Them who?

IRENE

WULLIE
(Leans in)
He who is most unclean..
What?!

IRENE

WULLIE
Little Horn, He Who Walks at
Night, Nosferatu! A Man United fan!
IRENE
Oh for goodness sake! This is
happening. The alternative is you
go home and accept a deduction in
your income. What’ll it be?
WULLIE
I’m still sitting here aren’t I?
Yes..

IRENE

Irene reaches out of sight and brings into view a Man United
coffee cup.
So shall I go and get Asif or do
you have anymore insightful
questions?
Nope.

WULLIE

IRENE
Very well. Wait here.
WULLIE
What here? Or..
Moves chair two inches.
..here?
Irene admitting that she can’t win walks out of view leaving
Wullie in the cubicle alone. The bravado drops now that the
audience has gone. He’s wondering what happens next. Someone
will be in his life. This scares him. It’s a change. He
watches his hands again. No movement in them, wasn’t too
long ago he took the pills, so he’ll be fine for a while
yet.

(CONTINUED)
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19.

Irene walks back in with a teenager wearing a school blazer
for a school that’s definitely not in this area. Behind him
in traditional dress is his Aunt.
IRENE
Wullie, this is Asif. Asif this is
Wullie.
They all stare at each other for a bit until Asif breaks the
silence.
ASIF
You’re old.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Asif! Manners.
WULLIE
You’re awfa small for your age, no?
IRENE
Wullie! Manners, please.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Is this who’ll be educating Asif?
IRENE
Yes, Wullie is your designated POK
and will be..
AUNTIE PAULINE
I’d like another.
WULLIE
I second that motion before the
House.
IRENE
The decision of the worker assigned
the case is final. And as that is
me and I am she, you two are hereby
a designated SEI Team.
And I’m 100% confident that you’ll
both get on like a house on fire.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Surely there’s..
WULLIE
Forget it I’ve already tried.
Irene and Auntie Pauline talk in the background.
(CONTINUED)
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20.
ASIF
Your headphones are orange.
WULLIE
Yes they are.
ASIF
Why are they orange?
WULLIE
That’s how I was given them.
ASIF
They seem old.
WULLIE
They are. I got them as a Christmas
present a long time ago.
ASIF
But what are they connected to?
iPod, MP3 Player, what you got?
WULLIE
It’s an iPod.
ASIF
What generation?
WULLIE
Generation?
ASIF
Yeah, how old is it?
WULLIE
It’s four years old..
You sure?

ASIF

WULLIE
Do you always ask so many
questions?
ASIF
Yes. Auntie P says that any
suitable member of society should
always ask questions of those one
encounters.

(CONTINUED)
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21.
WULLIE
Really? Does Auntie Pauline have
many friends?
ASIF
No, but how to do you know for
certain...that your iPod is only
four years old?
WULLIE
It was, like the headphones, a
present.
From who?
My wife.

ASIF
WULLIE

ASIF
Is she here today too?
No.

WULLIE

ASIF
Why not? Is she working?
No.

WULLIE

ASIF
So why isn’t she here?
WULLIE
Because she died Asif, will that be
a suitable answer for you? She
died. Another cancer statistic. Ash
in the lum and scattered on Loch
Lomond..
Expecting him to be frightened by his reply he’s taken aback
by Asif’s reply.
ASIF
Yeah my parents died too. Sucks
don’t it?
It does..

WULLIE

You’re a cocky wee soul I’ll gie
yeh that.
(CONTINUED)
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22.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Irene tells me you worked as a sign
maker?
WULLIE
Eh, yes. I was a shop steward and
senior cutter in a sign shop near
Elderslie.
AUNTIE PAULINE
So you’ve been in charge of people
before then? I mean from what I’ve
been led to believe you have no
children, yes?
WULLIE
I’ve managed a workshop, a
marriage, three goldfish and one
dog. All of which have now expired
through no action of mine..I think
I can handle the kid.
IRENE
Asif? Are you okay spending a few
hours a week in the town with Mr
Sheridan?
ASIF
Depends. Does he know stuff?
WULLIE
Some stuff. The rest I learn as I
go on.

Asif ponders it for a minute. Looks at Auntie Pauline and
Irene before fixing a glare at Wullie.
ASIF
Well if I can’t change him I
suppose I’m stuck with him.
Joyous.

WULLIE

EXT. OUTSIDE COUNCIL OFFICE.
Asif talks to his Auntie in her native tongue while Wullie
struggles to get the florescent braces and belt over his
head. Irene comes running out.

(CONTINUED)
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23.
IRENE
Wullie! You forgot the purse!
AUNTIE PAULINE
Oh. Inspired start.
IRENE
It has the money and of course I
will need receipts to be locked
into the purse as well and returned
to me, before your debrief session.
Okaydoke?
WULLIE
I think I’ll just about manage to
remember all that while retaining
my permanent face of indifference
to this whole thing.
I’ll remember the receipts and I’ll
be back for the debrief and we’ll
learn stuff too. Won’t we Asif?
Suppose.

ASIF

AUNTIE PAULINE
He has homework to have done before
his tea so if you can finish up
quickly?
WULLIE
Pauline, Auntie, Pauline. That
child..
Teenager?

ASIF

WULLIE
That teenager will be back across
the threshold of your flat, house,
mansion, whatever, so fast that the
homework will be done before he
even has the pencil in his hand.
Sound good?
Hmm..

AUNTIE PAULINE

IRENE
Well then. Now that everyone has
well yeh know, off yeh go!
(CONTINUED)
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24.
WULLIE
Right, you ready?
ASIF
Where we going?
WULLIE
Just into the town for a walk. You
don’t get seasick do you?
ASIF
Are we going on a boat?
WULLIE
Nope, but this will be a stormy
ride of that I have no doubt.

Both Wullie and Asif walk out of shot while Pauline and
Irene talk.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Is that the best you could give me?
IRENE
Ms Singh. There’s only so much that
we can do to accommodate the needs
of everyone and in this case..
AUNTIE PAULINE
I got screwed with my clothes on,
yeah?
IRENE
Ms Singh! I can assure you that
from the many candidates available
that Mr Sheridan is an exemplary
example of what we’re after here.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Can’t say that says much for the
pool from which you have to draw
from.
Ms Singh.

IRENE

AUNTIE PAULINE
I know this is the first day and I
know that you’ve probably got a lot
on yourself. But that child has not
long lost BOTH his parents.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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25.
AUNTIE PAULINE (cont’d)
And I want, need and will make sure
that everything for him is as
normal as is humanly possible.

Wullie sticks his head back round the wall.
WULLIE
Here! Meant to ask, what do I do if
he needs to..yeh know?
Is this wan toilet trained or what?
Irene looks at the ground while Pauline fixes a glare in
Wullie’s general direction.
AUNTIE PAULINE
NO! Of course not. He’s only
thirteen. You’d be best taking him
into the park so he can mark his
territory like a wolf.
WULLIE
Only kidding!
Pauline looks at Irene and walks away clutching car keys.
EXT. PAISLEY TOWN CENTRE. ABBEY IN BACKGROUND.
Wullie and Asif walk along silently, pulling at their
florescent sashes as the one size fits all doesn’t quite fit
them. Both look at the ground, sky, surroundings anything
except each other. Wullie breaks the stalemate but makes the
mistake of talking to a kid like most grown ups.
WULLIE
So, Irene tells me that you like
football? Are you good at football?
Do you like football?
ASIF
Which one of those three questions
do you want me to answer first?
WULLIE
Aw. So it’s like that then. Well,
be warned sunshine that I can be
just as sarcastic as anything you
can throw out there.
I’ve got trophies in the subject.
(CONTINUED)
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26.
ASIF
So what’s it like being old? Must
be sore walking with a cane? Do you
like not remembering things?
WULLIE
Wullie stops walking
Truce?
For now.

ASIF

WULLIE
Sensational...and my memory is fine
thank you.
Prove it?

ASIF

WULLIE
Well, I know that building..
(Points at Abbey)
..is one of the oldest in the town,
that it was built by monks and that
this place has a huner more stories
that you wouldn’t be interested in
hearing..
ASIF
You’re right.
WULLIE
So what will we talk about then,
losing a loved one?
ASIF
(Asif stops walking)
I lost two.
WULLIE
And I lost one, what difference
does that make?
ASIF
Nothing..
(Starts walking again)
..we all die and there’s nothing to
be done.
WULLIE
Thank god we started on the light
subjects. Look, you’re in this
thing by law and I’m here cause of
well, lets be honest, money.
(CONTINUED)
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27.
The least we can do is pretend to
talk about stuff cause if we
don’t..
ASIF
The debrief I know. You could lose
money?
WULLIE
Exactly! And I need you to be,
well, even slightly less morbid and
more eager to learn stuff?
ASIF
No promises. Best I can do.
WULLIE
That’ll do. Now, let’s crack on.
ASIF
Do you have to be somewhere?
WULLIE
In a manner of speaking yes, but
for now let’s just take a seat on
that well.
A well?

ASIF

WULLIE
See. Told you this place his
’stuff’. Jump that wee wall and
park your bum.
Both take a seat.
You’re from Manchester?
ASIF
No. Salford.
WULLIE
Been here before?
ASIF
Once. When I was a baby, I think.
WULLIE
Know anyone in the area? APART from
that walking void of humour you
call a relative?

(CONTINUED)
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28.
ASIF
And my uncle too.
Nae mates?

WULLIE

Asif shakes his head.
Nae idea where you are or where
you’re going?
Asif shakes his head again.
Aye alright, don’t feel too sorry
for yourself. Remember, there’s
always someone else out there with
a worse story than yerself.
ASIF
I wasn’t complaining.
WULLIE
Not knowingly you weren’t. Look,
that other stuff I cannae do
anything about cause I haven’t got
a DeLorean and 1.21 Jiggawatts.
But I can help with the gaps?
What gaps?

ASIF

WULLIE
The stuff about here. The hidden
stuff that hardly anyone knows or
talks about anymore. The old ways.
The truth about this place. Where
it came from and how it got to the
shite tip state it’s in now.
A man, or a boy, cannae know where
their going, if they haven’t got a
clue where they’ve been or where
they’re at.
Do you like history?
ASIF
Suppose. It’s just old stuff,
right?
WULLIE
Old stuff. Or, how the thing you’re
talking about got to be where it’s
at. The story behind it. Why people
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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29.
WULLIE (cont’d)
did the things they did to get the
things they wanted and what
happened in between, that’s
history.
It’s not just ’old stuff’ or things
behind glass in the museum. It’s a
record. Of where we’re at and how
we got here.

Asif takes out a jotter from a plastic cover and starts to
write.
WULLIE
What are you doing?
ASIF
We’ve to keep a record of what you
say and tell us in this jotter.
Dead technical.
WULLIE
So everything I tell you that’s of
a historical nature, goes in there?
Yup.

ASIF

WULLIE
Christ, where’s the trust.
ASIF
I was told it was just to help me
remember all the facts that you’ll
tell me about the area. But I think
we both know that’s shit.
WULLIE
Haw. I don’t know what arrangement
you have with Auntie Pauline, but
out here with me, there’s no bloody
swearing.
ASIF
Bloody is a swear word.
WULLIE
No it’s bloody no!
It is.

ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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30.
WULLIE
Moving on. Right. Paisley. History.
No place like the present.
The Abbey. Built by monks. Lots of
history in it. Em. There’s crosses
and stuff AND during a renovation,
a crafty stone mason created a mini
gargoyle of the Alien. You seen the
movie?
ASIF
I’m thirteen. What do you think?
WULLIE
Can’t quite figure out if that’s a
surprised no or a sarcastic yes.
We’ll come back to the Abbey.
Em. Witches. They used to burn
witches up the west end.
REALLY?!
Aye!

ASIF
WULLIE

ASIF
Witches aren’t real. Next.
WULLIE
Slug in the bottle?
ASIF
Now you’re just making this stuff
up.
WULLIE
No, no. It’s a true story. The slug
in the bottle.
ASIF
But how? How can a slug get into a
bottle? Was it a used bottle? Was
it lying around? How? How did it
get in?
WULLIE
Oh. Interested are yeh?

(CONTINUED)
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31.
ASIF
Suppose it couldn’t hurt to hear
about it. I mean if we’re stuck
here, then, yeah.
Okay.

WULLIE
(Cough)

CUTS TO ANIMATION.
This, is a story about a snail, a
bottle of ginger and a court case.
ASIF
What’s ’a bottle of ginger’?
WULLIE
Juice? A bottle of ginger beer.
ASIF
So it was a bottle of ginger?
WULLIE
Save questions till the end, you’ll
learn nothing if you insist on
articulating air into vowels,
letters and words while I’m doing
the same.
As I was saying.
The Slug in the Bottle.
In August 1928. May Donoghue met
her mate down the local ice cream
shop. You know where Wellmeadow is?
Up the West End?
ASIF
Can I talk?
WULLIE
It might help yes..
ASIF
No I don’t know where it is.
WULLIE
Well we’ll go their later, anyways.
May meets her mate for an ice cream
and..
(CONTINUED)
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32.
ASIF
I thought it was in a bottle?
WULLIE
It was! Will you let me finish?!
ASIF
Yeah go on.
WULLIE
Her mate, had an ice cream BUT
May..
Yeah?

ASIF

WULLIE
Had a bottle of ginger beer. Happy?
ASIF
Hmm. And then what happened?
WULLIE
Well. After drinking away at the
bottle for a good bit, chewing the
fat with her pal.
ASIF
Chewing the what?
WULLIE
We’ll come back to that! Anyways!
So there’s May, drinking away when,
near the bottom...she finds a
slightly decomposing slug.
EWWWW!

ASIF

WULLIE
That’s exactly what she said!
Not happy with finding a slimy deed
slug in her foamy bottle of brew,
May fell pretty ill.
ASIF
As you would if you’ve been
drinking slug juice.

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Indeed. Not happy with this, May,
decided to take the cafe owner to
court, which didn’t go anywhere
SO..in a first of it’s kind..she
went after the manufacturer of the
juice instead.
And?

ASIF

WULLIE
And, it took four years BUT she
eventually won £200 and it was a
first of its kind in terms of
consumer law.
So?
So?

ASIF
WULLIE

ASIF
Yeah so what? Woman wins money in
compensation claim?
WULLIE
Yeah, but this was THEE
compensation claim. The case is
used in every compensation claim
when someone suffers an injury or a
loss, not just here, but around the
world.
All because a lassie, just up the
road from here, drank a bottle of
ginger full of slug juice.
CUT FROM ANIMATION BACK TO EXT.
WULLIE
It’s no just an example of someone
taking a company to court and
winning, it was the first of its
kind and it all started here!
Well, just up that road over there
actually but aye. What yeh think
about that?

(CONTINUED)
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ASIF
Suppose it’s kinda cool. What did
the slug look like? Was it all
gooey and green and stuff?
WULLIE
Emm. I’d think so yeah. Maybe it
was starting to dissolve?
Yeah!

ASIF

WULLIE
Yeah! And maybe it was full of puss
and foam?
ASIF
Eww! That’s well mingin.
WULLIE
Oh aye. Check you going all Scots.
Mingin’s a great word. Where’d you
hear that?
ASIF
My uncle. He said it the other
night when Auntie P made him
dinner.
WULLIE
Haha! Brilliant. Have they found
his body yet?
ASIF
Ha! Nah. She just smacked him with
a dishtowel and swore at him.
WULLIE
Loves young dream eh.
Wullie?

ASIF

WULLIE
Speak now or forever hold yer
peace.
ASIF
What does, chewing the fat mean?
WULLIE
Jotter oot.
WORDS APPEAR ON SCREEN WITH A TYPEWRITER SOUND EFFECT
(CONTINUED)
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35.
Chewing the fat; definition;
colloquial expression.
What?

ASIF

WULLIE
A way of speaking in an informal
manner.
..deployed to convey to a party a
piece of knowledge which is of
little or no importance. Usually
uttered after a discussion of
little or bugger all importance has
been engaged with beforehand.
Example: me and you were just
chatting about the slug in the
bottle, THAT, was us chewing the
fat.
Savvy noble white man?
ASIF
I’m not white?
WULLIE
True, but I was being a smart arse
again, have you no noticed that I
do it a lot?
ASIF
It’s hard not too.
WULLIE
So how was that for educational,
history stuff about the town you
now call home?.
ASIF
Alright I suppose.
WULLIE
Look. It’s nearly one o’clock and
I’ve got stuff to do which you
could be getting in the way of IF
it wasn’t for the fact that where I
need to be is an old, historical
building.

(CONTINUED)
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36.

Museum?

ASIF

WULLIE
No. The pub. The oldest pub in
town, The Thingamy.
ASIF
What artifacts are in the pub?
WULLIE
Well. They’ve still got ashtrays on
the tables, the jukebox hasn’t been
changed since Elvis copped his
whack and the regular visitors know
a lot about the town.
ASIF
Why should I go? I’m not supposed
to be in a pub? What’s to stop me
from grassing you in?
WULLIE
Two quid for the arcade machine and
a packet of crisps?
ASIF
Throw in some M&Ms and it’s a deal.
WULLIE
Shake on it. As a man of honour?
ASIF
Yeah whatever.
They shake hands and head off towards the pub.
EXT. THE THINGAMAY.
The pub is old. REALLY old. Mock Tudor is actually the real
deal. Sits on the corner with two levels; pub and lounge
below with poolroom upstairs. Old swing sign above door has
a string bag of money on a table with a dagger IN the table.
WULLIE
See. Well old.
Asif looks interested in the place but wary of going into an
unknown place with an unknown person. Wullie presses a
buzzer.
Snaggle? It’s Wullie. Let me in.
(CONTINUED)
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37.
ASIF
I don’t know.
WULLIE
About what?
ASIF
You? This place? Only met you half
hour ago and you expect me to go in
here?
WULLIE
My criminal record check came back
as ’zero’. I was married for forty
years and I owned many pets.
Hardly the profile of a kidnapping,
axe wielding fiend wouldn’t you
say?

Door buzzes open.
If it helps ease your fears, here.
Wullie reaches behind the door and gives Asif a yellow tube
with red words on it.
If you need help at anytime just
gie that cord at the bottom a smart
tug.
But just make sure it’s pointing
away from yeh.
COOL!

ASIF

WULLIE
Aye, aye. Don’t be that guy.
What guy?

ASIF

WULLIE
The overexcited guy. The one who
goes mental at something shiny and
new. No one likes that guy. Most
folk think that that guy is a dick.
You don’t want to be a dick do you?
In here, there’s a bloke code. A
way of speaking and interacting.
Top tip for the first ten minutes?
(CONTINUED)
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38.

Yeah?

ASIF

WULLIE
Mouth shut, eyes open and ears
alert.
ASIF
One question, first?
WULLIE
God do you ever stop for air, aye
what?
ASIF
Why does it have a buzzer?
WULLIE
You’re quite sharp. Deduce this one
for yourself. What’s the point of a
buzzer?
ASIF
To stop people from just walking
in? To keep the customers to a
select few?
WULLIE
And here’s me thinking you were
thick. Get in already. Folk’ll
think we’re Mormons.
INT. CORRIDOR OF PUB.
Small corridor seems tiny with them in it. Coat rack hangs
on white washed walls. Two doors sit, one ahead, one to the
left.
You got that book handy?
Yeah?

ASIF

WULLIE
Well? Employ your hands and get
writing. Lesson Three. Ready?
ASIF
No, the pen and jotter are
sleeping.

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Aye very good. Lesson Three?
Like most things in life there’s
more than one option to a problem.
More than one solution to a thing
and every now and then you’ll get
several options all banging away at
your heid.
Did you get that?
ASIF
Some of it. But it wasn’t exactly
noteworthy though was it? What are
you on about?
WULLIE
The doors? And no, not the band
smart arse. Two doors in front of
you. One goes ahead. And the other
to the left. One is the pub and the
other is the lounge; or as we call
it, the gents and the ladies.
Anyways. All I’m saying is that
you’ll always have to make a choice
in life and right now, there’s two.
You pick.
Me?

ASIF

WULLIE
No, the other teenager behind you
dressed like a Hitler Youth, yeah
you.
ASIF
What’s behind them?
WULLIE
What do you mean what’s behind
them?
ASIF
I’m merely asking a question to
determine what the best option is.
WULLIE
It’s a pub. There’s booze behind
them. And some stools and even a
dartboard.
(CONTINUED)
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40.
ASIF
But what’s different about them?
WULLIE
Nothing really. Well. The pub is
more formal and the lounge is more
relaxed. More, lounge-y. Hence the
title ’Lounge’.
ASIF
Will I write that down?
WULLIE
That I’ve explained the difference
between a lounge and a bar?
Yeah.

ASIF

WULLIE
What do you think?
ASIF
Not so much.
WULLIE
Astute deduction. Forward, we
march.
Both head through the bar door down the end.
INT. INSIDE THE BAR.
The pub is old. Very old. Low ceilings and black beams rest
over white rough walls. Refurbished gas lamps hang from the
roof, the tick of a grandfather clock sets the pace while a
coal fire hisses and cackles unguarded.
Wooden glass partitions separate the booths that line the
walls. Old paintings of sailors in rough times rest in
place. Nautical memorabilia and union banners adorn the
walls. Two old men sit by the fire. Two old ladies sit in a
booth in the back. Wullie and Asif approach the bar.
SNAGGLE
Wullie. Did you hit traffic? You’re
usually here with the postman.
WULLIE
Snaggle your patter is beyond
repair.
(CONTINUED)
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41.
SNAGGLE
Why aren’t you barred? Come to
think of it, why have I never
barred yeh?
WULLIE
Simples. My turn of phrase is
awesome, I’m a regular visitor to
this shabby old humble abode and I
cut a handsome figure for a man of
my age.
It’s cause of that isn’t it
Snaggle. You want to ask me out?
SNAGGLE
I wouldn’t date you for two simple
reasons.
One, I’m not gay.
WULLIE
Eh, that’s not what the graffiti in
the lavy says, are you calling that
scribe a liar? That’s defamation
son.
SNAGGLE
And two, you’re not my type.
WULLIE
You prefer the chubby wans don’t
yeh. Blokes who can polish aff a
full Scots breakfast and then have
you for supper, acch yer a cad
Snaggle.
SNAGGLE
Yeh know it.
WULLIE
Now. As we’ve completed our daily
ritual of ’who can insult who the
most’ can I introduce my new
associate and fellow pounder of
tarmac, Asif, Snaggle, Asif.
SNAGGLE
Hi. Sadly house rules dictate that
minors are not allowed at any time
and what the hell are you wearing?

(CONTINUED)
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42.
WULLIE
It’s the bib thingy I have to wear
to keep an eye on this one. It’s
the SEI thing.
SNAGGLE
So you’ve signed up then aye?
WULLIE
What gave it away Snaggle? The
bright yellow braces and belt combo
or the kid sitting next to me?
ASIF
Are these your friends?
SNAGGLE
Aw here, it speaks. Greeting midget
person. I’m Snaggle. I’m the owner
of this fine establishment and
sadly due to your height impairment
and owing to the fact that I’ve got
frozen veg in the deep freeze older
than you, you’ll have to wait
outside.
WULLIE
Aw come on Snaggle!
WULLIE
Rules are rules Wullie.
Snaggle?
Yes?

ASIF
SNAGGLE

ASIF
No I wasn’t asking a question.
Merely establishing how to say your
name correctly.
SNAGGLE
Oh. It’s English too? Well
lad-ee-da.
ASIF
Yes I am. The country which gave
you Shakespeare, Chaucer and Giggs.
Annnnd. You’re Scottish. Hmm. Sorry
about that.
(CONTINUED)
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43.

Wullie bursts out laughing.
SNAGGLE
Cocky wee bandit. Aye okay. You’re
in. Rules of the club are simple.
Clean up your mess. Be nice to
everyone and if the fire needs
stoking then please, don’t feel the
need to wait for permission. Go do
it.
WULLIE
Why don’t you go for a wander about
while I chat with Mr Snaggle here?
Here’s your money by the way. Go
feed the arcade machine.
Yeah fine.
So?
Yes?

ASIF
SNAGGLE
WULLIE

SNAGGLE
So, I’ve got a date tonight.
WULLIE
What you doing?
SNAGGLE
What do you mean?
WULLIE
What are you doing?
SNAGGLE
I’ve got a date tonight and..
WULLIE
I heard that bit, but I’m asking
what are you doing?
SNAGGLE
Taking her out for a meal?
WULLIE
Naw, naw. What I mean to say is,
what were you thinking telling me
that?
(CONTINUED)
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44.
SNAGGLE
That I’m going on a date?
Yeah?

WULLIE

SNAGGLE
I’m confused?
WULLIE
Me too. You’ve got the wrong idea
about the type of relationship we
have Snaggle. Oh yes. Dead wrong.
We don’t have that type of
relationship, never have and never
will. We operate on a simple code
of conduct son.
I ask for a drink and you supply
AND on the rare occasion that it
should feel necessary to do so, we
talk mince over a variety of
subjects ranging from politics, to
football and even to the correct
number of islands in the Japanese
Archipelago.
But what we do not do, under any
circumstances is discuss love
lives. We’re just not those people.
And this, is not that type of
relationship.
SNAGGLE
So we can’t?
WULLIE
Not a word Snaggle. We don’t want
to break the code. One minute it’s
date nights and the next we’ll be
talking about floral designs for
kitchens wallpaper, it just won’t
do son.
That said, is she a local girl?
Aye.

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
Well. Since we’re already here.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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45.
WULLIE (cont’d)
Keep it simple.
Meal, chat and done.
SNAGGLE
You think so?
WULLIE
Oh aye son. And mind, if she’s from
about here she’s probably already
had more male in her than the
letter box down the GPO, so it
could be a sure thing.
SNAGGLE
You’re an arsehole.
WULLIE
Nope, just honest. Now. How about a
coffee?
SNAGGLE
One day. One day I’ll just bar yeh.
WULLIE
All talk. Nae action.
Oh here. Before I forget.

Wullie slips a white envelope across the bar.
Ta.

SNAGGLE

Buzzer sounds off screen and Snaggle answers. Asif wanders
over.
ASIF
Can I get a drink?
SNAGGLE
You can have a ginger beer if you
please, courtesy of the House?
WULLIE
A free drink? Kid jump on it. For
this will NEVER happen again.
SNAGGLE
And he aint kidding.

(CONTINUED)
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ASIF
I’ll take it.

Lounge door opens and five elderly men walk in carrying
banners with ’SEI? NAW!’, ’FULL PENSION NOO’, ’EPA RULES
OK’.
TOMBO
Whit’s this?
SNAGGLE
Morning Tombo.
TOMBO
Naw. Whits this?
SNAGGLE
Tombo, patrons can do whatever they
like as long as it doesn’t involve
my or their blood pressure getting
up. Keep that in mind.
TOMBO
So, asking for the membership forms
was what? A joke? Waste of time?
Tell me, I’m just curious.
WULLIE
Could of sworn I heard something
there. Asif, did you hear
something?
ASIF
Yeh. There’s a bloke behind you
talking to yeh.
WULLIE
Really? What does he look like?
ASIF
Tall, old, wet. And kinda ugly. If
I’m honest.
WULLIE
As the driven snow kid, and don’t
loose it. Well, from the sounds of
it you’re describing a guy I used
to work with.
Someone who was a mate, a best man
even. But recently turned
revolution leader wannabe who
believes that holding your breath
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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47.
WULLIE (cont’d)
and throwing your toys out of the
pram is political brinkmanship of
the first order.
When in fact, he’s a pamphlet
holder. A mouthpiece. Someone who
doesn’t have an ambition beyond
hearing his own voice, and even
then, it has to be the loudest in
the room. Why, it sounds like
Tombo.
And I’ve won a watch. The man
himself. And how does the glorious
revolution go Generale’?
TOMBO
I asked you a question.
WULLIE
Was that a question? I thought you
were trying to look big and
impressive for your girlfriends
behind you.
SNAGGLE
Ladies, behave.
TOMBO
You asked for the forms and yet
here you are with that bib on and a
kid by your side?
WULLIE
You watch your wallet and I’ll
watch mine, and besides, I never
said I wanted to join the Rebel
Alliance. I merely asked what was
involved with your ’group’. And
from the looks of it all you really
need is the ability to sniff a bum
and say ’aye’ after everything you
say. Now, you’re disturbing his
ginger beer.
TOMBO
Well. My apologies. I just thought
that since we were being robbed on
a daily basis that SOMEONE would
stand up for the average pensioner.
Not sit about.

(CONTINUED)
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SNAGGLE
Is that all Tombo, or would you
like a drink? Seeing as this is a
pub in all?
TOMBO
I, we, were thirsty but seeing the
company you keep. I think we’ll
pass. We don’t drink with ’scabs’.

Wullie snaps to his feet and the stool falls.
WULLIE
I was a shop steward for eight
years and led many a campaign for
better conditions, better pay and
better tea from the trolley. And if
you think I’m just gonnae sit there
and let a jumped up button wearer
to call me a scab, then Tombo, you
genuinely are dumber than you so
clearly look.
TOMBO
One more word from you and you’ll
be writing lunch reviews for the
hospital menu.
SNAGGLE
THAT’S ENOUGH. Both of you. Tombo,
out now. Wullie, sit on it.
WULLIE
I’m done for the day Snaggle.
We have other things to do today.
Asif, jacket, on, move.
Wullie.

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
See you the morra.
Asif and Wullie move passed Tombo. Who then picks up
Wullie’s stool and sits down.
TOMBO
The day just got a bit brighter.
Maybe a will have that drink.
Scotch. Nae ice.

49.
EXT. OUTSIDE PUB.
Wullie angrily pulls his jacket on. Asif stands and watches
the struggle.
ASIF
Are you winning?
What?!

WULLIE

ASIF
The jacket? You’re fighting it.
It’s a pretty simple operation to
get it on.
So what was that about?
WULLIE
Old stuff. We used to work
together. Long time ago.
ASIF
Did you fall out?
Asif takes a phone from his pocket. The text, ’HOW’S IT
GOING? Aunt P’, appears on the screen.
WULLIE
You could say that. Another way of
saying it would be to say that our
friendship reached a conclusion.
ASIF
So you fell out?
WULLIE
We did. What are you doing?
ASIF
Auntie P. Just texting her back.
WULLIE
Well tell her were okay and that.
ASIF
I won’t mention the pub.
Asif types and graphics appear on screen, ’Alright. He’s
kinda funny. Meet l8tr? Need to goat’.

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Probably best yes. What’s that in
your hand?
Beer mat.

ASIF

WULLIE
It’s ripped to bits. Why did you do
that?
ASIF
Don’t know. Bored.
WULLIE
Bored is it? You just met some of
the finest people in town and less
than an hour ago you were told
about one of the greatest civil law
cases in the world AND you’re
bored?
ASIF
Are we going or what?
Asif throws the bar mat off screen which hits a car and we
here brakes and a horn.
WULLIE
JESUS. Move along. You’ll have us
in front of the beak before lunch!
EXT. HIPPY CHIPPY, WEST END OF TOWN.
Traffic is busy while the morning shoppers change shifts
with the afternoon shoppers at bus stops. Wullie and Asif
are in the queue of a very old chippy. We see them from
outside.
WULLIE
Right this, then up the road for
that debriefing thing, what you
wanting?
ASIF
What have they got?
WULLIE
It’s a chippy? There’s a pretty set
menu from establishment to
establishment, with this being the
best in town.
(CONTINUED)
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51.
ASIF
I’ve never been in one.
Heresy.

WULLIE

ASIF
Nope, never. What have they got?
WULLIE
You’ve never had a bag of chips?
ASIF
Nope. Mum thought they were
unhealthy.
WULLIE
Fair doos in that regard, but,
NEVER?
ASIF
No and will you stop going on about
it already?!
WULLIE
Okay, okay.
Well. They deep fry everything. In
fact don’t stand still or you’ll
end up in the fryer.
They have chips, fish, sausages,
chicken and pizza.
ASIF
Can I have a pizza?
WULLIE
Eh, nope. We’ve only got a fiver
left so lets scale back the
ambitions. Prices are mental.
I’m

ASIF
really thirsty.

WULLIE
Likewise. So. How’s about a couple
of cans of ginger and a fritter
each?
Fritter?

ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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52.
WULLIE
Let’s not spoil the surprise.
S’cuse me mate, can I have..

A drunk guy in his mid twenties falls sideways in and to the
front of the queue. He’s holding onto the counter like it’s
a liferaft.
FRYER
For gods sake! Mind if I serve this
wan first mate? Gets him out
quicker.
WULLIE
Aye nae danger. As long as he
stands downwind.
FRYER
RIGHT, what’ll it be?!
PISSED GUY
(Garble of words)
FRYER
Naw son, in English.
PISSED GUY
(Garble again)
FRYER
Anyone here speak Klingon?
PISSED GUY
Haw, haw, hawd the phone big yin.
Nae need to get wide. I’m wanting a
bottle of ginger and a pickle!
FRYER
All that for that? Last of the big
spenders eh?
PISSED GUY
Aye and a want salt on the pickle
in all. Nah short changing me!
FRYER
Bottle of ginger and a pickle, one
seventy.
PISSED GUY
Whit?! I’ve still tae get ma bus
man.
(CONTINUED)
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53.
FRYER
Haw, Donald Tramp. Pay for the
pickle and the ginger or head for
the tarmac and tell your case
worker.
Or, alternatively, the gentleman
can dine al fresco with one of our
finest pickles and a bottle of the
crisp, I believe, Chateau Barr,
vintage 2017?

He drops change on counter and spills out onto the street.
Sake man.

PISSED GUY

FRYER
Next please.
WULLIE
Couple of fritters.
EXT. LIBRARY STEPS.
Wullie and Asif are sitting on the steps munching their
fritters with cans of coke sitting at their feet. Asif
finishes first and throws the wrapper over his shoulder.
WULLIE
Haw! What you doing?
What?

ASIF

WULLIE
There’s a bin over there, sitting
idle. Employ it. You don’t just
throw rubbish, what you thinking?
ASIF
Sake. I’ll get it.
Gets up and pops wrapper in bin.
Happy?
WULLIE
Aye. Ecstatic.
Right. We’ve got a half hour before
we need to head for the hills, so.
What do you want to know?
(CONTINUED)
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54.
ASIF
I don’t know.
WULLIE
This is like pulling teeth.
ASIF
Well what do you want me to say?
You told me about a slug in a
bottle, I’ve been in a pub, I’ve
been bribed and I’ve just eaten a
fried slice of potato that I’m
pretty sure is clogging my heart at
this very minute.
So tell me, what do you want me to
say?
WULLIE
Christ you’re a touchy wee bugger
aren’t you? Next you’ll be crying
and telling me that your mum died.
Can we move on?
ASIF
You’re a dick.
WULLIE
An observation which you apparently
share with the masses.
ASIF
It was just a bit of paper.
WULLIE
It’s not the point. Dropping litter
is just, wrong, so don’t do it.
ASIF
You didn’t actually just say that
did you? Littering is wrong?
WULLIE
Well it is.
ASIF
I know it is, it’s just no one
likes that guy.

(CONTINUED)
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55.

Which guy?

WULLIE

ASIF
The guy who points out the bloody
obvious.
WULLIE
See! You’re learning. Write that
one down, and add in ’up the road’.
Words appear on screen.
To head home or to a predetermined
destination.
ASIF
Hang on. I’ll get the book out.
Random guy walks passed and spits at their feet.
Jesus! This town really is a
shithole!
WULLIE
Oi! What did I say about bloody
swearing?
Asif shrugs his shoulders and starts writing.
You know they’ve said it for years
about this town. That it’s a dump I
mean. But it wasn’t always and yet
it has been.
ASIF
That doesn’t make sense.
WULLIE
Get this right. You think it’s bad
the now? This is nothing!
CUTS TO ANIMATION OF THE TOWN IN THE 18TH CENTURY.
Folk have been writing this town
off for years. Back in the 18th
century the town was hoatching with
disease and nasty bugs of all
sorts.
Cholera.
ASIF
What’s that?

(CONTINUED)
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56.
WULLIE
You ever had bad diarrhoea?
Yeah?

ASIF

WULLIE
Worse than that.
ASIF
Bloody hell.
WULLIE
Yeah. Death by poo. Not the best
way to go, but of course that was
nothing to the other stuff.
There was TB; that’s a lung
condition that makes you cough and
spit blood.
ASIF
That all happened here?
WULLIE
Aye but can we keep the questions
till the end?
Fine.

ASIF

WULLIE
The root cause of most of the towns
woes was living conditions. Masses
of rubbish and sewage would line
the streets and the smell was that
bad that ladies would faint and
blokes would spew!
Really?!

ASIF

WULLIE
Maybe. I think i made that bit up
but it sounds plausible so we’ll go
with it.
Huners of folk were dying left
right and centre. So, a group of
local doctors got together, formed
a group of local activists and
together they cleaned up the
streets together. Gathering up all
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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57.
WULLIE (cont’d)
the rubbish like and made the
streets clean.
And?

ASIF

WULLIE
The rates of deed folk dropped.
See, the disease wasn’t just bugs
and microbes and all that stuff, aw
no. It was a disease of the
community. Folk didn’t care and the
powers that be didn’t give a
monkeys either. Wasn’t till the
number of workers in the local mill
and individual trades surrounding
the town started to fall, and the
ability to make money was
threatened, did they act.
Really?

ASIF

WULLIE
Again, that last bit i might of
made up but it sounds plausible.
So you see.
CUTS BACK FROM ANIMATION TO THE STEPS.
This place has been a hole, then a
great place and now it’s back in
it’s hole phase. But like most
things in life, it’ll move on
eventually.
The town is a bit like a village.
Everyone knows everyone or someone
knows the other guy. It’s been
through a lot and it’s got huners
of brilliant stories. And I know
one or two of them.
And if you don’t mind me saying,
you could use a wee bit of the
past, cause your present, is pretty
shitty.
ASIF
Now who’s swearing?

(CONTINUED)
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58.
WULLIE
I’m allowed. I’m old.
ASIF
So what’s your point?
WULLIE
Today has been shite for you but it
hasn’t exactly been a bed of roses
for me either. And what I’m getting
at is we can do better and we will
do better, next time. I know a lot
about this place and part of this
arrangement is that I have to tell
you stuff and..
ASIF
You’re shitting it in case I say we
were in a pub aren’t you?
Suppose.

WULLIE

ASIF
I won’t. We made a deal and mum
always said a man should honour his
commitments.
WULLIE
You made me go through that whole
speech and you’re fine with it?
ASIF
Yup. Maybe now you’ll let me bloody
swear too?
WULLIE
Not bloody likely smart arse.
BUS WIPES SCREEN
EXT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
Bus wipes the screen and wipes on to Wullie and Asif walking
back into the social office.

59.
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
Dark room but for a desk lamp. Wullie sits at a very small
table with two chairs opposite. Door behind him open. And
two people walk in. We don’t see them. They walk to the
other side of the table and sit in darkness with the light
shining on Wullie. A red light appears between the two of
them. One male and one female.
So Mr?

VOICE ONE

WULLIE
Wullie, just call me Wullie.
VOICE ONE
Yes of course. You spent your
allocated four hours this week with
your designated ROK, Asif, yes?
WULLIE
We did indeed.
VOICE TWO
Can you tell us what happened today
in terms of the education and
social awareness agenda with which
you have been tasked to supply.
Asif?
What?

WULLIE

VOICE ONE
Can you describe what happened
today?
WULLIE
Oh. Well. We left here, I told him
about the Slug in the Bottle, paid
a quick visit to a local historical
society?
And then had lunch in which we
chatted about the state of the town
in terms of it’s social history
with disease and what not.
VOICE ONE
That seems like quite a lot. Most
impressive.

(CONTINUED)
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60.
VOICE TWO
This local historical society,
what’s it called?
WULLIE
What’s it called?
VOICE TWO
Yes the name of the institution?
WULLIE
The Order..of the Bottle?
The what?

VOICE ONE

WULLIE
The Order of the Bottle? Ancient
Paisley group which retains the
old, ancient historical practice of
passing down the oral history of
the local area, as with most
Scottish history and such it’s an
oral tradition of stories and
memories and what not.
VOICE ONE
And it’s address?
Address?

WULLIE

VOICE ONE
Yes, we’ll need to vet the members,
make sure they have the appropriate
criminal records check and what
not.
WULLIE
Oh, it’s not an official group,
merely a local group of concerned
citizens who meet at various
locations around the town.
VOICE TWO
We’ll still require their details.
WULLIE
What, the now?
VOICE ONE
Yes please.
(CONTINUED)
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61.
WULLIE
Well eh, it’s.

Dull noise outside in corridor. Shadow moves past frosted
glass. A red streak goes from left to right with a whoosh.
Whit the f..
VOICE ONE
Terminate recording, what the hell
was that?
Hang on.

VOICE TWO

Lights go on and reveal two twenty somethings. Voice Two
opens the door as the alarm sounds in the red smoke filled
hall.
Jesus Christ! Evacuate the building
immediately.
Voice One gestures Wullie to leave.
VOICE ONE
What is it?
VOICE TWO
I don’t know. But it’s bloody red
and smokey!
The three of them enter the hall which is full of red smoke
which is coming from a sparkling red fire at the end of the
hall.
Sprinklers come on and Mary hell ensues as everyone ducks
their heads and lifts their shoulders. As Wullie turns he
looks down the hall to see a small figure in the smoke. He’s
scared and holding an empty yellow coloured tube.
Without even thinking Wullie hobbles down through the crowd
and grabs Asif by the shoulders. The child looks haunted.
WULLIE
Are you okay? What the hell
happened.
ASIF
They left me in there. I don’t like
being on my own.
Wullie grabs the tube and stuffs it into his coat.

(CONTINUED)
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62.
WULLIE
We need to go. Mon.

EXT. OUTSIDE COUNCIL OFFICE.
Fire engines block the road while red smoke clings the air.
Crowds gather and people in hats and bright bibs point and
nod towards the building. Wullie and Asif stand to the side.
Wullie takes the tube from his pocket and throws it over his
shoulder into the bushes.
WULLIE
My fault really. I did tell you to
use when you felt uncomfortable. I
always thought it was a dud.
Has it happened before?
ASIF
Have I set off a flare in a council
building before?
I don’t like it. Being on my own
and stuff.
WULLIE
Anything else happen when you feel,
that way?
ASIF
My uncle left a box of matches out
once.
And?

WULLIE

ASIF
I lit the box and put it in the
sink.
And?

WULLIE

ASIF
And that was it.
WULLIE
Did you get caught?
ASIF
Nah. Smoke alarm went off and I
smashed it with a broom.
(CONTINUED)
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63.
WULLIE
What did you tell your Aunt?
ASIF
Just said it wouldn’t switch off so
I smacked it.
WULLIE
Have you told a lot of lies?
ASIF
What will we do about this?
WULLIE
Place is gutted with water. Doubt
there’s video footage or you and I
would be in the back of a bacon
mobile by now. So as far as I can
see, you, we, are in the clear.

Auntie Pauline pushes her way through the crowds.
Oh shit.
Language?

ASIF
WULLIE

ASIF
Auntie Pauline.
WULLIE
Oh shit. By the way, you spent the
morning with the Order of the
Bottle.
What?

ASIF

WULLIE
We’ll get the story right later.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Asif! Are you okay, what the hell
happened?!
WULLIE
It was some sort of.
AUNTIE PAULINE
I asked him!

(CONTINUED)
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64.
ASIF
Auntie P! It was nothing. Someone
set off a smoke bomb and they
chucked us out. Everything’s fine.
Don’t panic.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Don’t panic?! I didn’t know what
had happened.
WULLIE
Crystal ball in the repair shop
aye?
Look you.

AUNTIE PAULINE

ASIF
Haw. Both of you. I’m fine. I’m
just starving, so can we go?
WULLIE
I think so, haw, Irene? Can we go?
Irene standing on the steps just nods and gestures away.
Cheers doll!
Let’s go.

AUNTIE PAULINE

ASIF
What about the next day? When and
all that?
WULLIE
Uh. When’s good for you Auntie P?
AUNTIE PAULINE
I think Thursday next week was
mentioned earlier?
WULLIE
Works for me?
ASIF
Sound. Get yeh here, yeah?
WULLIE
Aye, sure. No worries.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Fine. Can we go now?
(CONTINUED)
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65.
ASIF
Sure thing doll.
AUNTIE PAULINE
What the bloody hell?
I said.

ASIF

WULLIE
He said ’sure nae borra’ which is
the traditional Scots way of saying
’no problem’; something we learned
today. Right?
INT. CLOSE STEPS.
Wullie climbs the steps slowly. Pauses on the landing and
notices his hand is shaking. Looks at watch and marches on.
He climbs again and stops when he reaches eye level with his
door step. There’s a rubber cake tin sitting. He lifts it.
Inspects it and smiles. Goes inside and closes door.
INT. ROUGH LOOKING HOUSING ESTATE CLOSE.
Snaggle approaches a letterbox, takes out Wullie’s white
envelope and pushes it through. On leaving he checks his
hair in the reflection of the tiles and heads off for his
date.
EXT. CAR PULLS UP IN DRIVEWAY.
Auntie Pauline and Asif get out and head in. She’s giving
him instructions on things but Asif tunes out as her voice
fades under music. He stops. Nods. She goes inside but Asif
turns and walks back out onto the chuckies and over to some
bushes. He’s looking for something. He finds the wrapper he
discarded. Inspects it and puts it in the nearby wheelie
bin.
THE END

INT: DAY. POST OFFICE.
Wullie shuffles with his cane into the Post Office, joins
the queue and is eventually seen. He’s wearing his usual
uniform of donkey jacket and orange headphones.
WULLIE
Morning Angie, just the pension
doll.
ANGIE
Less of the doll sunshine and you
know the score.
Where’s the paperwork?
WULLIE
Paperwork? Acch the woman down the
social gave me a note the other day
and I had it on me last week..do I
need it again?
ANGIE
Okay, here we go..
Picks up laminated note, puts on glasses and reads.
..good morning..
WULLIE
I thought you were getting them
lasered?
ANGIE
Costs too much and I’d rather have
a holiday in Ireland..today (they
mean this week) is the start of the
Social Education Initiative, or
SEI, in which you, as a receiver of
a state pension will be invited to
undertake a programme within which
you will take, train and educate a
local youth in all matters
concerning (but not limited to):
local knowledge, social customs,
language and dialect and any other
aspect of daily living so decided
upon by your social worker.
Failure to take part in the SEI
programme will result in a
deduction in the amount of pension
you receive from the state by up to
£30.
(CONTINUED)
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2.
Here comes the important bit so
stay awake, If you have any
questions please refer these to
your allocated social worker and
good Christ am I bored reading
this..did yeh get all that?
WULLIE
So I need a new note from the
teacher? This is ridiculous.
RANDOM GUY IN QUEUE
Here here brother!
Cheers!

WULLIE

ANGIE
Look, you know the score. So take
your flannel elsewhere and come
back with a signed note from your
social worker, your maw, your Aunt
Sadie or whoever makes you
spaghetti hoops for tea, cause
without the paperwork..you’re not
getting any Diageo tokens from me.
Next in line..
WULLIE
Always a joy Angie. I’m surprised
you’re in this morning, what with
spending the weekend chasing the
Von Trapps over the Alps.
ANGIE
Don’t be daft. Sunday’s my yoga
day. Wednesday, is cross country.
EXT: ON STREET OUTSIDE POST OFFICE.
We see Wullie from across the street; adjusting his coat
before heading into the town. He’s not alone though. Tombo
is watching and follows him.
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
The office is heaving with people and covered in bath towels
of every colour and size while men in overalls swing mops
back and forth across the wet floor.
(CONTINUED)
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3.

The place might be busy but Wullie gets called through with
ease. Tombo stops outside the door and watches through the
glass.
IRENE
Wullie, please come through.
WULLIE
I see the office is still acting as
the human resources division for
the Nautilus. Is Nemo in the day?
IRENE
Yeah I haven’t heard that one. This
way.
WULLIE
Surely you guys are insured up
the..
IRENE
We are but the flooding was greater
than we had first thought, and the
sprinklers were on for quite some
time.
WULLIE
Still no idea what caused it?
IRENE
Investigations are ongoing at the
minute.
WULLIE
So you don’t then?
IRENE
You seem awfully interested in this
Mr Sheridan. Are you aware of
anything which could’ve caused
this?
WULLIE
No, no. Just being a nosey old
bugger. Sure you’ve known me for a
full week so you must know that
about me already?
IRENE
Yes, quite.

4.
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE. DESK AREA.
The area is a soaking mess. The pens in her stationary
holder are actually floating. Wullie plays with them.
WULLIE
Good Christ!
IRENE
Nice thought but even he couldn’t
of held back the waters this time
round.
WULLIE
You aint kidding.
IRENE
As you can see we’re still getting
up our feet at this end Wullie, so
unless it’s an emergency?
WULLIE
Well in a sense it is. You see I’ve
lost the form you gave me last week
and without it..
IRENE
You can’t get your full pension
this week.
WULLIE
Won a watch.
IRENE
I’ll write you a replacement form
A26. So when are you meeting your
ROK again?
WULLIE
If you mean the wane I have to
mentor, Asif? Then he should be
pulling up in the next five
minutes.
IRENE
We won’t be long. Oh, if you’re
meeting him today, here’s an
expenses purse and I assume you’ve
got the bib?
WULLIE
I do, I do.
(CONTINUED)
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IRENE
And remember when you come back
check in at reception and someone
will..
WULLIE
Yes. We’ll get debriefed I remember
from last week, although hopefully
this time round the sprinklers
won’t be set off by a..
By a?

IRENE

WULLIE
Whatever set them off last week.
Hmm.

IRENE

As they talk we see Tombo peer through the glass of the
reception desk.
CLERK
Eh, can I help you sir?
What?

TOMBO

CLERK
Can I help you with something?
TOMBO
Nope. Just following the cheese.
CLERK
The cheese?
TOMBO
Not a big book reader are we?
CLERK
I only read romance.
TOMBO
And what would the title of an
affair in this dive be called, ’The
Passion Of The Vendi Machine’?
CLERK
Whatever. Look this isn’t a fish
tank, so if you don’t mind?
(CONTINUED)
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6.
TOMBO
There’s an easy fish joke in there
but I’ll leave it, seeing as your
desk is floating.
CLERK
And here’s me thinking I had heard
all the fish, swimming, water jokes
until now..you should be on stage.
TOMBO
Aye very good.
CLERK
If there’s nothing else?
TOMBO
There is actually, how would I get
round there to speak to someone?
CLERK
What with one of our advisers?
TOMBO
Aye if that’s what you’re calling
them.
CLERK
Well you’d need to sign up for the
SEI programme and..here..do I know
you?
Me?

TOMBO

CLERK
Are you on the telly?
TOMBO
Never mind. Forget it.
Tombo walks out.
EXT. OUTSIDE COUNCIL OFFICE.
Tombo walks round the building and finds a fire door open,
with a council employee smoking a fag. Seeing the chance he
slips on his union armband and approaches.
TOMBO
What’s this?
(CONTINUED)
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7.
COUNCIL GUY
What’s whit?
TOMBO
Jacobson, Council Security.
I said, what’s this?
COUNCIL GUY
It’s just a quick fag mate, the
office is swimming and I’ve had a
hellish morning. Gonnae gie us a
pass?

Tombo holds the door and takes the cigarette off the guy.
TOMBO
Back to work.
COUNCIL GUY
Cheers pal!
TOMBO
Don’t mention it.
Tombo walks inside and removes the armband, his jacket and
walks upstairs. Slowly opening a door he finds he’s now on
the other side of the glass in the office area.
Wullie walks away from the cubicle with a note in hand, so
Tombo walks over to Irene and sits down.
TOMBO
Here, your seat is a bit squishy by
the way.
IRENE
Erm. I think you’ve got the wrong
adviser.
TOMBO
Nope, I’m most definitely in the
right place.
IRENE
I’m sorry what’s your name, Mr?
TOMBO
No names the now, cause we’ve just
met and honestly I need to know if
I can trust you?

(CONTINUED)
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8.
IRENE
What is this?
TOMBO
We have a mutual friend, you and I.
Excuse me?

IRENE

TOMBO
Sorry, it’s a bit confusing, don’t
worry I’ll be quick anyways.
IRENE
I think I’d like you to leave, now.
TOMBO
No need for that love. Lordy, you
seem like one for the rules, am I
right? By the book, all the way, no
exceptions, all the same and stuff,
am I right?
IRENE
Look, whoever you are, we’ve got
excellent security in here and..
TOMBO
Ha! Wasn’t that good, I just walked
in from the back door.
IRENE
Okay you’re out.
Irene stands to usher security over.
TOMBO
He lied to you.
Who?

IRENE

TOMBO
Him. Mr..Sheridan. And a big old
fat whopper in all so it was.
Irene sits down.
IRENE
What do you mean?

(CONTINUED)
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9.
TOMBO
Oh interested now are we?
IRENE
You’ve got five minutes before
you’re thrown out, use them wisely.
TOMBO
Oh I don’t need five minutes dear,
one will do. He lied to you.
IRENE
I heard you the first time and this
sounds like an unsubstantiated
claim against someone.
TOMBO
Oh it’s more than substantiated.
IRENE
I haven’t got a clue..
TOMBO
What I’m on about, I know. And
we’ll keep it that way for now,
just know that he lied to you.
IRENE
In what way?
TOMBO
I believe the line is, ’full
disclosure’? Paragraph four sub
section 2 of the declaration form
he had to sign? But hey. We’ll talk
later.

Tombo stands to walk out.
IRENE
Wait a minute, who are you?
TOMBO
Just a concerned citizen sister.
I’ll be in touch.
Tombo walks out the front door and winks at the Clerk as he
goes. Irene stands to watch him leave.

10.
EXT. OUTSIDE COUNCIL OFFICE.
Wullie stands reading the paper while he waits for Asif, who
eventually pulls up in his Auntie’s car. Door opens...
Move.
Bye.

AUNTIE PAULINE
ASIF

WULLIE
Haw! That’s no way to shut a car
door. Apologise ya midden.
Auntie Pauline rolls down the window.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Four PM today, okay?
WULLIE
Eh, well, we should probably talk
about the hours, you no think?
AUNTIE PAULINE
Look, I’ve got stuff to do and the
more time you have him, and I
don’t, then there’s at least a slim
chance he’ll live beyond the week.
WULLIE
Well, it’s not that it’s just..
AUNTIE PAULINE
If you complete all your hours
today you don’t have to see him
again till next week, am I correct?
WULLIE
In a sense..yes?
AUNTIE PAULINE
Well then, surely that would be to
everyone’s benefit, no?
WULLIE
Eh, aye I suppose, but..
AUNTIE PAULINE
Excellent, four o’clock back here.
Car drives away.
(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Whit was that about? Did you break
her cauldron?
ASIF
Nothing. I did nothing.
Look
that
away
pine
What

WULLIE
sunny Jim I know women. And
particular sheila was an inch
from measuring you up for a
box, so, less of the fiction.
happened slim?

ASIF
It was an accident.
WULLIE
It was an accident, good were
getting there, what was an
accident?
ASIF
The thing, the whole thing.
WULLIE
What ’thing’? Do you have an
interpreter?
ASIF
I broke her mirror.
WULLIE
Ah right. These things happen.
Accidents and that. What dimensions
we looking at?
ASIF
It was a big one alright? I smashed
a big mirror with my football.
WULLIE
Oh. And so I see said the blind
fella. Did you apologise?
Suppose.

ASIF

WULLIE
Well did you or didn’t you?

(CONTINUED)
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12.
ASIF
Yeah I did, are we getting on with
this or what?
WULLIE
Suit yersel. I’m not the
going home to the Battle
Auntie. Just thought you
a strategy for survival,
suppose not.

one who’s
of the
might want
but

ASIF
Have you smashed a mirror before?
WULLIE
Son, I’ve smashed, cracked and even
clanged many a mirror in my day,
and when it happens? You hold your
hands high like you’ve been caught
on the other side of the wire and
take what comes, capisce?
ASIF
So just admit to it?
WULLIE
Well I think that particular ship
of blame has already sailed to the
shoreline of honesty, chief. Just,
apologise and say it was an
accident. Job done.
ASIF
I’ll think about it.
WULLIE
Now, back to more pressing matters,
what we’re doing the day.
ASIF
Yeah what are we doing?
WULLIE
Well. Seeing as last week was, by
all accounts a roaring success that
had plenty of, fireworks, this week
will be a bit more, shall we say,
basic.
Basic how?

ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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13.
WULLIE
To begin with, street craft.
ASIF
What the hell is that?
WULLIE
You’ll find out, second, trip back
to the Thingamy and then some more
interesting bits of history about
the glorious shitehouse we live in,
savvy?
Suppose.

ASIF

WULLIE
You’re a man of few words the day?
Look, it was a mirror. I don’t know
of anyone in life who has made it
from sprog to teen to adult to OAP
without buggering something up, so
you’re nothing special. It’ll get
fixed or replaced, okay?
Yeah.

ASIF

WULLIE
Sound. So, shall we?
EXT. PAISLEY TOWN CENTRE.
Series of shots with the voice of Wullie over them.
(A): Wullie and Asif walk past the Cenotaph.
WULLIE
Now, when you’re out and about in
the town you’ll need a few things,
and I’m gonnae tell you where to
get them.
For example, the loo.
(B): Outside the uni.
WULLIE
Universities and colleges have two
things in common. One, the
students. And two, that students
are useless when it comes to
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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14.
WULLIE (cont’d)
remembering student passes, ID
cards and the like. As such, most
campuses are wide open to the
public, which is incredibly handy
if one requires to spend a penny.

(C): Outside library.
WULLIE
I noticed you had a phone on you.
Ever have a problem charging it?
Cannae find a leckie point? Well, a
library needs it’s carpets cleaned
too.
(D): Inside library.
WULLIE
And as such you’ll always find a
plug socket at ground level; safe
out of sight from any busy body
librarian keen on stopping the
public from running up charges on
their spark meter.
(E): Outside the town hall.
WULLIE
Grub, food, whatever you want to
call it. Sometimes you’ll need to
eat or prefer to eat, like me,
outside and on the hop.
Because of this, you need shelter
while you tuck into your
steak-bake, your sandwiches, and
for the connoisseur, chips and
curry sauce. Such shelter can be
attained from public buildings like
town halls, universities and
museums.
Oh and always, always, always have
a small squeezable bottle of
antibacterial gel in your bag or
pocket. You don’t want to get sick
do you?
(F): Drone shot of the town followed by shots of people
laughing in the High Street and walking from shop to shop.

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
And finally, the most important
thing you’ll always need when
you’re out and about. People.
Everyone needs a chat, the answer
to a question or just some advice.
It’s the way things work. Can you
imagine how dull it would be if the
town was empty? Can you imagine
enjoying a day out even half as
much if you didn’t chat to an old
lady about the time of day?
I’m not gonnae sugar coat it too
much and of course at your age you
should never talk to strangers but
people will always feel the need to
rattle their gums as you will
yourself. Be there for them as they
are for you. The traditions of this
country are oral. That’s to say
that everything and I mean
everything is passed on from person
to person by stories. Each version
given a new colour, a new polish
and a new twist while keeping the
core strand of the message.
It’s tradition, and it’s one we’re
about to work on.

EXT. OUTSIDE THE RUSSELL INSTITUTE.
Wullie and Asif stand on the corner looking for a ’victim’.
ASIF
What’s the point of this again?
WULLIE
To solicit a piece of info from a
total random passerby.
ASIF
To what end?
WULLIE
To further your knowledge, expand
your mind and to prove a point.

(CONTINUED)
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ASIF
I feel stupid.
WULLIE
You feel stupid cause you’ve never
done it before. You’ve never asked
a question to a complete stranger
and they’ve never returned the
favour with a piece of their life.
Just follow my lead.

Asif looks awkwardly at the ground.
WULLIE
You really are off your pins this
morning. That mirror, still?
Asif nods.
WULLIE
Give her a text with that phone of
yours. Say sorry that way.
ASIF
Won’t matter.
WULLIE
There’s no limit on apologies kid.
They’re like fresh air from an open
window. Clears the head and gives a
smile.
Whatever..

ASIF

WULLIE
Here, this guy will do.
Young guy, mid-twenties appears from around the corner.
WULLIE
Excuse me brother?
Yeah?

GUY

WULLIE
You got the time bud?
The time?

GUY

(CONTINUED)
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17.

Aye.

WULLIE

The guy points towards the clock face on Paisley Town Hall
which is massive.
GUY
Whit. That one too small?
WULLIE
Acch it’s aye out by a mile, just
thought I’d ask.
Guy shrugs and walks away.
Nice one.
Shut it.

ASIF
WULLIE

ASIF
Handled it well I thought.
Especially when you asked him
something which was obvious to
anyone with eyes and the ability to
look up.
WULLIE
Look, it’s a start! Here. Wee old
women are always up for a chat.
A wee old lady walks in from across the road.
WULLIE
Excuse me misses, I was wondering
if..
OLD LADY
No interested son.
ASIF
Son?! He’s older than the street.
OLD LADY
And what would that make me ya
bugger?
ASIF
What I meant was..

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Apologies love, what he meant was..
OLD LADY
Who you calling ’love’ yeh street
creeping shite?
WULLIE
Now listen, what I was meaning was,
acch forget it. On your way. If you
hurry up you’ll catch Hansel and
Gretal at the edge of the forest.
Here!

OLD LADY

WULLIE
Tell it walking..
Wee old woman shuffles off and every now and then turns and
points at Asif and Wullie.
WULLIE
Aye very good!
ASIF
I’m bored of this already. People
don’t like talking in the street.
It’s too open.
WULLIE
I’ll learn yeh, yet.
ASIF
You’ll what?
WULLIE
I’ll learn yeh? You never heard
that before?
ASIF
I’ve heard the words before but
never constructed in a way which
was against the laws of grammar.
WULLIE
Book out, take a note.
As Asif scribbles his writing appears on the screen.
WULLIE
Learn yeh, to learn someone.
Definition. To teach someone a
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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19.
WULLIE (cont’d)
lesson in such a way as to create a
memory.
As in, ’I’ll learn yeh with this
shovel up the side of your head’.
Or ’I’ll learn yeh with this van,
vroom vroom ya prick’.
I mean, ’vroom vroom yeh bad person
yeh’.
ASIF
Nope, you were right the first time
round!
WULLIE
You didn’t write that did yeh?!
ASIF
Course not!

The writing on the screen shows he has. Writing disappears
as Asif puts it back in his bag.
ASIF
Swearing is bad. Remember?
WULLIE
Of course it is! Just on some
occasions it comes out.
ASIF
Like there?
WULLIE
Yes. Like there.
ASIF
Can we go yet? I’m starving?
WULLIE
It’s just one of those days. No one
wants to talk.
ASIF
What, one of those, ’Strangers
Won’t Randomly Talk To Me’, days?
WULLIE
A. Ha. See you’re out of your mood
then?
(CONTINUED)
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20.
ASIF
Watching someone make an utter prat
of themselves has that effect.
WULLIE
Right, one more go, then we’ll go
get some grub. But who?

They look around the streets that make up the junction.
People pass by: on their way to the doctors, the shops,
home, who knows. Some are looking at their phones.
WULLIE
You see, that’s the problem right
there?
What?

ASIF

WULLIE
The bloody phones. The folk who
phone gaze while walking.
Beforehand you used to stand still
to use a phone. Now you can wander
about, not making eye contact with
anyone and at the same time find
out anything in the world by
smashing some keys on the glass.
And we call that progress. Phone
gazing is the same as navel gazing
by the way; staring only at ones
own self at the expense of
experiencing the wider world around
you.
ASIF
What a load of shit.
WULLIE
Here what did I say about swearing?
Ahem?

ASIF

WULLIE
Fair doos, fair doos. You’re
allowed that one.
ASIF
Folk don’t want to talk to you
because they don’t want to talk to
you. Phones don’t have anything to
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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21.
ASIF (cont’d)
do with it. It’s your face that’s
causing the problem.
WULLIE
Alright, rein it in. There’s no
need for that.
ASIF
Well just look at it! You’re an old
man. Who wants to waste time with
you?
WULLIE
Look, you can go home the now if
you want? I’m. WE. Are here for
your benefit.
ASIF
Yeah whatever. Can we eat now or
what?
Not yet.
Why not?

WULLIE
ASIF

WULLIE
Well because we’re in serious
danger of you actually learning
something. And I know that probably
scares you, cause the dim, the
thick and the generally stupid folk
that make up your generation appear
to have an allergy to information.
So we’ll be here until we get some
info from a stranger.
Asif kicks an empty can out of frustration.
WULLIE
Aye and you can bin that shite the
now in all.
Asif kicks it again. This time harder.
Oi.

WULLIE

Asif kicks it again.

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Stop it or we’re finished for
today!

Asif kicks it harder, it flies away from him and hits a
young woman passing by.
YOUNG WOMAN
Oi! That’s my bloody leg!
Oh. Shit.

WULLIE

Asif stands in shock.
YOUNG WOMAN
What you playing at?!
WULLIE
I’m. We. Sorry love he didn’t mean
it.
YOUNG WOMAN
Are you not supposed to be in
charge of him?
WULLIE
Yes. I am. And I was telling him to
stop but he...
YOUNG WOMAN
Just wasn’t listening apparently.
So what’s your story? I hear plenty
from him but nothing from you.
WULLIE
Asif? Is there something you want
to say?
Asif is looking at the ground. A mixture of embarrassment,
shame and frustration etch his face. The young girl raises
his chin with a finger.
YOUNG WOMAN
Oi. Look at me.
Asif looks up.
YOUNG WOMAN
You can’t just do what you like,
you know that. And you can’t just
go kicking a can about a street.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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23.
YOUNG WOMAN (cont’d)
When I was your age I did the same.
But with a chuckie, you know what
that is?

Asif looks at Wullie.
WULLIE
It’s a big stone.
YOUNG WOMAN
It is. And one time I booted that
gravelly bugger so hard it flew
across the playground and cut a
girls shin wide open, and that
could very easily have happened to
me.
So with that in mind is there
something you want to say to me?
ASIF
I’m. I’m sorry.
YOUNG WOMAN
What was that? I couldn’t quite
hear it from the mumbling.
ASIF
I’m sorry for kicking the can and
it hitting you.
YOUNG WOMAN
And so you should.
WULLIE
He is sorry.
YOUNG WOMAN
It’s not just his fault old yin.
YOU’RE supposed to be in charge of
him are you not?
Well..

WULLIE

YOUNG WOMAN
Aren’t you?
Yes but..

WULLIE

(CONTINUED)
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24.
YOUNG WOMAN
Naw none of your buts. I should
complain about this you know.
WULLIE
I’m. WE. Are sorry Mrs?
YOUNG WOMAN
It’s miss if you don’t mind.
WULLIE
Of course, of course. We’re very
sorry.
ASIF
I didn’t mean it.
YOUNG WOMAN
Doesn’t matter what you mean
handsome. Only matters what you do
and what happens when you do it.
You got it?
I’m sorry.

ASIF

YOUNG WOMAN
Fine. And you..it’s just a bairn.
So keep the leash tight okay?
WULLIE
Yes Mrs. I mean miss. I mean...of
course. That being...aye.
Hmm.

YOUNG WOMAN

She walks away with a sarcastic smirk to Wullie and a wink
to Asif. The two stand. Thoroughly put in their place.
WULLIE
Will we call that lunch?
EXT. STEPS LEADING INTO THE MUSEUM.
Wullie and Asif stand under the stone canopy of the
entrance, leaning on the rails, and watch the world go by as
they eat lunch.
ASIF
How can you eat that?
(CONTINUED)
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25.
WULLIE
What? My roll? That’s a good bit of
square slice in there. Here, can
you eh? You know?
What?

ASIF

WULLIE
Is this disrespectful? Me eating
pig and that?
ASIF
Oh. Right. Just cause I’m brown I
might be Muslim, yeah?
WULLIE
Well..erm..
ASIF
I’m Sikh you muppet.
WULLIE
So bacon is alright then?
ASIF
Yeah! I love a bacon buttie but
what you’re eating didn’t come from
a pig mate.
WULLIE
Oh yeah. How’d you know that?
ASIF
Simple. When was the last time you
saw THAT getting cut off a pig?
WULLIE
It isn’t an actual cut from the pig
ya eejit.
ASIF
Yeah..think about it for a minute..
Wullie inspects the roll a little bit closer while Asif
grins and eats his salad sandwiches. The mere notion of the
sausage being ’made’ puts Wullie off from eating it.
ASIF
Here. What’s that bloke up to?

(CONTINUED)
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26.

Where?

WULLIE

ASIF
Him over there. Next to the
railings.
They look across the road to see a guy facing them with his
back to the pedestrian railings on the pavement. His hands
are behind his back and appear to be struggling with
something. He stares blankly.
WULLIE
Eh? I don’t know. Don’t look
though. Never know what some dirty
buggers are up to these days.
ASIF
That’s two swear words this
morning.
WULLIE
Well thank god no one is keeping a
list of them then, eh?
Hmm.

ASIF

WULLIE
Come to think of it. What IS that
guy up to?
Just then the guys arms jolt and come forward to reveal the
street sign which was on the railings has been unscrewed by
his drill.
What the?

ASIF

WULLIE
Acch is one of those metal thieves.
HERE! GET YERSELF TAE BUGGERY OUT
OF THERE!
The guy stands startled and clocks Wullie when a police
officer appears from the coffee shop nearby, cup in hand.
WULLIE
Haw! Plod! Book him Dano.
The officer and the thief lock eyes and the guy legs it with
the officer in tow, who throws his cup without blinking.
(CONTINUED)
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27.
ASIF
That guy can shift.
WULLIE
But will he make it?
Yeah!
Doubt it.
Bet yeah?

ASIF
WULLIE
ASIF

WULLIE
You’re on. Stakes?
ASIF
Loser puts the rubbish in the bin?
Deal.

WULLIE

They shake hands while the officer and the thief head for
the West End but the thief gets dropped by a rugby tackle at
the end of the pavement.
WULLIE
Well would you look at that!
Aw what?!

ASIF

WULLIE
Nae luck short person. You’re on
bin duty. And here, this time, no
chucking it into the bushes like
last week.
There’s two quid in all. Go get us
both a packet of crisps and a Mars
bar.
ASIF
Oh. Very healthy.
WULLIE
Well, if you don’t want it..
ASIF
I never said that.
(CONTINUED)
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28.

Asif walks off to the shop as the thief is led back and
snarls at Wullie while being chucked into the back of a
police car. Wullie just waves.
WULLIE
Nae luck son. Should of stuck in
with cross country at school. Lift
the knees and swing with the hips,
yeah?
EXT. DAY. PUB.
Wullie and Asif walk into the Thingamy pub.
INT. DAY. PUB.
Inside there’s a few people in the booths and Snaggle stands
polishing a glass.
WULLIE
Rub it all you like mate. There’s
no genie in it.
SNAGGLE
Never say never. I mean look what
just appeared? And from what I
remember are genies not old fat
blokes?
WULLIE
Haw. Less of the fat.
SNAGGLE
And I see you’ve brought our newest
member back. Glutton for punishment
are we young squire?
ASIF
Hey Snaggle.
SNAGGLE
What’ll it be the day? Bloody Mary?
G and T? Don’t tell me..a Cosmo?
A what?

ASIF

WULLIE
It’s a fancy drink that he doesn’t
know how to make. Don’t humour him.
He’s what you call, a sad man.
(CONTINUED)
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29.
SNAGGLE
Eh, I’ll have you know I’m a man
with a second date the night.
WULLIE
Oh aye, first one go well then? Her
guide dug didn’t get in the way?
SNAGGLE
No, no. Perfect vision. Eats with
cutlery in all.
WULLIE
Sounds a keeper.
Yup.

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
Where you taking her the night? The
Chippy?
SNAGGLE
Don’t be daft. We went there last
week.
ASIF
Any chance I can get a drink?
SNAGGLE
Listen to this one!
WULLIE
Here you, you’re still an honorary
member and, correct me if I’m wrong
Snaggle, but don’t new members have
to introduce themselves to the
current members?
SNAGGLE
Why yes indeed they do Wullie.
Bylaw 567, aka the made up one, no
less.
What?

ASIF

WULLIE
Go introduce yourself to everyone.
What?!

ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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30.
SNAGGLE
Oh, hang on.

Clangs bell.
Alright troops. New honorary member
signed up last week.
His name is...what’s your name
again kid?
Asif.

ASIF

SNAGGLE
Asif. So don’t be shy, say hello,
and remember the bag will be doing
the rounds this morning so have
your ’coupon’ ready and your
coupons at the ready.
WULLIE
You’re in good company kid. It’s
safe here. Go say hello to the Hook
and Bob twins in the corner..
ASIF
Hook and Bob? Are they boxers?
WULLIE
No! They’re from the local knitting
club. But ask them that! It’ll make
their day!
ASIF
I’m not scared you know.
WULLIE
I know. It’s just, who are these
people, what is this place, what’s
going to happen..am I right?
ASIF
Yeah. Pretty much.
WULLIE
Well lets go through the countdown;
these people are part of this club
(which means it’s a select few of
very cool folk who get in here).
This is one of the oldest pubs in
the town but there’s fire exits and
all that.
(CONTINUED)
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31.
Sound good?
Don’t worry. We’ve got more to do
later today; none of which will
involve firing flares though,
thankfully.
But aye. Interesting stuff and what
not so hurry up, say hello, oh and
ask each person for one fascinating
thing about Paisley.
And for god’s sake stoke the fire
in all.

Asif wanders around the pub and goes over to the twins.
Hello.

ASIF

HOOK
Hello young man.
ASIF
Are you the Hook and Bob twins?
BOB
Ha! Oh I haven’t heard that for
years! But yes son we are, I’m
Ellen and this is Caroline.
ASIF
Hi. Where did you get that name
from, are you boxers?
CAROLINE
Oh did yeh hear that?! Haha. No no
son, we’re knitters. Here Wullie,
is this wan yours?
WULLIE
Aye, careful wae it. It’s new so
don’t break it.
ELLEN
So what brings you here today young
man? And what a lovely uniform!
ASIF
Thanks, my mum picked it. I’m with
Wullie learning more about the town
and that. It’s part of the SEI,
SIE...what’s it called thing?
(CONTINUED)
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32.
ELLEN
Oh that. And here’s me thinking
Wullie wasn’t signing up for that
either?
CAROLINE
Occh you know what he’s like. Bends
wae the wind that one. So, Asif,
what have you learned today?
ASIF
Not much really.
CAROLINE
Seeing the company you’re keeping
that doesn’t surprise me much.
ASIF
Well. Last week, I did learn about
the slug in the ginger bottle.
ELLEN
Oh that’s one of my favourites,
mind learning that at school?
CAROLINE
God aye! I don’t remember much of
school but I remember that!
ASIF
Is there anything else you can tell
me about the town?
Wullie wants me to ask everyone for
a fact each.
CAROLINE
Oh, good idea. Gets everyone else
to do his work for him..
WULLIE
I heard that.
CAROLINE
You were meant to ya big puddin.
Have a seat son and didnae mind the
likes of that yin.
ELLEN
Did he not even get yeh a drink?!

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
We’ve been busy.
ELLEN
Snaggle, bottle of ginger for the
wee fella.
SNAGGLE
Ginger is it?
ASIF
Yes please, in a clean glass if
you’ve got one.
CAROLINE
Haha! That’s you telt!
ELLEN
Whit a wee character.
SNAGGLE
Oh he’s a joy alright.
WULLIE
Gies a slate Snaggle when you get a
minute.
SNAGGLE
But you’ve already got the paper?
WULLIE
Aye but the slate has better
pictures, just gies it.
Two quid.

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
Whit?! It’s wan fifty?
SNAGGLE
Inflation. What can I say..
WULLIE
You should be wearing a ski mask.
Wullie clangs down two coins and Snaggle lifts the tablet
off of its docking station and types in a code.
SNAGGLE
La slate for monsieur.

(CONTINUED)
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34.

Snaggle pops the bottle of ginger and glass at the end of
the bar for Asif. Two wee hands lift them down and out of
sight. Snaggle then looks towards the television.
SNAGGLE
There’s your pal again.
Wullie looks round to see Tombo on the news leading an EPA
picket against the SEI programme.
WULLIE
He always was a loud mouth shite.
And this..
Wullie tugs his bib.
..is just the thing he needs to get
his voice behind a microphone.
Idiots like him love these sort of
things cause it gives them a chance
to be the big man. The one leading
the charge. All the ambition of a
politician with the street smarts
of a sheep.
SNAGGLE
He used to be your pal though.
WULLIE
And I his. But that’s the past.
Anyhoo. How’s about a cup of your
finest Al Pacino and I do believe
it’s time for gambling to commence.
SNAGGLE
What’s the magic word?
Yer maw?

WULLIE

SNAGGLE
That’s two.
WULLIE
Just put the telly on already.
SNAGGLE
Rings the bell.
OKAY. Has everybody put a coupon
into the bag?
(CONTINUED)
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35.
CAROLINE
Here, have you put yours in?
ELLEN
And yeh see son, that’s why folk
say (if they want a drink) ’gies a
slug’. It all comes from that wee
swimming slug!
CAROLINE
Ellen! The bag? Did yeh put yer
coupon into the bag?
ELLEN
Of course! Did you?
CAROLINE
Yeh, Snaggle is just asking if, aw
never mind, it’s starting..

Light flickers onto the wide screen on the wall. A Jeremy
Kyle style of show comes on, titled ’Rupert Reports’.
RUPERT
And welcome to another exciting
daily dose of, Rupert Reports!
Today, ’You slept with my cousins
wife. But who’s the dad?!’.
Rupert continues to talk but focus returns to the pub.
SNAGGLE
So, who thinks that one toothed,
one eyed, nae hope of finding a bus
seat let alone a ride, is the
father of the wane?
ELLEN
He’s not that bad!
Yeh think?

SNAGGLE

CAROLINE
Oh aye. And she’d know..
ELLEN
Here! I just think he has a quality
about him.

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Aye. And we all know how much of an
aphrodisiac rabies is.
ELLEN
Och away bile yer heid. Here, gies
the bag Snaggle.
I’m betting a 25% off loo rolls
down the paper shop, that he’s the
dad.
SNAGGLE
Aw here, that’s crazy talk. Pick
another one?
WULLIE
Ellen would you no feel comfier
starting with something smaller?
ELLEN
Wullie, I’m sure that’s what you
said when the bedroom light goes
out. But I’m sticking with what
I’ve got on the table.
WULLIE
Aw so it’s like that. Fine. Gimmae
the bag.
I’ll bet a 30% off of Lenor down at
Pablo’s Money Launderette, that
he’s no the father and in fact. I
think the real father will be
revealed after the first break.
SNAGGLE
Right you two rein it in! There’s a
full show ahead of betting
potential and it would be mince to
be finishing the day with the giro
coupons for 2p off’a milk down the
CO-OP!
CAROLINE
Listen tae Snaggle you two!
ASIF
What is this?
SSSHHH!

ALL TOGETHER TO ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
You breathe a word of this to the
social and I’ll tell them I caught
you drinking booze.
ASIF
Oh and where would I get the beer?
The pub that I’m currently standing
in? Think it through.

Wullie ponders till it hits him slowly.
Oh welcome back.
WULLIE
What I meant to say is..well..this
is important. To me at least and
everyone here.
We’re skint kid and life presents
few opportunities to gain money
through employment for folks our
age. And as such, betting on the
yahoos you see on the silver screen
is a way to earn some extra
scratch.
ASIF
What’s in the bag?
ELLEN
Can we get back to this?
WULLIE
Two seconds, I agreed terms, all
agreed?
Aye.

ALL EXCEPT ASIF

WULLIE
There’s your answer, we’re on.
We put coupons, tokens and what not
into the bag, mind how it was
getting passed about when we came
in?
Yeah?

ASIF

WULLIE
Well, that was it. Everyone pops in
a big’un, a medium voucher and a
coupon of little or no worth.
(CONTINUED)
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38.
ASIF
You any good?
WULLIE
I break even.
ASIF
I want ten percent.
What?!

WULLIE

ASIF
This is unlicensed betting and..
SNAGGLE
Aw steady on kid!
ASIF
Excuse me but was I addressing you?
Whit?

SNAGGLE

ASIF
Was I addressing you?
SNAGGLE
Addressing me?
ASIF
Talking to you?
SNAGGLE
..who talks like that?
CAROLINE
A young man with manners from the
sounds of it.
WULLIE
Look, Asif. This gives folk a wee
flutter. Something to do that’s..
ASIF
Fifteen percent.
WULLIE
It was ten a minute ago?!
ASIF
And in forty three seconds it’ll be
twenty.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

39.
WULLIE
Christ. I’m stuck with a bloody
shark. Deal at fifteen, now can I
get back to the screen if that’s
okay?
Whatever.

ASIF

Asif gets up and wanders about the bar leaving the old
gamblers to their bets.
He examines the old pictures of Mill Workers and tall brick
buildings, of thin kids in scrappy clothes (holding hats to
their chests) posing by horses and coal bags. Of sail boats
and steam trains and canal boats and old prison battlements
which now forms Gilmour Street Train Station.
One picture stands out. It’s an old cinema.
ASIF
Hey Wullie?
What?

WULLIE

ASIF
Where’s this?
WULLIE
Where’s what? What you on about?
ASIF
THIS. Looks a bit like a cinema.
WULLIE
Hmm. Could be.
ASIF
You mean you don’t know, yeah?
WULLIE
What is it?
This.

ASIF

Wullie stands and shuffles over without his cane.
WULLIE
Let me see..yeh that’s the old Glen
Cinema. Horrific accident there
yonks ago.
(CONTINUED)
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40.
ASIF
What kind of accident?
WULLIE
One hell of a bad one. What other
kind is there?
ASIF
Can we go there?
Where?
There?
There?!

WULLIE
ASIF
WULLIE

ASIF
No, there?!
WULLIE
Why? It’s just a street with a
plaque on the wall to mark where it
stood. Look it’s pretty grim, why
not a trip to the museum.
ASIF
We can do that another time, I want
to know more about this.
WULLIE
Acch here it’s pishing down.
Wouldn’t you rather be inside
somewhere warm? Like a pub or a
museum?
ASIF
THIS, sounds interesting.
WULLIE
You’re a right wee morbid bugger
when you want to be.
ASIF
Bugger’s a swear word.
WULLIE
I’ll buy you another bottle of
ginger beer. Look can I get back to
my...
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

41.
ASIF
Yeah we’ll go after though.
WULLIE
Well thank god one of us is in
charge. For a minute I was
confused.

We see further images from around the pub of the towns
industrial past and the people who worked it. The old sewn
trade union banners lie limp and lifeless on the walls. The
mantel clock above the fire chimes twelve o’clock and the
Town Hall clock shouts the same message off in the distance.
The TV programme has ended and Wullie stands buttoning his
coat. He fumbles the inside pocket and slides a white
envelope to Snaggle.
WULLIE
Before I forget.
Ta.

SNAGGLE

Snaggle slips it under the bar. Asif sees this but says
nothing.
WULLIE
Are we ready?
Yup.

ASIF

WULLIE
Well, say goodbye to everyone.
Snaggle I’m gonnae borrow one of
those brollies by the door, if it’s
not too much of an inconvenience?
SNAGGLE
Wire in. They’ve been there for
ages anyways.
ASIF
Guys, we’re off, but it was a
pleasure to meet you both this
morning.
CAROLINE
Aw it was lovely to meet you too
young man.

(CONTINUED)
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42.
ELLEN
Oh it was indeed, and hopefully
some of your manners will rub off
on that gulgerheaded swine.
WULLIE
I heard that.
CAROLINE
Here, take a sweetie from the tin
son. Oh go, take two!
Cheers!

ASIF

WULLIE
Outstanding. Can we go already?
ELLEN
Where you off too anyways?
ASIF
Wullie is gonnae show me..
WULLIE
An old building, I’ll see yehs
later. Come on lets go. You got a
hood in that thing?
ASIF
Yeah just back there.
Wullie hauls and pulls the back of Asif’s jacket like a dog
with a chew toy.
WULLIE
There yeh go.
ASIF
Jesus! Did you get it?
They walk out.
EXT. DAY. TOWN.
The rain bounces off everything and leaves deep slopping
pools of water. The latest EPA graffiti runs down the walls
of the buildings as leaflets and all sorts of rubbish sail
through the gutters.
The two stand in an alleyway across from the Town Hall. The
building in front of them has two small plaques.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

43.

Asif’s hood is pulled tight around his face while Wullie
huddles under a brolly with a broken spoke and a few holes,
sending the odd splash of water into his face.
ASIF
Did you ever wonder why no one
wanted them?
WULLIE
It looked fine when I lifted it.
And now?
Shut up.

ASIF
WULLIE

ASIF
So this it?
Yup.

WULLIE

ASIF
The plaque is too high.
WULLIE
I’m not bloody lifting you.
ASIF
What happened here?
WULLIE
It was the Glen Cinema. A picture
house in old money. Quite popular
too. Especially with kids.
See, back in ye olde days, before
your mobile phone, internet,
textback, wifi pish, we didn’t even
have telly’s in the house, so
people used to go to the pictures.
Did you?

ASIF

WULLIE
Well aye. Not to this one though,
mine was the Kelburn up the road.
This. Well this happened before me.

(CONTINUED)
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44.
ASIF
What happened?
WULLIE
Saturday mornings were always
popular for picture houses. There
would be Flash Gordon serials,
cartoons and news reels too. And
for just a few pennies you could
get in, so, suffice to say it was
popular with kiddies. You could
even turn up with a jam jar and get
in for free.
ASIF
Get in for free with an empty jar?
WULLIE
Oh aye. The Roberston jam factory
was just up the road and, just like
with ginger bottles, you could
exchange them for things.
ASIF
Sounds cool.
Suppose.

WULLIE

ASIF
But why isn’t it here now? The
cinema.
WULLIE
It was New Years Eve. And as was
the tradition, mothers would clean
out the house to start the new year
fresh and clean. And of course on a
day like that, if you’ve got a
house full of kids, it’s best to
get them out from under your feet.
Same sort of showing was on. A
matinee. Nothing too special. The
house was packet with kids. None
more older than say twelve or
thirteen probably.
Mostly just nippers. A few hours in
the dark for them with something
fun to watch. Simple enough. But
it’s funny how people, react to
things.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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45.
WULLIE (cont’d)
You know what the biggest dangers
are when people get together in
large groups? The people
themselves.
It’s natural I suppose. Someone
shouts fire and you’ll naturally
run in any direction before you
realise what’s happening. There was
some smoke you see and the kids.
They all ran for the fire exit. But
this was a different time and
although folk bemoan Health and
Safety laws, they’re there for a
reason.
The place had a fire escape. But
some idiot had chained the locks.
The kids kept trying to rush out
and piled up. They was a crush. And
they suffocated. Seventy one of
them.
At the back door, just over there.
All those little dreams and hopes,
gone.
Like that.

Wullie clicks his fingers and Asif flinches.
ASIF
What about the fire?
WULLIE
That was the second tragedy that
day; a tragedy of ridiculous
proportions. Turns out there was no
fire after all. It was smoke. Just
smoke from a can of film. And all
it took was one person to raise
alarm about it.
Like I said, before my time, but my
Mum and her sister missed it by the
narrowest of margins.
How?

ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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46.
WULLIE
They pestered my gran nonstop to go
to the pictures that morning and
she very nearly gave in, had it not
been for the footsteps in the close
and the knock at the door.
See back then there was this guy,
the Provi Man we called him, and
you’d pay him your insurance money
AND as luck would have it, my gran
had his money in a jam jar.
A Provi man footsteps and my grans
embarrassment in not wanting to
give him a few quid in loose change
saved my mum and aunt. And by
extension, me.
But not the poor buggers who died
here. And not their families who
got a knock at the door from a ham
fisted policeman when they were
expecting a gentle clumsy rattle of
a letterbox.
Some knew right away of course. We
might not have had Twitter back
then but you can be assured that
news traveled fast. The jungle
drums employed by parents are the
same the world over, and it’s a
panic few, thankfully, ever get to
feel.
If, it’s possible to have a good
thing, be born from such a hellish
thing, there was a massive overhaul
of the safety laws concerning
public buildings after it happened.
Seventy one young lives saved
countless thousands done the years.
We’re a funny species that way; it
takes the loss of so many to
trigger a reaction when common
sense should’ve made it happen
already.

Asif walks over and puts his hand on the wall. Wullie stands
confused by the child’s actions and is unsure what to say.

(CONTINUED)
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47.
WULLIE
Look, I need to stop off at the
post office before I get you up the
road. You coming?
Yeah.

ASIF

Asif walks off as Wullie watches.
INT: DAY. POST OFFICE.
ANGIE
Back so soon? Usually our chats are
a weekly affair. You got the hots
for me or something?
WULLIE
Of course Angie of course. And the
second you get the all clear from
the vets, I’ll ask yeh out.
ANGIE
Hear that son? Thinks himself a
comedian. I’ve heard funnier patter
from a ducks arse.
ASIF
She likes you.
Whit?!

WULLIE

ANGIE
Haha! Don’t flatter him son!
WULLIE
Just you stand there and keep
schtum.
ASIF
Just saying.
ANGIE
And are you not going to introduce
us?
ASIF
Only good manners Wullie, remember?

(CONTINUED)
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48.
WULLIE
Now, now. No one likes a wide-o.
Forgive me Angie. This is Asif.
Asif this is Angie. Asif is my..
ASIF
That abbreviation that no one can
remember.
WULLIE
My ROK as part of the SEI
programme.
ANGIE
Ah this is your buddy for the
partnering scheme. So tell me kid,
is he any good with the local info?
He seems like he might get a bit
wandered. You know how old people
can get.
ASIF
Well. This is only our second day
out?
WULLIE
Oh don’t let that stop yeh.
ANGIE
Absolutely, any good?
ASIF
He has his moments.
ANGIE
Now how’s that for praise? Son I’ve
been looking at his face for god
knows how many years now and you’ve
reached the same conclusion I did
on day two.
WULLIE
Hello? I’m standing right here?
ASIF
Yeah. We know.
WULLIE
Right, my trial aside, I’ve got a
note from the Gestapo. Can I get my
money now?

(CONTINUED)
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49.
ANGIE
Calm down Doreen. Let’s see what we
can see. Yes, very well, looks
kosher. Fine. How would you like
your money sir?
WULLIE
The noted kind with Lizzie’s face
on the back, please.
ANGIE
No shrapnel?
WULLIE
No shrapnel if you please.

Angie counts the money out while Asif watches the banter
between the two.
ANGIE
Anything else sir?
WULLIE
Nope, see you next week.
ANGIE
Only if I’m unlucky.
Asif and Wullie walk away.
ASIF
She seems to like you.
WULLIE
And why wouldn’t she? I’m a catch
so I am for a woman of that age and
facial arrangement. A bona fide cad
so I’um.
ASIF
Yeah whatever.
WULLIE
That seems to be your answer for
everything this week.
So?

ASIF

WULLIE
I can only hope you’ll fill your
book out with everything we’ve
discussed, with the same enthusiasm
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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50.
WULLIE (cont’d)
with which you rabbit on at the
gums.
ASIF
I will I WILL. Jesus.
WULLIE
Haw, less of the moans if you
please.
ASIF
Let’s just go already.
WULLIE
Suit yourself. Lead the way.

Wullie watches again as Asif swaggers off with his head
lowered. Something’s not right.
EXT. OUTSIDE COUNCIL OFFICE.
The rain is off now and Asif sits on the wall filling in his
designated textbook while Wullie swings his bib waiting for
him to finish.
WULLIE
Nearly done?
ASIF
Gimmae a minute! I’m writing about
the dead kids and the smoke and how
to eat outdoors and if I need a pee
I’ve to use a college.
WULLIE
Or a university.
ASIF
Same thing, no?
WULLIE
There not actually. That’s a vulgar
American expression to call them
colleges. They’re universities.
Places of higher..
ASIF
Yeah I’ve got it thanks.

(CONTINUED)
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51.
WULLIE
Just checking.

Asif writes on. Wullie scuffs the ground.
Done.

ASIF

WULLIE
Gonnae do us a favour and write in
that ruddy book while I’m telling
you it? That way we don’t have to
relive this again?
ASIF
Yeah I’ll just write with pencil
and paper while I’m standing in the
rain. Good one.
Asif walks off into the building without Wullie, again.
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE. BACK OFFICE.
Dark room but for a desk lamp. Wullie sits at a very small
table with two chairs opposite. Doors behind him open. And
two people walk in. We don’t see them. They walk to the
other side of the table and sit in darkness with the light
shining on Wullie. A red light appears between the two of
them. One male and one female.
FEMALE
So, Mr Sheridan, this will be your
second debrief as part of the SEI
programme. Admittedly the first
meeting was cut somewhat short due
a building emergency, we do have
your initial comments recorded and
are satisfied that the first day
with your ROK, ’Asif’, was
informative.
WULLIE
I’m glad to hear that, random voice
in the dark.
MALE
Mr Sheridan, can you describe your
day with Asif? What did you teach
him today?

(CONTINUED)
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52.
WULLIE
Well we covered quite a lot
considering we crammed all of the
weeks allotted hours into one day.
FEMALE
Excellent, tell us about it all.
WULLIE
Well, we ah, yes, we, I, told Asif
about some ways of conducting
himself in and around the town
while he’s out.
Such as?

MALE

We move to the next room, which is identical to the one
Wullie is in, where Asif sits.
ASIF
So get this right, if you need a
pee, you can use a college or a
university building. Apparently
they’re always open and available
if you need the loo..
We join Wullie again.
WULLIE
Such as how to navigate a
townscape. How to find the best
places to dine when you’re on the
hoof and how to go about making
your day out as comfortable as
possible.
We join Asif again.
ASIF
Also you should keep a bottle of
antibacterial gel on you cause you
defo don’t want to suffer the shits
if you’re eating outdoors.
We join Wullie again.
WULLIE
I also informed Asif, my ROK, as
you say, about the need to always
be listening and communicating with
those around him.
(CONTINUED)
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53.

But..

FEMALE

WULLIE
But of course while always
remembering to never talk to
strangers.
We join Asif again.
ASIF
I was speaking to umpteen strangers
today. Just random folk in the
street.
MALE
And why were you doing that?!
ASIF
To try and get some information out
of them. Wasn’t going too well
until I kicked an empty can of
juice which hit a woman in the leg.
What?!

MALE

ASIF
Aw yeah, she told me a lot about
her school life. Was really
interesting to hear about the time
she kicked a stone and ripped a
girls leg WIDE open.
We join Wullie again.
WULLIE
We also covered the Glen Cinema
disaster.
Which is?

FEMALE

WULLIE
You mean you don’t know? Well, it
was New Years Eve and..
We join Asif again.
ASIF
And because of the disaster, the
whole law of how you can make
places safe for people was changed.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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54.
ASIF (cont’d)
All because of a fire that never
happened.

INT. COUNCIL OFFICE. SECURITY ROOM
Irene stands behind a glass mirror watching as Wullie and
Asif, in different rooms, talk at the same time. She’s
taking notes and paying particular attention to Wullie. The
Clerk from the front desk sticks her head in the door.
CLERK
There you are! We’re heading out
for drinks at five across the road,
you coming?
IRENE
No, can’t tonight, I’ve got work to
finish off.
CLERK
Acch come on! You never go out.
IRENE
I can’t tonight, I need to finish
this one. Have a blast though.
The Clerk leaves the door as Irene writes Wullie’s name on
her clipboard, circles it, and adds a question mark.
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE. RECEPTION.
Wullie and Asif walk towards the door where Irene and Auntie
Pauline are waiting.
AUNTIE PAULINE
So, how was today then?
WULLIE
It was informative, wouldn’t you
say Asif?
Suppose.

ASIF

IRENE
Wullie I’ll need the purse and any
receipts you’ve got please?

(CONTINUED)
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55.
WULLIE
Aye sure thing. It’s all there.
IRENE
I certainly hope so. Until next
week?
Eh. Aye?

WULLIE

Irene walks into the back office.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Come on you, up the road for tea.
WULLIE
Auntie Pauline, could I borrow you
for a second?
AUNTIE PAULINE
I suppose. Go wait in the car.
Asif walks off looking at Wullie.
WULLIE
Let’s have a seat.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Lets not I won’t be here long, what
is it?
WULLIE
It’s about Asif. He told me about
the mirror and while it’s not for
me to get involved in things that
aren’t to do with me..
AUNTIE PAULINE
Why do I suspect the word ’but’ is
on it’s way?
WULLIE
But, that lad has been wracked with
guilt all day and from where I’m
standing, it’s just been a stupid
accident that kids do. I mean I’m
sure you broke plenty of mirrors in
your time?
That being that I’m sure you’ve
broken them accidentally like?

(CONTINUED)
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56.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Accidentally?
WULLIE
Aye like with a football like Asif
did.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Football?! Wullie. I found him
holding a hammer. He smashed the
mirrors with a bloody hammer not a
football. He’s in a different
bloody world the now.
Bugger me.
What?

WULLIE
AUNTIE PAULINE

WULLIE
Nothing. He does seem, or at least
last week and this week...he’s not
right is he?
AUNTIE PAULINE
He’s lost his mum. Imagine what
that would be like at his age? He’s
still only a kid himself.
WULLIE
Yeah. Rough business to say the
least. It would explain how he is
just now.
AUNTIE PAULINE
How is he with you?
WULLIE
Quiet. Not that he doesn’t talk but
a kid his age should be bouncing
off the walls with energy.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Look, I don’t know how long this
thing here is going to last for.
But while it does lets just keep an
eye on how he is, agreed?
Of course.

WULLIE

(CONTINUED)
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57.
AUNTIE PAULINE
It escapes me why or how but he
appears to trust you which he
hasn’t done with anyone since my
sister passed.
WULLIE
I won’t say anything, I’ll just
keep an eye on him.
AUNTIE PAULINE
That would be appreciated. So,
until next week?
WULLIE
Aye, of course.

They get up to leave as Irene watches from behind reception.
INT. ROUGH LOOKING HOUSING ESTATE CLOSE.
Snaggle, dressed to the nines in a suit, approaches a
letterbox, takes out Wullie’s white envelope and pushes it
through.
INT. WULLIE’S FLAT. SITTING ROOM.
Wullie sits watching an old Open University Betamax
recording. Resting next to him is a tea tray with a plate of
toast, cup of tea and a jam jar. He lifts the jam jar and
reflects on what he told Asif about the cinema disaster.
EXT. AUNTIE PAULINE’S HOUSE.
Auntie Pauline supervises a delivery of a new mirror and
ushers the courier into the house, while Asif stares on from
his window.
INT. RESTAURANT. NIGHT.
Snaggle sits at the table in an upmarket restaurant and
nervously fumbles the menu. A figure moves in front of
camera and sits down.
SNAGGLE
Hi! I didn’t see you come in! You
look lovely by the way.

(CONTINUED)
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58.
IRENE
Thanks very much! You look rather
handsome yourself.

The both laugh as they peruse the menu.
INT. HOUSE. NIGHT.
Tombo sits in the dark end of a room and sifts through old
documents, newspaper clippings and photos of a warehouse
full of workers, while the TV flickers in the corner. He
focuses on a picture of a young man who looks like Wullie.
He sips the last of his whiskey and places the glass over
the image.
THE END

INT. WULLIE’S FLAT. MORNING.
Wullie is hoovering the hall when the letter box spits two
white envelopes onto the floor. One is marked ’Urgent:
Important Documents Enclosed’. He pats his body in an
attempt to find his glasses, only to remember that they’re
in the kitchen. He finds them and opens the envelope which
reads:
"For the attention of Mr Sheridan,
It has been alleged that you have misled the department when
declaring your suitability for the SEI programme.
As such you are hereby suspended from taking part in the
scheme and any such benefits associated with it.
You are prohibited from contacting your ROK (Recipient Of
Knowledge) until this matter is resolved.
To better understand the allegations you are invited to
attend an informal hearing within the Council Office on
Thursday the 3rd of March at 4pm.
Yours sincerely,
Irene Gallagher
SEI Worker
Renfrewshire Division".
INT. AUNTIE PAULINE’S HOUSE. MORNING. KITCHEN.
Asif sits at the kitchen table, dressed in his uniform,
munching his cereal. Auntie Pauline walks in with the post.
She has an ’urgent letter’ too
AUNTIE PAULINE
Finish up handsome, don’t want to
be late.
ASIF
Nearly done.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Heard it. Prove it. And pop it in
the sink when you’re finished
please.

(CONTINUED)
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2.
ASIF
Just like I do every morning Auntie
P.
Hmm.

AUNTIE PAULINE

She opens the letter and starts to read a slightly tweaked
version of the letter Wullie received. Merely informing her
that the SEI programme has been suspended for Asif until a
replacement Provider Of Knowledge (POK) is found or Wullie
is reinstated. She has also been invited to the meeting.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Out to the car when you’re done
please.
ASIF
What’s that?
A letter.

AUNTIE PAULINE

ASIF
Yeah the envelope never gave it
away.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Asif! That bloody sarcasm of yours
is going to land you a sore face
one of these days. Not in this
house of course but from some
bugger out there who doesn’t take
to kindly to a cheeky shite.
Understand?
We going?

ASIF

AUNTIE PAULINE
Get in the car.
She tucks the letter back into the envelope and into her
purse.
EXT. OUTSIDE SCHOOL. IN CAR. MORNING.
Kids run in as the bell goes while mums and dad wave their
goodbyes. Asif looks on as the car pulls up. Car stops and
he opens the door.

(CONTINUED)
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AUNTIE PAULINE
Oi, before you go.
Yeah?

ASIF

AUNTIE PAULINE
There’s been a wee problem with
your friend Mr Sheridan.
ASIF
Wullie? Is he okay?
AUNTIE PAULINE
He’s fine, he’s fine. It’s just
that the people in the Council want
to ask him a few questions about
something.
ASIF
About what?
AUNTIE PAULINE
Will you let me finish?
Sorry.

ASIF

AUNTIE PAULINE
I don’t know the details but all I
know is that until they’re
satisfied with his answers, then
the scheme is suspended for you
both.
ASIF
So I won’t see him?
AUNTIE PAULINE
Yes. Look, until it’s resolved they
won’t give you a replacement.
ASIF
I don’t want a replacement.
AUNTIE PAULINE
It’s not a matter of what you
’want’ young man, it’s the law that
you’ve to have a,’tutor’, of sorts
and you’ll take the one you’re
given.
I thought you didn’t like him
anyway? You were complaining on the
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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4.
AUNTIE PAULINE (cont’d)
ride home last week that it was
boring?
ASIF
I know but..
But what?

AUNTIE PAULINE

ASIF
Nah nothing. Yeah he’s boring.
Suppose it’s a good thing really.
AUNTIE PAULINE
I’m sure it won’t be long till you
get someone new. Now, off you pop
my little mirror smashing fiend.
I’ll get you at four o’clock.
ASIF
Four? Class finishes at half three?
I don’t want to be the last one
picked up.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Oh don’t be a drama queen! Just
kick a ball about or something. I
won’t be too long.
Yeah okay.
Asif?

ASIF
AUNTIE PAULINE

ASIF
Can I get to class already?!
AUNTIE PAULINE
I know it’s been..but things will
get better. Okay?
ASIF
And you know this how?
What?

AUNTIE PAULINE

ASIF
Look I need to go, okay?
(CONTINUED)
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5.

Of course.

AUNTIE PAULINE

He closes the door and she watches as he trots into the
playground, head down, with no display of the energy and
life of a kid his age. Auntie P drives away.
INT. WULLIE’S FLAT. MORNING.
Wullie paces the living room with the phone in one hand and
the Bakelite receiver in the other. We don’t hear the voice
of whom he’s speaking to.
WULLIE
..I understand she’s in a meeting
but can you get her out of it? It’s
import...yes important as I’ve
said..uh-huh..right..well when will
she be out?
Okay, okay. Just tell her that Mr
Sheridan called and can she call me
back as soon as possible?
Thanks..thanks..what? No, no she
knows what it’s in relation to.
Thanks again, bye, bye.
He clangs the phone down. His right hand is shaking again.
Unsure what to do he shuffles for the door. Grabs his keys,
cane, jacket when the doorbell rings. He opens the door to
find the Junkie from the other week who borrowed his cake
tin.
EXT. CLOSE OF TENEMENT.
JUNKIE
Good morning and salutations good
sir! How does the morning find
yourself may I ask?
What?

WULLIE

JUNKIE
I was inquiring if your morning was
progressing at a pace suitable to
your needs? Not to worry. I was
wondering if I could possibly ask
you, if it was possible, just
(MORE)
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JUNKIE (cont’d)
possible like, to borrow back yet
again the rubber cake tin you so
kindly gave me the other week?
WULLIE
Look, I’ve got a lot on the now so
no I can’t.
JUNKIE
Oh that’s rather disappointing sir.
Disappointing in the extreme if I
may be so bold to declare. Is there
no small way you could do me this
courtesy once more?
WULLIE
Oh yeah and what’s the excuse this
morning?
JUNKIE
Excuse me good sir?
WULLIE
Yeah what was it before? You’re
mates daughters birthday so you
wanted some tinfoil but I didn’t
have any? So what’s the excuse this
time?
JUNKIE
The good sir thinks ill of me it
would appear? If I have in some way
offended you?
WULLIE
Look, I’m up to my arse the now
and..
Sir?

JUNKIE

WULLIE
There’s no excuse for this. Just a
minute..
Wullie closes the door leaving the Junkie confused. The door
opens again and Wullie has the tin.
Here.

WULLIE

(CONTINUED)
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JUNKIE
Sir. I. Do you not wish to inquire
as to the purpose of my needs this
morning?
WULLIE
No. You’ve got your reasons.
Just..bring it back okay?
JUNKIE
Oh the gentlemen is indeed a man of
letters, manners and good faith and
HE will not be disappointed.
WULLIE
Aye very good.
JUNKIE
Good day to you sir! I shall return
henceforth forthwith later the day.
Till then?
Adieu sir.

WULLIE
JUNKIE

Wullie closes the door.
INT. WULLIE’S FLAT. KITCHEN.
Wullie goes to the kitchen window and watches the world move
on. The fear creeps back. Holding the letter his hand starts
to shake again. He sits down at the kitchen table, drapes
his jacket over the back, and listens to how empty his world
sounds.
INT. WULLIE’S FLAT. BATHROOM.
Coming to the conclusion that he can’t do anything here he
heads to the bathroom, knocks back some medication from the
cabinet.
INT. WULLIE’S FLAT. HALLWAY.
He fixes his jacket on sorts his hair in the mirror, grabs
his outdoor cane and leaves the flat. Before quickly
reentering, picking up the letter from the small table under
the mirror, and heads back out again.

8.
EXT. SCHOOL. PLAYGROUND. MORNING.
Boys run in packs as a football is passed around and the
girls laugh in tight huddled groups. The loners sit aside in
quiet groups of twos and three’s. Asif, sits on his own away
from them all. He watches as they talk, play and mess about
with each other. A boy approaches.
KID
Here, new guy? We’re short a goalie
for a game of fives. You any good?
ASIF
(Nods)
KID
I’m Paul by the way. What’s your
name again?
ASIF
Asif, my name’s Asif.
KID
Well? Any time the day would be
stellar.
ASIF
I need something.
KID
You what? What you needing?
ASIF
It’s in my bag?
KID
Aw cool, you got your own gloves?
Sweet! He’s got his own gloves in
all.
ASIF
I’ll get them.
KID
Sound chief. We’ll wait.
Asif turns and heads inside.

9.
INT. CLASSROOM IN SCHOOL.
Asif pulls his goalie gloves
and head out when he notices
the class. They detail local
the Weavers. He thinks for a
and heading out.

from his bag and goes to turn
the art displays on the wall of
history such as the Mills and
minute before grabbing his bag

INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY.
Asif looks out across the playground and the waiting
footballers, but chooses the fire exit at the other end of
the corridor.
EXT. PAISLEY TOWN.
The town is alive with activity; shoppers, buses and cars
scoot about while pedestrians mull their way into the High
Street. Wullie jumps off a bus outside the Museum and heads
down the road.
EXT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
Wullie walks towards the main office and shuffles up the
main steps.
INT. COUNCIL RECEPTION.
The place is once again heaving with folk on both sides of
the glass.
WULLIE
I’d like to see Irene please?
CLERK
Do you have an appointment?
WULLIE
Yeah Thursday at four o’clock.
CLERK
Erm....this is Wednesday?
WULLIE
Oh I know. I’d like to speak to
Irene please?

(CONTINUED)
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CLERK
Was it you I was talking to on the
phone?
WULLIE
Aw it was yourself, how you doing?
Yeah Irene please.
CLERK
I’m sorry but I can’t just let
people through who haven’t got an
appointment.
WULLIE
That’s okay, ask her to come out
here?
CLERK
No what I meant to say is is that
Irene is busy with today’s
appointments? So if you can come
back tomorrow and discuss whatever
you want to discuss..
WULLIE
One pound sixteen pence.
I’m sorry?

CLERK

WULLIE
That’s how much I spent to come
down here.
One pound and sixteen pence and now
you’re telling me that my adviser
is too busy?
Well yes?

CLERK

WULLIE
Get her out here.
CLERK
I beg your pardon?
WULLIE
Get her out here, now! I deserve an
answer. I WANT a bloody answer.
Security guard wanders over as Wullie’s tone escalates. We
see Irene’s head stick up over the modular office walls
behind the glass reception.
(CONTINUED)
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GUARD
Okay sir why don’t you have a seat
and we’ll see what we can do here?
WULLIE
Have a seat? Sure. A seat? Yeah why
not. Everyone loves a seat. And
I’ll be happy to take one once I
speak to my adviser.
GUARD
Does the gentleman have an
appointment?
No.

CLERK

WULLIE
That’s not true I have one for
tomorrow afternoon.
GUARD
Well you’re not spending tonight
here.
WULLIE
I wasn’t planning too, Giant
Haystacks, now can I see Irene?
GUARD
Right, enough, you’re going.
WULLIE
What to see Irene? Finally we’re
getting somewhere.
GUARD
What? No. Out!
WULLIE
That’s a bit harsh brother. I
merely want a chat with my adviser.
Out. Now.

GUARD

WULLIE
You people. You tell a guy to come
to a place at a certain date and
time or else you’ll cut his money.
He does and you don’t. He draws
inside the lines the whole time
never once straying from the
(MORE)
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12.
WULLIE (cont’d)
programme, despite it being
ludicrous in the first place.
And yet in the slightest
inclination of an objection, or at
worst a question, and tarmac’s the
goal and speedy is the action. What
are you lot up to? Just what do you
think you’re playing at? Where do
you get off deciding on a whim to
stop, cut and move on like a
surgeon rushed for time? See yon
bits of paper? Over there and there
in files and folders and envelopes
and binders, DO YOU SEE THEM?
Those are peoples lives. Peoples.
LIVES. Not stats or figures or
sanctions or percentage rates of
growth and marketability and gross
intake and forecasts. They’re
people.
GUARD
Enough. OUT!
WULLIE
I’m not done.
GUARD
I beg to differ.
WULLIE
All I want to know is why am I
suspended? That’s all I want!
GUARD
You’ll get your chance to ask her
that and much more the morro, now,
leave or we’ll call the cop shop.

Realising he’s not getting anywhere, Wullie, decides to
leave. Irene ducks back down.
EXT. OUTSIDE THE COUNCIL OFFICE.
As Wullie walks away from the council office a tour bus
pulls up outside with EPA banners along the side of it.
Tombo appears from inside the wagon with fifty or so elderly
protesters.
(CONTINUED)
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TOMBO
Right troops, banners to the left
and I want organised chants this
time. No like last week up the High
Court, okay? Mike, I’m looking at
you.

Wullie sees Tombo and Tombo sees him. A smirk crosses
Tombo’s face.
TOMBO
Oh this day just keeps getting
better! Right guys, all together,
SEI, THIEVES THIEVES THIEVES. SEI
THIEVES THIEVES THIEVES.
The group of protesters all join in as Wullie walks off
leaving Tombo to bang wooden signs in time with the chants.
EXT. PUB. THE THINGAMY.
Wullie taps the buzzer.
SNAGGLE (VOICE)
We’re shut so please go away.
WULLIE
Snaggle is Wullie.
SNAGGLE (VOICE)
What you wanting? We’re not open
for another hour.
WULLIE
I need a coffee. And I need a chat.
The buzzer opens the door.
INT. PUB. THE THINGAMY.
Wullie sits at the bar nursing a cup of coffee; gently
rolling it around the saucer.
Why?

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
No clue. I’ve been cordially
invited to a meeting the morro
though.
(CONTINUED)
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SNAGGLE
So that’s it? Just, out the door
with no idea of what you’ve done
wrong?
WULLIE
Pretty much aye. Meeting seems a
formality.
SNAGGLE
I mean you’ve only been out with
the wee sprog a couple of times,
did you say something, do
something? I mean lets face it you
can be quick with the gub.
WULLIE
Look who’s talking.
SNAGGLE
You know what I mean.
Aye.

WULLIE

SNAGGLE
Did anything happen last week?
WULLIE
Nope. Nothing out of the ordinary,
well, as ordinary as you can be
stoating about the town with
someone else’s kid telling them
about the history of the town and
that but aye.
Nothing?

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
No Snaggle, nothing!
Sorry.

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
Nah you’re alright mate. I’m just..
Pissed?

SNAGGLE

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Well yeah. Spent the past few weeks
jumping through their hoops and
then this.
SNAGGLE
Take it they’ve cut your pension
right away then?
WULLIE
What do you think? That shower
would steal the dirt off your shoes
if it was profitable.
SNAGGLE
So will you be stopping it?
WULLIE
Stopping what?
SNAGGLE
You know? The envelopes and that?
WULLIE
Course not! Bloody stupid question
that is it not?
SNAGGLE
What I mean is..
WULLIE
I know what you’re meaning Snaggle
and naw, it’s not stopping.
SNAGGLE
Could be an ideal opportunity to..
WULLIE
I said NO! Now will you stop bloody
asking me already?!
SNAGGLE
Aye. Okay. Okay.

Snaggle busies himself behind the bar and switches the TV on
to reveal a news report.
REPORTER
..leaving the Pound down three
points against the FTSE.
Now, the government scheme to
increase social integration, the
(MORE)
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16.
REPORTER (cont’d)
SEI programme, has been underway
for nearly a month now, but the
campaign to stop the progress of
the initiative is showing no sign
of abating.
Our West of Scotland reporter Ivor
Lewis has more, Ivor..

Television scene then cuts to Ivor on location.
EXT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
IVOR
Indeed Jackie, and in fact most of
the effort to repeal the SEI
programme has been coming from the
pressure group the EPA, who are
actively, and loudly, protesting
outside the Renfrewshire Council
headquarters this
morning.
And I’m joined by
the spokes person for the EPA, or
Elderly Peoples Alliance, Thomas
’Tombo’ McFarlane. Mr McFarlane,
why are you’re members here this
morning?
TOMBO
Well Ivor, we’re here to raise
awareness that even though this
programme is active and underway.
There still exists a difference of
opinion from many, many members of
the senior citizen community who
feel that they’re being
unjustifiably penalised because
they have an income which can be
changed by the provider if they,
the recipient, doesn’t tow the line
with their paymasters requests.
IVOR
Some say though that it’s not a lot
to ask of a certain sector of the
public to take on a responsibility
which will benefit the wider
community. Do you have any sympathy
with this line of opinion?

(CONTINUED)
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TOMBO
I myself have yet to come across
any sentiment which would be in
line with the opinion you’ve just
shared, and I’ve been to countless
meeting across the country..

He continues to talk..
INT. PUB. THE THINGAMY.
WULLIE
Ach gonnae get shot of THAT?!
Snaggle mutes the volume as Wullie returns to his coffee.
EXT. PAISLEY TOWN.
Asif gets off a bus outside the museum and heads into the
town. He passes shop after shop before stopping at the Well
behind the Abbey. He seems unsure where to go or what to do
so he pulls out his SEI jotter and starts to read. We hear
Wullie’s voice as he turns the pages.
WULLIE (VOICE)
..you can be lonely anywhere, even
in a crowd of folk..the secret..is
knowing when to talk and knowing
who to talk to.
Food on the go is a no brainer. It
has to be simple. Clean. Minimal
fuss to munch and be tasty, cause
lets face it, if it’s no tasty,
whit’s the point?!
This place has been in the past and
always will be, like most places, a
little bit dark at times. A little
bit grubby in bits. But it has
character, charm and a history few
places have. And the folk? They’re
full of opinions. Getting a Buddie
to talk is a piece of piss. Getting
them to shut up is a struggle!
Sorry for the swear word. You
didn’t write it did yeh?
Asif looks around, again, unsure what to do. It’s then he
notices an advert for cut price beer.
(CONTINUED)
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Beer.

ASIF

INT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
Irene is working at her desk when the phone goes.
IRENE
Irene, how can I help?
CLERK (VOICE)
It’s me. There’s a Mr A. Scargill
on the phone. Says it’s urgent?
IRENE
Okay. Pop him through.
Phone clicks. We hear the voice through the phone.
TOMBO (VOICE)
Thought it best to pick an alias.
IRENE
I know who you are.
EXT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
Tombo stands away from the demonstration, on his mobile.
TOMBO
Does it really matter who I am,
really?
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
IRENE
Had I known who you were before i
agreed to this..
EXT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
TOMBO
What would you have done? I think
you’d more in more trouble than me
if your bosses knew you were
talking to the enemy. All you have
to know is that Wullie lied to get
onto the scheme to simply get more
money.

19.
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE
IRENE
Regardless of what you think or say
WE still need to ask Wullie for his
side of things before
things..proceed further. What do
you want anyway?
EXT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
TOMBO
Just to know what’s happening. I
hear a tribunal has been called.
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
IRENE
It’s not a tribunal just a finding
of the facts, and how did you know
that?
EXT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
TOMBO
Ways and means, ways and means.
Look I need to go but keep in
touch, eh? Never know. We might
play football on Christmas Day.
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
Acch.

IRENE

Slams the phone down.
EXT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
TOMBO
Now, now. That’s not nice.
He turns to the troops.
Brothers! Singing is thirsty work.
Libations all aboot. In the bus.

20.
INT. PUB. THE THINGAMY.
Wullie sits by two empty cups of coffee while Snaggle hangs
banners for a birthday party.
SNAGGLE
You know, you could help?
WULLIE
You paying?
Am I dick!

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
Well I know that already, but will
you pay me for my efforts?
SNAGGLE
Not likely Wullie but good try.
The door buzzer goes.
SNAGGLE
Can you get that?
WULLIE
You paying me?
Nope.

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
Then fill your boots.
SNAGGLE
You’re all heart.
Answers buzzer.
Aye? What you doing here at this
time? Yeah okay..
Wullie?
Aye?

WULLIE

SNAGGLE
The thing to remember is. God loves
yeah. And I’m sure he’s got a plan
for you. And that today in
hindsight will appear to be nothing
more than a right old whore of a
day.
(CONTINUED)
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What?

WULLIE

Door opens and in walks Tombo and his rather loud crew.
TOMBO
Snaggle. Line’em up!
Wullie just looks up and shakes his head at Snaggle.
SNAGGLE
Are all of these guys your
’guests’? Keeping in mind we are a
club?
TOMBO
They’re family Snaggle can you not
see the resemble? Why that fat
bloke there is my uncle, aren’t
yeh?
RANDOM BLOKE
Oh aye. Uncle Jack so I am!
Hmm.

SNAGGLE

Wullie stares at a cup.
TOMBO
And what do we have here boys?
SNAGGLE
Tombo, take your friends into the
corner and I’ll bring the drinks
over.
TOMBO
Just a minute just a minute, I see
before me an old friend, who I’m
sure would be keen to join us for a
drink, no?
Wullie just keeps staring forward.
SNAGGLE
Tombo. If you cannae play nice..
TOMBO
Who’s not playing nice? Me? Lads
are we here to drink or make
bother?
(CONTINUED)
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LADS
Drink, drink, drink.
TOMBO
See. No harm or intent from this
end. Even though they’ve been out
protesting the very scheme this
chap so eagerly signed up for.
LADS
What? What you on about?
TOMBO
Oh. Was I not supposed to say that?

Wullie slowly swivels round his stool.
TOMBO
You see lads, Wullie, over there is
one of the SEI crowd. He’s more
than happy to do his masters
bidding for a few pennies more.
Isn’t that right Judas?
SNAGGLE
That’s enough Tombo, drink up and
go.
WULLIE
It’s okay Snaggle. Free country and
all that.
TOMBO
Well. It speaks. So tell me Wullie.
How goith the days out with the
wane?
WULLIE
Fine Tombo. Fine. Thanks for
asking. How’re you and the sheep
getting on? Heard you singing this
morning. Sounded a bag of cats
chucked into a cement mixer.
TOMBO
Always with the wit this one. But
what’s wrong? You don’t seem too
happy today son. Something wrong?
WULLIE
Not at this end of the rainbow.

(CONTINUED)
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TOMBO
No? Could of sworn I saw you
sulking out of the social this
morning. Everything okay?
WULLIE
Oh aye. Fine.
TOMBO
Good to hear Wullie. And I’m sure
that if anything DID go wrong, then
it couldn’t happen to a nicer
person.
WULLIE
You know Tombo. The way you go on a
fella could be forgiven for
thinking that you fancy him. It’s
said that if someone stares at you
for more than ten seconds it’s one
of the two ’F’s’. So what is it
Tombo? You want to fight me? Or do
you want to..
SNAGGLE
Wullie! Enough. Both of you.
TOMBO
Bless yeh Snaggle. Our own mother
hen of beverages. Keeping the peace
and keeping the ice cubes cold.
You’d do well to keep your fancy
man here under control. I mean I
can see the attraction for yeh;
old, lots of money..oh wait..not
any more.
WULLIE
What did you just say?
TOMBO
Did I say something?
WULLIE
Money. You said..

Tombo smiles.
WULLIE
You. Bastard.

(CONTINUED)
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TOMBO
Something wrong Wullie?
WULLIE
This is you. Isn’t it?
What?

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
The sanction. The meeting. The cut
off. It’s him. You vindictive.
Spiteful..
Spiteful?!

TOMBO

Wullie swipes the cups onto the floor, smashing them in
pieces. Tombo steps forward and right into Wullie’s right
hook. Snaggle jumps the bar while the guys from the EPA
stand and move forward. Tombo hooks Wullie in the stomach,
and again. They fall into the pictures by the door, smashing
the glass, as they both fall to the floor. Wullie punches
Tombo again, and again and again before Snaggle pulls them
apart and the EPA boys pull Tombo up from the floor.
TOMBO
I’LL KILL YEH YA CRIPPLED BASTARD!
WULLIE
COME AHEAD!
SNAGGLE
ENOUGH! You lot out now.
TOMBO
We’re getting chucked out for his..
SNAGGLE
You know EXACTLY why you’re getting
chucked out!
Tombo hesitates as he knows he has the numbers.
SNAGGLE
..I said move..
TOMBO
Drink up lads.
He spits blood on the ground.
Good luck sunshine.
(CONTINUED)
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Wullie, flush with anger to the point of tears, struggles
with Snaggle.
TOMBO
Do me one final favour? When you’re
washing the blood from your face,
remember to scrub your hands in
all.
SNAGGLE
You still here?
They file out leaving Snaggle standing behind Wullie,
holding him by the arms, in a mess of a pub.
WULLIE
You done flirting with me yet?
SNAGGLE
I need to know you’re not going..
WULLIE
After Spartacus and the slave army?
As if. Gonnae leave me be already?
Snaggle lets go of his arms.
WULLIE
I think, I’ll go home now.
SNAGGLE
Why don’t you stay for a drink. Get
your breath.
WULLIE
No. I think. I’m for the hills.
SNAGGLE
Mind how you go Wullie.
WULLIE
Only way to go Snaggle..
INT. WULLIE’S FLAT. BATHROOM.
A door bangs shut and keys are tossed as Wullie enters the
bathroom and pulls on the small light cord. He inspects the
wounds on his face; cut lip and left eye swelling and
bruised. He looks at his hands, all cut and torn, sits on
the bath and begins to cry.

26.
INT. PUB. THE THINGAMY.
Snaggle is still sweeping up the debris when the buzzer
goes.
SNAGGLE
We’re closed for repairs. What?
What you doing here? Look, it’s not
a good time. Okay, okay..
Snaggle presses the door button and Asif walks in.
ASIF
Did something happen?
SNAGGLE
Nah. Just didn’t like the pictures
so I thought I’d get shot of them
by bouncing them off the floor
repeatedly.
Unlikely.

ASIF

SNAGGLE
Two points. Next question?
ASIF
Are you okay?
SNAGGLE
Yes I’m fine, look, I’m pretty busy
the day, and not to sound too
nasty, but what do you want mate?
ASIF
Have you seen Wullie today?
SNAGGLE
So. You’ve heard too then?
ASIF
My mum..my aunt..got a letter
saying that Wullie is in trouble.
SNAGGLE
Well, that’s one way of phrasing
it.
ASIF
What do you mean?

(CONTINUED)
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SNAGGLE
Should you not be in school?
ASIF
School? Yeah I ducked out.
SNAGGLE
You ducked out? Meaning you left
without permission?
Yeah.

ASIF

SNAGGLE
And now you’re in a pub?
Yeah?
My pub?
Yeah..

ASIF
SNAGGLE
ASIF

SNAGGLE
Well I have to hand it to yeah kid.
You might not be from around here
but you’ve caught up with the local
t radiations pretty quick.
What?
Out.
Why?

ASIF
SNAGGLE
ASIF

SNAGGLE
Cause you’re a kid in my pub
without supervision on the same day
you jumped the back fence now move.
ASIF
How’d you know i jumped the back
fence?
SNAGGLE
How’d you think? Experience. I
jumped that thing so many times I
could’ve made the Olympics, now,
out!
(CONTINUED)
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ASIF
But I’m a member?
SNAGGLE
New rule: no you’re not.
ASIF
But I like it here?
SNAGGLE
Life’s a struggle kid. Get over it.
Out!
ASIF
But I need to find Wullie!
Why?
Cause.

SNAGGLE
ASIF

SNAGGLE
Cause what you’re just a daft boy,
now get out!
ASIF
(Getting upset)
I need to see him!
SNAGGLE
So you’ve said, but guess what, I
don’t care! Out!
ASIF
But it’s important!
SNAGGLE
WHAT’S SO IMPORTANT?!
ASIF
HE’S MY FRIEND!
Asif starts to cry.
ASIF
He’s my only friend. I don’t have
any. I didn’t have any till I came
here and I met you and Hook and Bob
and the woman who’s leg I hit with
a can and the beermat I stole that
caused an accident and the nice
lady who just gave me free scones!
(MORE)
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ASIF (cont’d)
None of it would’ve happened
without my mate. And now for some
reason it won’t happen again and
I’m so sad all the time cause I
lost my mum and it just..just..
Hurts?

SNAGGLE

ASIF
Yeah! It does. And being around
someone who just wanted to tell me
cool things, was awesome.
So that’s why I need to know what’s
wrong? What happened? What did he
do that was so bad?
SNAGGLE
Look. You seem like a nice kid..
ASIF
Just tell me.
SNAGGLE
That’s not for me to do Asif.
Please.

ASIF

SNAGGLE
I can’t. That’s Wullie’s..
ASIF
Wullie’s what? What happened?! Just
bloody tell me for Christ’s sake.
I’m not a kid!!
SNAGGLE
You are actually.
ASIF
You’re not funny.
SNAGGLE
I am a little bit funny.
ASIF
You’re not!

(CONTINUED)
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SNAGGLE
Want a bet? Here goes: you’re a kid
who’s in a pub after bunking off
school and you’re currently crying
your eyes out over an old
man..oh..and your nose is leaking
in all.
ASIF
He’s a mate Snaggle. The only mate
I’ve got, you know? I just, I just
need to know what he’s done that
was so wrong?

Snaggle ponders the situation.
SNAGGLE
You ever made coffee before?
ASIF
What? Yeah of course.
SNAGGLE
Naw. I’m talking REAL coffee. Want
to learn?
INT. PUB. THE THINGAMY. BY THE FIREPLACE.
Asif and Snaggle sit by the fireplace as they hold cups of
coffee brewed from the machine.
SNAGGLE
Not too bad at all. Too much froth
mind you but these things can be
taught. Feeling better?
ASIF
A little.
SNAGGLE
Wullie’s a good guy. You know that.
But all men; good, bad, indifferent
have secrets. And some secrets, if
you live with them long enough, can
come to define you. What has Wullie
told you about his work? The job he
had before he retired?
ASIF
He worked in a warehouse. Making
metal things I think?
(CONTINUED)
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31.
SNAGGLE
Yeah. That’s right. An engineering
workshop down the Station Road just
before Elderslie. He was the boss.
The gaffer and the one in charge of
showing the apprentices the ropes.
Okay.

ASIF

SNAGGLE
One day. This new kid. Eighteen so
he was. Davie Morrison. Short kid
apparently. Same height as yourself
probably. Anyways. To make things
you need metal and heat and to make
the metal strong you need
ingredients. Just like baking a
cake. Little bit of this. Little
bit of that. A LOT of heat and
you’ve got metal. You follow?
ASIF
I think so.
SNAGGLE
Good. So Wullie showed the kid how
to heat a sheet of steal, bend it
and shape it. So anyhoo. The kid
had it down pat and was working
away fine. Till the explosion.
ASIF
The explosion?
SNAGGLE
After Wullie had shown Davie how to
do the thing right a couple of
times, over and over and over
again. He left Davie, the kid, to
do it on his own. Only this time.
Boom.
ASIF
Did he die?
SNAGGLE
Instantly. The metal. Anyways.
Yeah, it killed him.
ASIF
And Wullie?
(CONTINUED)
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SNAGGLE
He was devastated. The Health and
Safety folk did their thing and
ruled that it was just an accident.
The boy was in the wrong place at
the wrong time. But Wullie felt
responsible. He felt he had killed
the boy. Absolutely no evidence or
reason for guilt. But people do
that to themselves when something
awful happens. They go looking for
a reason when there is none. And
when they find none they make one
to allow living with the questions
’easier’.
ASIF
So Wullie did nothing wrong?
SNAGGLE
But he feels he did. He knows in
practice he did everything right
but the words ’what if’ can haunt
some people. Wullie is one of those
people.
ASIF
And do you think that’s why..
SNAGGLE
Why he’s been booted off the
social? Nah. They would’ve done a
records check on him and since he
did nothing wrong. There’s no
fault. He hasn’t got a clue why
they’ve stopped it. Except..
What?

ASIF

SNAGGLE
Remember a couple of weeks back,
Wullie had a bit of a stairheid
stooshie with a guy in here?
A what?

ASIF

SNAGGLE
Wullie? In here? He had an argument
with a guy?

(CONTINUED)
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ASIF
Oh him. Yeah I remember.
SNAGGLE
Tombo is his name. The bugger used
to work for Wullie in the workshop,
and he’s always blamed Wullie for
the accident. AND. It would appear
that he’s the one who’s caused this
whole thing. Not least the glass on
my floor.
You what?

ASIF

SNAGGLE
Wullie was here about an hour ago
and Tombo and he. Well. The place
needed a freshen up anyway. Now
I’ve got the excuse to look out the
rollers.
Snaggle’s phone vibrates. The message appears on screen.
"STill on 4 2nite?x"
ASIF
What’s that?
SNAGGLE
Never you mind.
Oh yeah!

ASIF

SNAGGLE
Aye very good.
ASIF
So. Can you tell me where Wullie
lives?
SNAGGLE
Naw. Look. He’s not in a good
place. So best to avoid him.
ASIF
I haven’t got a choice Snaggle. The
hearing is tomorrow and he’s my
mate.

(CONTINUED)
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SNAGGLE
Yeah and mine too what’s your
point?
ASIF
It’s a law, or at least it should
be a law, that you don’t leave a
mate behind.
SNAGGLE
What is this the Army?
ASIF
You know what I mean.
SNAGGLE
Yes. But Wullie left here with a
face like a side of beef and..why
am I not grabbing my coat?
ASIF
Exactly! I’m only a kid and even I
know we should be round there
already.
SNAGGLE
He was right you really are a smart
arse.
ASIF
Annoying too.
SNAGGLE
Lest we forget. Okay sunshine. But
go wash those cups first.
What?

ASIF

SNAGGLE
Sink in the back. Fill your boots.
EXT. TOWN. EVENING.
The town is winding down as cars zoom home as the buses stop
and go. Asif and Snaggle get off on Ferguslie Walk when his
phone goes again; the text appears on screen:
"Wine 2nite ReD or Whit?".

(CONTINUED)
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White..

SNAGGLE

ASIF
What did you say?
SNAGGLE
I was typing it. We’re in here. Up
the steps.
INT. CLOSE STEPS.
A thin figure passes them going down as they go up.
Evening.

JUNKIE

SNAGGLE
Right back at yeh stranger.
As they get to Wullie’s door a small box sits. They ring the
bell. A swollen faced Wullie answers. He’s drunk.
WULLIE
Whit. The..AND JUST WHAT THE HELL
IS GOING ON SNAGGLE?!
SNAGGLE
Why don’t you let us in?
WULLIE
Am in no mood for visitors and what
the hell are you doing here?!
ASIF
I asked to come and he wouldn’t
tell me so I..
WULLIE
You just stuck your nose in anyways
yeah? About right? And what’s in
the box?
SNAGGLE
Eh. That’s not ours..
Well?
What?

WULLIE
ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Pick it up and come in.
SNAGGLE
Just follow my lead on this. Okay?
Yeah.

ASIF

INT. WULLIE’S FLAT. KITCHEN.
WULLIE
Just pop it on the table.
ASIF
You not interested where..
WULLIE
I think I know where it came from
thank you. Now. You two. What?
SNAGGLE
The kid was concerned for you and I
was myself. And seeing as you’ve
obviously been visiting the gin
cupboard, our concerns had merit.
WULLIE
Ah. Paisley’s own superheroes. Let
me guess? The Jaked Crusader and
Mirror Boy?
ASIF
That’s not funny.
WULLIE
It is a wee bit.
SNAGGLE
Don’t make fun of him Wullie. This
four foot shite came to the pub
looking for you. Shouting about how
you were his mate and that he
wanted to help you. And right now.
You need all the mates you can
muster. From four feet to six feet.
WULLIE
Point caller?

(CONTINUED)
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SNAGGLE
I don’t know why I bothered. Come
on Asif.
ASIF
Why are you so scared?
What?

WULLIE

SNAGGLE
Asif. Let’s go.
ASIF
You’re scared and you don’t have to
be.
WULLIE
I’m not scared.
ASIF
Yes you are. Which is silly cause
you’ve done nothing wrong.
WULLIE
What would you know about right and
wrong shorty? Hmm? My shoes have
more life experience than you.
ASIF
I know you did nothing wrong.
Snaggle told me.
WULLIE
Snaggle told you what?
SNAGGLE
I told him.
WULLIE
About WHAT?
SNAGGLE
He knows about the accident.
WULLIE
Does he now. And where do you get
off telling people MY business?
SNAGGLE
When you made it MY business with
the envelopes.
(CONTINUED)
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38.
Envelopes?

ASIF

WULLIE
Oh you didn’t tell him everything?
Well allow me. You know how I
killed that kid?
Wullie?

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
What? I thought you told him? About
how I killed that kid?
SNAGGLE
You didn’t kill Davie, for Christ
sake man it was a bloody accident!
WULLIE
You weren’t there.
SNAGGLE
You selfish bastard. It was an
accident!
ASIF
What envelopes?
WULLIE
Oh yeah them. Well you see Asif
having killed someones child I
thought the least I could do was to
supply his mum with some money
every week from my pension. Which
was working fine, until, and here’s
the important bit, until some
bloody politician decided to put us
together. "In the interests of
promoting social cohesion". Have
you ever heard such a construction
of words in such a deceptive manner
in all your puff? Hmm? Well, thanks
to the bloody scheme my money was
to be cut if I didn’t take you on.
And. Remembering of course that I
was giving Davie’s mum money four
times a month, I HAD, to join the
programme.
SNAGGLE
You didn’t HAVE to do anything and
leave him out of it. He’s not to
blame.
(CONTINUED)
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No. I am.

WULLIE

SNAGGLE
Aww will you PLEASE dig your head
out of your arse for five minutes.
It’s TOMBO’s fault man!
WULLIE
You don’t understand.
SNAGGLE
Understand what? He’s obviously
pouring poison in the ear of the
council.
WULLIE
But it’ll all come out tomorrow
anyway.
SNAGGLE
What will? Jesus. What is wrong?
WULLIE
Leave it ALONE!
SNAGGLE
Leave what? Can you not tell we’re
here to help?
WULLIE
HELP?! A bloody barman and a four
foot high vandal in the making?
You what?

ASIF

WULLIE
Oh yeah your Auntie Pauline told me
all about the football and the
mirror or should i say the HAMMER
and the mirror!
ASIF
(Getting upset)
You knew?!
WULLIE
She told me last week! So pray tell
how can you too help?! I mean
really?!

(CONTINUED)
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SNAGGLE
This is bollocks.
WULLIE
I’d like you to go. Both of you.
SNAGGLE
What has Tombo told the social?
Just go.
Wullie!
JUST GO!

No.

WULLIE
SNAGGLE
WULLIE

ASIF
(Crying)

WULLIE
Will you not go already!!
SNAGGLE
WULLIE! JUST TELL US!!
WULLIE
I CAN’T READ!!
THERE. SATISFIED?! I. CAN’T. READ.
And THAT’S what killed Davie. And
Tombo knows it.
SNAGGLE
What do yeh..what do yeh mean you
cannae read? How? How did
that..kill him?
WULLIE
I must’ve got the mixtures wrong
didn’t I?! I learned them over time
from the old boys. They never used
gauges and metric and all that
pish. It was the feel in your hand,
the weight and the experience.
Davie didn’t have it and I
should’ve asked for..
Wullie!

SNAGGLE

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
I should’ve had someone else look
at..
SNAGGLE
Wullie? Take a breath.

They all slowly pull out chairs and sit round the table.
WULLIE
You hide something for so long that
what you really did becomes
doubtful. You start to question
everything. Then the headaches. And
the arguing cause she can’t
understand why you’ve shut down.
"Why won’t you smile? What’s
wrong?".
SNAGGLE
Did she know? Moira I mean.
WULLIE
She knew. But she wouldn’t believe
me either.
SNAGGLE
The health and safety folk said it
wasn’t your fault. It was an
accident. What is it you can’t let
go of?
WULLIE
I feel responsible.
SNAGGLE
You’re not.
WULLIE
But what if..
SNAGGLE
What if what? You can’t keep asking
yourself that. It’s mental!
ASIF
No it’s not.
What?

SNAGGLE

(CONTINUED)
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ASIF
No it’s not mental at all. I’ve
done it. I do it.
What if? What if my mum didn’t die?
What if your wife was still alive?
What if you could read? I’m always
saying what if. But it doesn’t do
anything good for me. Just makes me
feel confused and tired. The only
thing that helps is being around
folk. Talking and listening and
stuff.
WULLIE
You’re not about to sing Koombaya
are you?
Maybe.

ASIF

SNAGGLE
It was an accident. The boy died by
his own hand. You being able to
read wouldn’t have stopped that. If
you had stayed with him you
would’ve been killed too.
WULLIE
Moira even came up with the idea of
the envelopes as a way of
’helping’. Easing the
responsibility I felt.
"Sure if it’ll help you sleep
better and give me back my husband
for even a short while, go give his
mum a few quid a week. Even if it
eases the questions in your head
just a bit, it’ll be better than
doing nothing".
ASIF
Did his mum not wonder were it was
coming from? The envelopes I mean.
WULLIE
Would you if envelopes of cash kept
coming through your door every week
with just enough to be considered,
a gift? Without being too much to
make you worry? Twenty quid. Each
week. Nothing more. Nothing less.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Besides. She hit
it happened. She
they’re from the

(cont’d)
the bottle after
probably thinks
Easter Bunny.

ASIF
So she doesn’t know it’s from you?
WULLIE
Well it’s not from me actually as
Snaggle was kind enough to do the
delivery runs. I couldn’t face it.
A coward to the end.
ASIF
You’re not a coward. You’re just a
tired man who can’t spell. But that
can be fixed. I’ll teach you.
WULLIE
Ha! That would make for an
interesting chat down the social;
I’m teaching you history and you’re
teaching me to read and write.
SNAGGLE
Why not? And how come you know so
bloody much if you’ve never cracked
a book?
Videos.
Eh?

WULLIE
ASIF

WULLIE
Videos. Moira used to set up the
Betamax machine to record the Open
University programmes at night and
I’d watch them at the weekends. I
remember things that are read to
me. I can’t if it’s on a page.
Don’t know why.
SNAGGLE
That’s easy to fix ya silly old
bastard.
WULLIE
I’m nearly seventy Snaggle. It’s
too late for somethings.
(CONTINUED)
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ASIF
That’s bullshit!
SNAGGLE
Oi language!
ASIF
Because of you I know about a slug
in a bottle, witches
and..and..stuff! I wouldn’t have
known any of it if you hadn’t told
me, so you’re not useless.
WULLIE
Forgetting something though aren’t
we? It won’t matter tomorrow. Tombo
knows I can’t read. He’s told them
I can’t read.
SNAGGLE
So? What’s that got to..oh..
Exactly.

WULLIE

ASIF
What did I miss?
WULLIE
They think I can. It’s the backbone
of the programme; that the old
bugger tells the younger one about
local stuff. They expect you to be
able to read and write. No doubt
it’s in the stuff I had to sign.
Face it gents. I’m getting my cards
the morra.
SNAGGLE
So that’s that?
WULLIE
Not really. There’s one thing we
can do.
Series of shots:
(A) Cups from cupboard
(B) Kettle bubbling
(C) Box opened. Cake revealed inside cake tin.
(D) Knife and plates
(CONTINUED)
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(E) The three sit.
SNAGGLE
So some random just made you a
cake?
WULLIE
In a sense. The guy you passed will
have been the Fergus boy from
across the road. Don’t think he
remembers me but I know him. Nice
kid so he was before he started the
drugs and that.
ASIF
So we’re eating a junkie sponge?
WULLIE
If you want to be so uncouth then
yes I suppose it is. But that lad
was an apprentice at the best
bakers in town, hence the skillset.
SNAGGLE
It wasn’t too bad at all actually.
It was..shit! Is that the time?
WULLIE
Somewhere to be do we?
ASIF
Yeah he’s getting his hole.
Shut up!

SNAGGLE

WULLIE
Oooh is this the one you..
SNAGGLE
Yes it’s the one who I had out a
few weeks back. She’s lovely if you
must know.
WULLIE
So go on, what’s her name Romeo.
SNAGGLE
Her name, if you must know, is..
Asif looking at his phone and cuts Snaggle off.

(CONTINUED)
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ASIF
Aww shit. Auntie P is looking for
me.
WULLIE
You mean she doesn’t know you’re
here?
ASIF
Well we came straight from the pub
and..
WULLIE
On your way with Snaggle. I’ve got
enough on my plate without Grannie
Clampett joining the queue.

INT. CLOSE STEPS.
SNAGGLE
You be alright for the morra?
WULLIE
I’m not heading for the gallows and
the long swing. A hangover is in
the post I imagine. And as for
you...
Yeah?

ASIF

WULLIE
(Hams it up)
If this is the last we should meet
Fair Midget, heed thine own words;
stop chibbing mirrors with hammers.
ASIF
What will I tell Auntie P?
WULLIE
Just say....you needed some time.
To think about things. Just be
honest with her. Not about being
here mind cause that would...
ASIF
Cat. Pigeons?
WULLIE
Shite meets fan, yeah. But for
once, just be honest with her. You
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE (cont’d)
two need a chat if you don’t mind
me saying so. Remember, honesty is
always the best policy.
SNAGGLE
Sorry guys but I need to go!
WULLIE
Make sure he gets the bus.
ASIF
(Extends hand)
Bye Wullie.
WULLIE
(Shakes it)
Goodbye chief.

They head off as Wullie closes the door and heads back to
the kitchen.
INT. WULLIE’S FLAT. KITCHEN.
Wullie puts the plates in the sink and starts washing up. We
don’t see his face only his back. His shoulders start to
jolt slowly as his head hangs low. He stops the tap turns,
hits the light off and leaves the room.
INT. WULLIE’S FLAT. LIVING ROOM.
The room is completely dark and light pours in from the
street below. He watches life pass by and becomes more
upset.
INT. AUNTIE PAULINE’S HOUSE. HALLWAY.
The door opens and in comes Asif. Auntie P appears from the
kitchen.
AUNTIE PAULINE
WHERE THE BLOODY HELL HAVE YOU
BEEN?! I’ve been phoning and
phoning and phoning. WHERE THE HELL
HAVE YOU BEEN?!
Just out.

ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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Just OUT?!

AUNTIE PAULINE

ASIF
I’m knackered so I’m going to bed.
AUNTIE PAULINE
I want an answer and who the hell
are you talking too? Look at me!
ASIF
YOU’RE NOT MY MUM SO JUST PISS OFF
YA BOSSY OLD COW!!
She slaps him. Both stand numb.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Asif..I’m..
ASIF
Go on then. Have another. GO ON
THEN!
Both start crying and Auntie Pauline falls to her knees.
AUNTIE PAULINE
I don’t know what’s wrong. I don’t
know CAUSE YOU WON’T LET ME IN. I
want to help but I can’t cause I
don’t know how to..
ASIF
And I do? I’m only thirteen. You
took me out of Manchester and stuck
me here. HERE.
AUNTIE PAULINE
I had to take you. If i hadn’t
the..
ASIF
Aw so you’re doing me a favour?!
AUNTIE PAULINE
NO! WHY ARE YOU SO ANGRY?!
ASIF
I DON’T KNOW. I DON’T KNOW. I JUST
WANT MA’MUM..I just want me’mum.
They hug and cry together.

(CONTINUED)
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AUNTIE PAULINE
So do I my love. So do I. She loved
you so, so much. I know I can’t
ever replace her and I wouldn’t
try. I mean for God sake. She was a
great cook and I’m shite.
Ha!

ASIF

AUNTIE PAULINE
Naw I’m serious. I’m shit. I know
I’m shit. I think that’s why you’re
uncle likes working night shifts so
he doesn’t have to eat my meals
often!
ASIF
You’re not that bad.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Bollocks. I burn toast. I made
cheese and toast the other night
that could’ve doubled for roof
slates.
ASIF
Yeah they were a bit shit.
AUNTIE PAULINE
They were weren’t they? I don’t
know what to do Asif.
ASIF
Cook books might help?
AUNTIE PAULINE
Ha! Not that. You and me. Your head
must be all noise and confusion.
ASIF
I keep tying myself up in knots and
I get so..so..
Angry?
Yeah!

AUNTIE PAULINE
ASIF

AUNTIE PAULINE
I’m going to sit here and say, ’aw
it’ll get easier once I wave a
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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AUNTIE PAULINE (cont’d)
magic wand’, because that doesn’t
happen in real life. All I can say
is that if you want to talk about
anything and I mean ANYTHING. I’m
here.

Asif hugs her tighter.
ASIF
I’m sorry Auntie P. I’m so, so
sorry. For the mirror and the...and
the..everything. I’m sorry.
AUNTIE PAULINE
You’ve got nothing to apologise to
for sweetheart. I’m sorry. We
should of had have this chat
sooner. It’s a start?
I bet I look like a panda don’t I?
ASIF
Yeah you do a bit.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Fancy something to eat? I’m
starving.
ASIF
You cooking?
Oi!
Sorry.

AUNTIE PAULINE
ASIF

AUNTIE PAULINE
There’s that word again!
Sor..okay.

ASIF

AUNTIE PAULINE
Now. Bugger cooking. Fancy a
chippy? I know your mum wasn’t a
big fan of them but I think she’d
make an exception for this evening.
Sure.

ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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AUNTIE PAULINE
Go wash your face while I go
reapply some Dulux and hide the
panda!

EXT. PAISLEY TOWN. NIGHT.
Series of shots:
(A) Snaggle walks into an apartment block and meets
Irene, they kiss at the door and he goes in.
(B) Asif and Auntie P leave the chippy holding greasy
newspaper wrapped chips.
(C) Tombo staggers along a street corner with EPA members,
quite clearly drink, and happy with themselves.
(D) The metal thief walks along a road with half a road
sign.
(E) Wullie kisses his bedside picture of Moira and goes to
sleep.
EXT. PAISLEY TOWN. MORNING.
The town comes alive again with traffic and pavements
filling up with life. A street cleaner washes away the
debris from yesterdays protest outside the council offices.
INT. COUNCIL OFFICE. SMALL HALL.
A table sits with three empty chairs behind it while Wullie
sits in a chair on the opposite side. Rows and stacks of
chairs are laid on at the back of the room. An old plastic
clock clicks away the time.
Three people walk in; man with grey beard, a lady note taker
and Irene.
MR JOHNSON
Mr Sheridan, you’re early?
WULLIE
I am yes, Mr?
MR JOHNSON
Johnson, Mr, Johnson.

(CONTINUED)
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WULLIE
Mr Johnson. Yes, my apologies for
the early arrival. The buses you
see.
I’m sorry?

MR JOHNSON

WULLIE
The buses. If I had gotten the
later one I would’ve been running
at the cows tail to get in on time
so I thought it best to swing in
early.
MR JOHNSON
Yes of course. If you present your
ticket at the finance department on
the way out we’ll reimburse you for
any expense you incurred in getting
here today.
WULLIE
Yeah I remember it said so in the
letter. Morning Irene.
IRENE
Wullie, I mean, Mr Sheridan. Good
morning.
WULLIE
Some weather the day?
MR JOHNSON
Yes. A bit overcast. It’ll rain
later they say.
WULLIE
Acch I’ve no faith in that shower.
MR JOHNSON
You don’t have faith in the rain?
WULLIE
No? No, no. I meant that shower.
Weathermen? They’re aye wrong.
MR JOHNSON
Oh. Yes of course they eh..struggle
at times. Well. Since we’re all
here it’s probably best to begin,
yes?
(CONTINUED)
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Certainly.

IRENE

WULLIE
Aye fire away.
The doors at the back of room open and Auntie P walks in.
MR JOHNSON
I’m sorry Mrs?
AUNTIE PAULINE
It’s miss thank you.
WULLIE
Oh. Joyous.
MR JOHNSON
Erm yes of course. I’m sorry but
proceedings have begun, can we help
you?
AUNTIE PAULINE
I’m the guardian of the child
Wullie has been working with.
WULLIE
Hi Auntie Pauline.
Wullie..

AUNTIE PAULINE

MR JOHNSON
Mr Sheridan?
Present.

WULLIE

AUNTIE PAULINE
Mr Sheridan?
That’s me.

WULLIE

MR JOHNSON
Mr Sheridan?!
Yes?

WULLIE

MR JOHNSON
Can we begin?
(CONTINUED)
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Certainly.

WULLIE

MR JOHNSON
Excellent. Now, you have been asked
to appear today at this special
convening to ascertain the facts
behind an allegation made against
yourself.
WULLIE
By whom may I ask?
By whom?

MR JOHNSON

WULLIE
Yes by whom doth made the
aforementioned claims against me?
IRENE
That’s privileged information
Wullie. It was conveyed to us in
confidence and we have to respect
that.
WULLIE
It’s just I’ve got a rough idea who
the source was and...
IRENE
Is this relevant?
WULLIE
May I finish? Basically put. We
worked together. He’s held a grudge
against me for something which
wasn’t my fault. And because I
never signed up for his bloody
union, he sharpened the daggers.
MR JOHNSON
Mr Sheridan, Wullie? We can’t
discuss the source of the
allegation. We’re here to merely
ascertain whether it is true or
not. Now. As I was saying..the
allegations centre around your
suitability to mentor a youth as
part of the SEI programme. The
allegation focuses on..
Door opens and Asif walks in.
(CONTINUED)
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MR JOHNSON
Excuse me but this is a closed
proceeding. Can I help you young
man?
AUNTIE PAULINE
Asif? You’re supposed to be in
school!
ASIF
I know, I know but trust me.
What?

AUNTIE PAULINE

ASIF
Please Auntie P. Trust me.
MR JOHNSON
Do you know this youth? Excuse me,
do you..
AUNTIE PAULINE
I heard you the first time. Yes I
know him. He’s my nephew.
IRENE
And is Mr Sheridan’s ROK, Mr
Johnson.
MR JOHNSON
What? You’re Mr Sheridan’s..
ASIF
Yeah I’m the kid.
Asif walks forward towards the desk and smiles at Auntie P
as he goes.
MR JOHNSON
I’m sorry young man but you can’t
be here today.
Why?

ASIF

MR JOHNSON
Well. Be. Cause. Because of the
regulations.
ASIF
What regulations?
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

56.
MR JOHNSON
The regulations of course.
The..rule..that..what is it you
want again?
ASIF
I want to say something.
MR JOHNSON
This is not the forum for a witness
statement this is merely to
ascertain the facts surrounding the
allegation made against Mr
Sheridan.
ASIF
Do you know Wullie?
Erm. No?

MR JOHNSON

ASIF
Well. I do. What questions you got?
WULLIE
What you doing here kid?
ASIF
A man stands his ground.
What’s your name again?
MR JOHNSON
It’s a Mr Johnson.
ASIF
Mr J. Good to meet you.
Asif walks forward and shakes Mr Johnson’s hand.
MR JOHNSON
Yes good morning. I’m sorry but..
ASIF
You know he can’t spell? Yeah?
MR JOHNSON
Well. Yes that has been the
allegation made and...
It’s cool.

ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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57.
MR JOHNSON
I beg your pardon?
It’s cool.

ASIF

MR JOHNSON
Young man I can assure you that..
ASIF
Yeah no doubt Wullie signed
something which said he could read
and write and that, am I right?
Irene?

MR JOHNSON

IRENE
Yes Asif that has been the
allegation made and yes, again,
you’re right there is a regulation
within a subsection of the
agreement Wullie, Mr Sheridan,
signed which states that the
information he has given us is
accurate and up to date.
ASIF
And because he lied he’s out, am I
right?
IRENE
We were about to establish with Mr
Sheridan the facts of the
allegation, so, Mr Sheridan?
WULLIE
Hang on a minute. My advocate
appears to be getting warmed up.
ASIF
Indeed. Now, yes he lied. He,
Wullie, can’t read or write. And so
what?
What?

MR JOHNSON

ASIF
You ever lied about something?

(CONTINUED)
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58.
MR JOHNSON
That’s hardly relevant young man.
ASIF
Oh I think it’s very relevant Mr J.
He made a mistake. A simple. Stupid
mistake. By not telling you. So
what? Worse things happen in life.
Asif..

IRENE

AUNTIE PAULINE
Let him finish!
ASIF
We’ve all done things that were
wrong. Broken rules. Drawn outside
the lines and no doubt done it to
get ahead in some way. All Wullie
wanted was his full pension and you
can be sure he’d of shoveled shit
up a steep hill to get it!
Language!

AUNTIE PAULINE

WULLIE
Not helping.
ASIF
What I’m meaning is that he chose
to tell a fib to get his money.
Wrong? Yes. Human? Absolutely. He
didn’t know what to do at first.
Neither did I and I’m pretty sure
Irene was a little lost lost at
first too.
Asif?

IRENE

ASIF
I’m nearly done. I lost my mum. My
Auntie P at the back of the room is
looking after me now. I’ve moved
across the country to a place I
don’t know and god knows what the
language is. I have no friends my
own age. And to make matters worse
I’m told I have to hang about with
an old fart a few hours a week to
learn about history.
(CONTINUED)
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59.
WULLIE
(Cough)
ASIF
I’m angry a lot of the time too.
Not just about being paired with
that git but just at life in
general. Sometimes, I don’t even
know what I’m angry about. It’s not
as bad as it was though. Partly
because I’ve got people who care
about me. And partly because I’ve
become friends with something who
didn’t give a shit who I was. They
were just told to be with me and
teach me things and that was that.
He’s my friend Mr J and I’m here to
stand up for him. Don’t you see?
Even though he can’t read or write
or speak the Queens English he
taught me things about this town.
Things about people and..things
about me. He’s my only friend. I’d
like to keep it that way.

Snaggle enters through the backdoor.
SNAGGLE
Sorry. Is this the right place?
MR JOHNSON
Oh by all means come on in.
Scott?!
Irene?!

IRENE
SNAGGLE

WULLIE
Who’s Scott?
SNAGGLE
I’m Scott and she’s..
WULLIE
Your bird?!!
Really?!

ASIF

(CONTINUED)
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60.
WULLIE
Awww! This day just keeps getting
better!
MR JOHNSON
Irene do you know this man?
IRENE
Yes. He’s my..boyfriend.
WULLIE
It’s official Snaggle. You’re a
boyfriend.
MR JOHNSON
ENOUGH! These proceedings will NOT
become a farce.
WULLIE
Mr Johnson?
What?

MR JOHNSON

WULLIE
Can I say something?
MR JOHNSON
Oh please do..
WULLIE
The allegation is true. I can’t
read or write. I only wanted my
pension to stay as it was. I didn’t
give two shi..
ASIF
(cough)
WULLIE
Shekels what I had to do. So they
they gave me him. To inform,
educate and enlighten a mind of
today’s youth. Not an easy task but
I gave it a bash.
And?

MR JOHNSON

WULLIE
He learned. About the town, about
people and about himself. If such a
thing can be achieved by someone
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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61.
WULLIE (cont’d)
who has never opened a book in his
puff, really, is it a bad thing?
I’ve made mistakes. I’m seventy
years old. It comes with the
instruction kit that you will make
mistakes along the way. And anyone
who knows me knows that I’m more
than willing to shoulder mistakes.
Even if I’m not at fault. But this
time round I AM at fault and I have
no guilt, reservation or doubt
about saying so. I’m an old man who
can’t read and yet I taught an
angry kid to try and see the better
in people and the world around him.
I can’t remember the creed of this
programme, but I think I, we, are
on the money with this fella.
That’s all I have to say.
SNAGGLE
Can I say something?
Sit on it!

MR JOHNSON

SNAGGLE
It’s just that the bloke who has
said this stuff is an utter pie.
Not even his mates like him. He’s a
fud your honour.
Irene holds her head in her hands.
MR JOHNSON
Sir! Sit. Down. Now.
Irene and Mr Johnson click off the microphone and confer.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Who are you?
SNAGGLE
Names Snaggle. I’m a mate of
Wullie’s. Are you Asif’s Auntie P?
Yes?

AUNTIE PAULINE

(CONTINUED)
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62.
SNAGGLE
Madame, your reputation proceeds
you.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Aye. I’ll bet.
MR JOHNSON
Quiet! Now. Mr Sheridan. We thank
you for your honesty and the
defence from the young man who
appears to enjoy his time with you.
While you have, it would appear,
attained the goals of the programme
by educating the young man in the
ways of the community, the people
and it’s history, we still find it
deeply troubling that you lied on
your application. Such a
provocation is worthy of immediate
expulsion and forfeit of the
financial incentives for violating
the rules.
However, given the character
reference so enthusiastically
delivered by your associate, who
has, quite clearly learned from the
programme.
The claims by yourself and the
’gentleman’ at the back of the
room, as to the worthiness and
intent of the source of this
allegation.
And, on the proviso that
attain weekly classes in
and writing at the local
we, have decided to keep
the SEI programme as the
the ROK.

you are to
reading
library,
you within
POK for

WULLIE
So..I’m still in?
MR JOHNSON
By the narrowest of margins and
completely at our discretion. Yes.
Ya dancer!

WULLIE

(CONTINUED)
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63.

Dugs baws!

ASIF

MR JOHNSON
But as I say, you must attend
weekly classes to improve your
reading and writing and you can be
assured Mr Sheridan, Sir, that we
will be watching you.
WULLIE
Like a fly on shite.
MR JOHNSON
I beg your pardon?
WULLIE
You have fine eyesight Mr Johnson.
MR JOHNSON
Indeed. This meeting is called to a
close.
ASIF
Chocolate coated jobbie.
WULLIE
Where’d you learn that?
ASIF
Graffiti in the pub toilet.
WULLIE
Aye very good. I eh. I mean..you
know?
ASIF
Yeah of course. Guys don’t say
thanks to other guys.
WULLIE
Well aye. So I can’t say thanks
and..but..ta and all that for what
you said.
ASIF
Nae worries.
WULLIE
Nae worries? Check you out with the
colloquial turn of phrase.

(CONTINUED)
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64.
ASIF
You pick these things up.
AUNTIE PAULINE
Wullie? A word.

Wullie walks over.
AUNTIE PAULINE
I assume you are pleased with his
outcome?
WULLIE
Oh very much. Aren’t you?
AUNTIE PAULINE
If it makes the short person happy
I’ll go along with it. But be in no
doubt. You lie to me or hurt that
child and I’ll stab you in the cock
with a rusty cheese knife. Do we
understand each other?
Asif, let’s get you back to school.
ASIF
Catch you next week Wullie?
WULLIE
Suppose. Same time?
Yeah?

ASIF

AUNTIE PAULINE
Fine. Next week. Now out with yeh.
Asif and Auntie Pauline leave as Snaggle walks forward.
SNAGGLE
Should I go talk to her?
WULLIE
If you’ve got any hope of doing you
know what again to you know who,
I’d say, yeah, get over there
pronto.
Snaggle walks over.
Irene I..

SNAGGLE

(CONTINUED)
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65.
IRENE
Didn’t know? You expect me to
believe that? You didn’t know?
SNAGGLE
I didn’t honest!
IRENE
So this whole thing wasn’t a way of
getting me to drop this against
Wullie?
SNAGGLE
NO?! Of course not i had no idea
and you never mentioned him and he
never mentioned you and you’re
amazing and I wouldn’t do such a
thing and we were dating before
this happened and..
IRENE
Oh shut up!
WULLIE
If I may. This guy is not, I think
we’ll agree, a secret agent. He’s
not even a secret shopper for god
sake so I highly doubt he was
planning some sort of espionage
against the council. Matter of fact
he gets quite nervous when he talks
about you. Starts shaking like a
dug in a vet office.
IRENE
Did I ask for your..?
WULLIE
Opinion? No, but I thought I’d give
you it anyway.
IRENE
This true? What he’s saying?
SNAGGLE
Yes I mean, well, aye?
Fine.

IRENE

SNAGGLE
So we’re still on for tonight?
(CONTINUED)
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66.
IRENE
I don’t see why not?
SNAGGLE
And you’re not mad at me?
Not yet..

IRENE

SNAGGLE
I’ll go. Wullie?
WULLIE
I’ll catch up. Something I need to
take care of.
Snaggle walks out.
WULLIE
He really does like you.
IRENE
Wullie, this has been quite a
morning. So if it’s not important?
WULLIE
I need a favour.
IRENE
I don’t owe you a favour I was
pursuing an allegation without fear
or favour.
WULLIE
I know, I know. But here’s the
favour. We both know who was
responsible for this and while I
don’t want to speak ill of someone
it should be said that he’s a
proper dick and if anything befell
him, well, I wouldn’t shed any
tears.
So in the interests of truth,
justice and one up man-ship. I was
hoping you could give me a screen
grab from your CCTV monitor.
What?

IRENE

(CONTINUED)
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67.
WULLIE
I’m assuming he was here and if so
he would in fact be breaking his
own unions code regarding picket
lines. If such a photo were to
appear. It could solve a problem
for me for this scheme and for the
protests which keep appearing
outside.
IRENE
An eye for an eye and the whole
world goes blind.
WULLIE
Yeah and it’ll put opticians out of
business too, look, this isn’t
revenge, it’s timely. And just. No?

Irene mulls it over while putting things in her bag.
EXT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
Wullie walks out. Cane in hand. Headphones on. He swaggers
up to the EPA picket outside and hands a brown envelope to a
protester.
WULLIE
Merry Christmas brother.
INT. TOUR BUS OUTSIDE THE COUNCIL OFFICE.
Tombo lies asleep in the back with empty beer cans around
him. A foot kicks the seat.
TOMBO
What the hell?
EPA GUY
We. Were just wondering. The same.
Thing.
He throws the envelope at Tombo who opens it to reveal a
picture of him standing by the council reception desk.
EPA GUY
You crossed us. Brother.
TOMBO
It’s not what it looks like. There
is an explanation.

68.
EXT. COUNCIL OFFICE.
Series of shots:
(A) The tour bus is swaying and rocking with a commotion
inside.
(B) The well that Wullie and Asif sat on.
(C) The Thingamy pub.
(D) The town.
INT. WHITE DOOR.
Inside a flat a door knocks. The resident answers.
WULLIE
Mrs Morrison? You don’t know me. My
name’s Wullie. Please forgive the
face. Shaving accident. I was
hoping to. Maybe. Chat with you? I
was Davie’s boss. May I come in?
He enters.
THE END.
Fade out.

Set Designs

Medium: Television/Online
Genre: Comedy/Drama
Duration: 30 minutes x 6 episodes
What’s it about?
After a near miss with the law a young guy decides to go
straight and enlist the help of his mates and their custom
cars to create an exclusive limo service. Well. That’s the
plan anyway…
This was originally composed and submitted to Amazon
Studios.

INT. COURT ROOM
Thin looking young guy sits looking at the table while the
man standing next to him talks to the judge. Sound fades up
on the lawyer talking...
LAWYER
...your honour, this young man
should not face a custodial
sentence or even a tagging order.
On the night in question he was to
be found in bed with his
girlfriend, a Ms Maguire.
Who will give evidence if so
required that Mr Jacob was within
the residence that evening, and not
as has been asserted by the
prosecution, at the location of the
break in.
Coupled with the prosecutions
ludicrous belief that my client
broke into the garage based upon a
smudgy fingerprint on a pane of
glass. It stands to reason that Mr
Boyd should be released from
custody.
Unless of course the defence wishes
to provide evidence that Mr Jacob
has in fact mastered the art of
teleportation?
JUDGE
Mr Reid, do you wish to provide
evidence to this?
MR REID
Your honour?
JUDGE
Has the accused, as the defence put
it, mastered the art of
teleportation?
MR REID
Your honour, with respect, please.
The accused has been before you on
numerous automotive offenses in the
past three years and this is just a
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

2.
MR REID (cont’d)
further example of his attempt to
flout the laws of the land for the
purposes of enhancing his hobby;
customising cars.
Your honour. We believe that the
evidence presented before you is
concrete proof that the accused did
indeed break into the Peterhead
yard on the night in question and
stole three high value items, and
as such, should face the penalty
for this crime.
JUDGE
Mr Reid. We believe a lot of
things. For instance, my
granddaughter believes that a fat
guy with a beard put presents under
a Christmas tree for her.
And yes the accused was indeed a
fat man with a beard but he did not
reside in the North Pole but rather
at my address.
You can believe all you want that
the accused has indeed broken a law
and that your evidence of his
fingerprint should be enough to
convict.
However, given that the fingerprint
was located at the front door of
the property which is made entirely
of glass and was home to several
thousand prints, including but not
exclusively, a postman, a police
officer and a doctor..should i
expect them in front of me too?
No? I thought not. And if that’s
your interpretation of concrete I
certainly hope you don’t lay
driveways at the weekends.
MR REID
Your honour?
JUDGE
This case is dismissed. Oh and Mr
Jacob, a word.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

3.

The thin young dude stands.
Tread very, very carefully outside
this courtroom. The world is a big
place. But step out of line and
you’ll find yourself in a very,
very small room. Understand?
JACOB
Yes your honour.
JUDGE
On your way. Next case.
Mr Reid crosses to the defence desk where Jacob is shaking
his laywers hand.
MR REID
Jacob, you’ve got more lives than a
Buddhist cat. But keep going son,
we’ll see you leave from the back
door eventually.
JACOB
That sounded like a threat Mr Reid?
Tell your friends that I’m
straight. And no matter what
happens, I won’t be going back
inside.
Nice car by the way, Beamer?
Reid looks confused.
Aw I saw you can in earlier with
it, registration: LAW 69? Five
series yeah? Not my type if I’m
honest.
MR REID
Too expensive?
JACOB
Nah, can’t say I’ve felt compelled
to give people the suggestion that
I might have a small dick.
LAWYER
Okay, I think we can go now.
Jacob and his lawyer walk out of shot while Reid follows. He
stops to talk to a man in a suit.

(CONTINUED)
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4.
SUIT
Did you forget to eat your cereal
this morning?
MR REID
Look. You do your job and I’ll do
mine. How the hell was I supposed
to know the judge was gonna pull
that crap?
SUIT
How about he has a history of being
a smart ass? Or how about the fact
that he loves cars, building cars,
screwing in cars and just about
anything else you can do with
automobiles? Jesus Christ Freddie.
You cut that guy and he’d bleed oil
and piss gasoline.
MR REID
Well maybe if I had something
better to work with!
SUIT
Is that what you tell your wife?
LOOK!

MR REID

SUIT
No you look you night school
diploma piece of shit, that guy
broke into the auto parts shop and
took three high end exhausts. I
know it, you know it that little
dick sprout knows it too. Just a
matter of time is all. Patience
lawyer dude. Patience.
EXT. OUTSIDE COURTROOM
Five guys in their late teens/early twenties stand around
waiting for Jacob. When he appears they clap and walk
towards him.
RACK
Top marks buddy! Sorry we couldn’t
get in. Fascist at the door was
having none of it.

(CONTINUED)
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5.
TC
I’m surprised you can walk what
with being inside for four weeks
and all. Did you take a permanent
boyfriend inside?
JACOB
Nah, nah, nah. The thought of your
mamma doing what she did to me up
by the lake gave me all the
exercise I needed!
The hell?!

TC

JACOB
Oh yeah she’s skilled man. And she
does this thing where she..
Whatever!

TC

ROSCO
We ALL wanted to be here but Lee
had to...
JACOB
He had to what? Not be here to
experience my foot hitting his ass?
To not be here to explain and
apologise why I got pinched
covering up his bullshit?
ROSCO
Something like that. We thought
we’d grab a beer and talk about
what the hell happened.
JACOB
You know what happened and so does
he.
TC
Well? What we gonna do now? No way
we getting a sponsor now. No way
in hell their gonna let us race
legit, so what? What we gonna do
chief? I mean you fell on the sword
to protect that son of a..
JACOB
Enough! Look Jesus, I’ve been
locked up for a month so right now
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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6.
JACOB (cont’d)
I need three things and only one of
them I can get with you guys. So,
can we pick this up later?
ROSCO
Sure. We’ll be at the Picture House
at eight for the tune up and show.
And here, you can’t walk home.

Chucks him car keys.
She’s got a full tank and ready to
go.
JACOB
Thanks man. I gotta go see Ali and
square this all up.
TC
Good luck with that! That chick is
pissed with you man. Best get some
holy water and garlic cause she’s
gonna go Frankenstein on your ass!
RACK
Garlic and holy water is vampires
numb nuts.
TC
I knew that! Why you always gotta
try and embarress me?!
RACK
To be fair it’s not hard.
JACOB
Look guys I gotta bail. See you
tonight?
ALL TOGETHER
Course man. Of course.
Sweet.

JACOB

Jacob walks out of shot.
TC
Four weeks away. Jesus. Dude. That
girl is gonna get banged like a box
of fireworks on the 4th!

(CONTINUED)
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7.
ROSCO
Must you be so disgusting?
TC
What did I say?
RACK
And yet you’re still wondering why
not girl will smack your squirrel?
TC
It ain’t a squirrel man. It’s a
mongoose called Sir Stiffy.

INT. CAR PARK
Jacob walks into the full car park and presses the alarm
button to no avail. He walks on some more. Still nothing. He
walks on again, presses the button, and hears a reply with a
yellow flash behind a van. He smiles and walks behind the
van.
Door opens and closes out of shot. Engine starts and a swarm
of angry revs echoes through the car park as the engine
growls to life. He reverses to reveal it. A 1995 Mitsubishi
Eclipse that’s bright sky blue with a massive spoiler and
icy blue lights under the trims.
EXT. CAR PARK
Car pulls out from the car park and hauls ass down the
street as the sound of a perfect engine and transmission
clicks and growls down the road.
A nervous looking guy watches from across the road. He’s
wearing a garage jacket with the embroidered name of ’Lee’
on it. He dials his phone.
LEE
Yeah. It’s me. He’s on his way. I
don’t know. He was speaking to them
outside the courthouse but I can’t
say for sure. Yes sir. Yes. I’ll
find out. Bye.

8.
EXT. GARAGE
Jacob pulls up while figure in a boiler suit lies under a
pick up truck. Jacob starts talking in a thick redneck
accent.
JACOB
S’excuse me there but I fink my
cars gone and done a dump on that
their slice of tarmac out there.
FIGURE
Oh yeah. And how’s that my problem?
JACOB
Weel now I seen your sign there for
fixing up mechanical problems with
machines that got four wheels and
an engine and well. Old Betty sure
got an engine and stuff but I’ll be
hog tied to a pitbull chasing a
pork chop if I was to say she had
all four wheels, cause, right now
she just got two!
FIGURE
Your car only got two wheels?
JACOB
Why yes indeedy. In fact I think
one more fell off as I pulled up in
here like shit offa shiny shovel.
FIGURE
What the hell is th..
The figure wheels herself out from under the car.
ALI
Shit. I thought it was you. Your
red neck was always a bit ropey.
JACOB
Hey Ali. I’m out.
ALI
Yeah. My eyes work just fine thanks
what you wanting?
Aside from an alibi that could’a
cost me my shop, my ride and my
HOUSE!
(CONTINUED)
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9.
JACOB
Yeah about that. Babe I’m..
ALI
Babe? Babe?! Who the hell you
calling babe, bitch? You put me
through a police interview and
deposition for what? So you could
steal four god damn exhausts. Was
it worth it?
JACOB
Ali there’s more to it than that.
ALI
Oh there always is. So?
So?

JACOB

ALI
So go on. Tell me what happened?
Erm..well.

JACOB

ALI
You are so full of it. If I had one
of those good damn exhausts I swear
to god I’d jam it right up your
bony white..
Old style car horn goes off and both look round.
PAPPA D
Stop flirtin you two or I’ll go
fetch a bucket of water. You know
people used to do that to dogs in
the street who were eh...’getting
friendly’ with each other!
ALI
Jesus, Pop!
PAPPA D
I’m just saying! I ain’t got
nothing wrong with it as long as it
aint my daughter who’s involved.
Did you here me Jacob?
As long as my daughter ISN’T
involved?
(CONTINUED)
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10.
ALI
Pop I think we both get what you’re
saying.
Hmm.

PAPPA D

JACOB
Pappa D, can I have a word in
private sir?
PAPPA D
You know where the office is.
Jacob walks into the garage.
ALI
Pop. Don’t hit him.
PAPPA D
Girl if I wanted to injure that boy
they’d need a medium to find him. I
hardly think I’m gonna do it on my
own property.
INT. TOILETS
Jacob slams hard against a cubicle door as the lights above
twitch and flicker.
JACOB
What the hell man?!
PAPPA D
Welcome back to the office. As you
tell we file most our trash on the
god damn floor!
Jacob is thrown across the room and smacks into a bin.
JACOB
STOP ALREADY! Just hear me out...
PAPPA D
You got my daughter to give you an
alibi and endanger her future and
now you want a minute? You a
privilege? You think that this is a
discussion? Oh no, no, no. You
misunderstand. This isn’t a
dialogue buddy. This is a
monologue! It’s Shakespeare Time!
(CONTINUED)
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11.

Jacob chucked against a sink.
JACOB
I DID IT FOR A REASON!!
PAPPA D
Oh you had a reason for breaking
into that shop on the north side?
And you had a reason for taking
those parts and you had a reason
for getting my daughter involved?
This better be good cause if it
aint? This place gonna be a canvas
cause I’m gonna Jackson Pollock
your ass. People are going think a
crate of red whine exploded up in
this shithouse!
JACOB
It was for Lee. He was in trouble
with the West Side crew and the
exhaust parts were what they wanted
to settle it.
PAPPA D
Settle it? Settle what? And you
stuck your neck out for him? Boy
you got an allergy to common sense
or what?
JACOB
He was using his wheels to ferry
meth for them. I found out and
tried to stop it but they wanted a
payment and the exhausts were it.
No exhausts no pass.
PAPPA D
And why the hell would you stick
your neck out like that?
JACOB
He was my friend.
PAPPA D
Say I believe this parable which I
don’t. What proof you got?
JACOB
Just my word D. Just my word.

(CONTINUED)
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12.
PAPPA D
That currency dried out when you
said yes to helping him. Your word
is a blank cheque son. Best write
another one real quick.
JACOB
On my..love for your daughter. On
my love for Ali. I wouldn’t lie to
you.
PAPPA D
Your love for my daughter? You
realise you sound like an idiot?
This isn’t school. You swear on
your love for her? What’s your
thinking on that one? I’m her dad?
Do you think I give a fly fart how
you feel about her?
JACOB
Yeah. I do. You’re a good, generous
man who..was always kind to me and
who was always..
PAPPA D
Oh shut up already. I believe you.
That’s to say I believe your story.
But I can’t believe how STUPID you
could’ve been to help that punk.
Damn it!
JACOB
I know. I thought I was doing the
right thing. Can I get up already?

Pappa hauls Jacob onto his feet.
PAPPA D
You put her ass on the line for
your friend? Tell me you know how
screwed up that is?
JACOB
I know! It’s all I’ve been thinking
about for thirty LONG days. I need
her back D and I need you too. I
can’t do it on my own.
Do what?

PAPPA D

(CONTINUED)
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13.
JACOB
On the inside..
PAPPA D
You mean your thirty days in the
county lock up? Inside..stop
romancing it up. You weren’t in San
Quienten!
JACOB
..I met a guy who..
PAPPA D
How wonderful I’ll send flowers to
your engagement party.
JACOB
..will you let me finish?
PAPPA D
Go ahead Brokeback Brake Pad.
JACOB
This guy from East L.A. was in with
me. They dragged his ass across the
border for speeding tickets believe
it or not. Anyways, he ran an
executive, exclusive car service
for high end city types, rich brats
that kinda thing; you know driving
them from work to home, trip to the
prom in style or to shuttles hoes
back in forth.
PAPPA D
Dazzling Dickensian tale. Really
is. And your point?
JACOB
My point is why don’t we do it
here?
PAPPA D
Did you start using inside?
What?

JACOB

PAPPA D
Where the hell you gonna get the
cars, start up capital and who’s
gonna be your customer base? Just
like you to think of something
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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14.
PAPPA D (cont’d)
without planning around it.
Champagne ideas with lemonade
money!
JACOB
Valid point. Galveston
Angeles BUT we do have
the road AND it’s full
dicks AND we have five
operate with.

aint Los
Houston up
of rich
cars to

PAPPA D
Did you just suddenly start
shitting gold bars? Where you
getting five cars from?
JACOB
Well there’s mine, there’s TC’s,
there’s Rosco’s and Rack’s and
there’s also Ali..
Pappa D takes a step back but fixes his eyes firmly on
Jacob.
PAPPA D
You got balls son. After what you
did you’re gonna ask her to take
part in some cooked up ’scheme’?
JACOB
It aint a scheme. I know the
overheads and I know the
maintenance costs and I need you as
a partner!
PAPPA D
And is this your way of supplying
me with a business plan?
JACOB
It’s got a great return..
PAPPA D
Yeah. Like the police at the door?
JACOB
No! It’s completely legit. No
separate books. All cash accounted
for and ran through a proper
accountant.

(CONTINUED)
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15.
PAPPA D
Okay Rockafella. How much per ride?
JACOB
Fifty bucks for a short trip and a
hundred and fifty for the night IN
WHICH you’ll be driven from (a) to
(b) in the finest custom made cars
in the State. With a professional
service that’ll catch attention.
Cut?

PAPPA D

JACOB
Twenty percent to Uncle Sam, fifty
percent to the driver and the
remaining thirty percent to the
company. Each driver is their own
contractor so we can save
employment costs like medical, gas
car insurance and stuff.
We just facilitate the service and
take a modicum of a commission.
PAPPA D
Aint no modicum in my books son. Of
this remaining thirty percent
profit my shop (if we were to front
a car and offer subsidized
maintenance) would require twenty
percent of the profit.
JACOB
But that would just leave me with
ten percent?
PAPPA D
Welcome to America. Where
opportunity, exploitation and a
healthy profit margin work hand in
glove. And hey, as a driver you’ll
still make your fifty percent from
each hire.
JACOB
Yeah and all the admin headaches
too?
PAPPA D
Quit your bitchin.
Jacob stands and starts to wash his face in the grubby sink.
(CONTINUED)
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16.
PAPPA D
It could work.
JACOB
Could? I thought an educated
businessman never indulged in
propositions that involved the word
’could’? I’m sure someone told me
that once.
PAPPA D
You want a partner or not?
JACOB
Well. I do have a four o’clock with
a rep from the Trump Organisation
and of course Warren Buffet is
sending his guy down..OF COURSE I
want a partner.
PAPPA D
Well alright then. I’ll need two
things before I say yes.
Name them?

JACOB

PAPPA D
One. A fully fleshed out business
plan with five year projections..
What?

JACOB

PAPPA D
Oh son. That’ll be easy compared to
the next bit..
JACOB
What is it?
PAPPA D
You get to ask Ali.
JACOB
See. Funny you should mention that.
Cause I was hoping you could..
PAPPA D
Nope. It’s your problem. You fix it
and you’ve got a partner.

17.
EXT. GARAGE
Ali is still under a car and Jacob approaches limping a
little.
JACOB
So. We had a chat.
ALI
From the sound of your foot
scraping the floor I’d say it was a
dynamic conversation in the back
office.
JACOB
Oh yeah. Constructive too. So.
Listen have you still got your
Saxo?
Ali rolls out from under a pick up truck.
Why?

ALI

JACOB
Just wondering?
Why?

ALI

JACOB
I’m just curious.
ALI
Curious? Last time you were curious
about something I ended up with
three stitches and a prescription
for Valium.
JACOB
Now. That wasn’t my fault. That car
ran a red light and clipped us
square on the passenger side.
ALI
Yeah except we were thirteen, it
was my old man’s car and you said
you would show me how to drive.
JACOB
Well. We did make it down to the
end of the road.
(CONTINUED)
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18.
ALI
I gotta lot of work to do. What do
you want?
JACOB
I’ve got an idea.
Get out.

ALI

JACOB
We’re already outside.
ALI
No. Sorry what I meant to say was,
GET OUT OF MY LIFE. You and your
ideas always lead to one thing,
sirens. And I’m sick of cleaning up
the wreckage.
JACOB
Don’t be silly. You and your dad
have a contract with the town. You
get paid to pick up the wreckage.
Ali just stares through him.
Not the best time for a joke, huh?
ALI
I’m this close to beating you
bloody with a ball-pean hammer.
WHAT DO YOU WANT?
JACOB
Look. You’re emotional.
Ali turns on a dime and rummages through an old tool box and
reveals a battered old hammer.
I’m what?

ALI

JACOB
WOW, WOW, WOW! Look it was a joke,
it was a joke.
ALI
Leave. NOW!
JACOB
Okay, okay, I can take a hint. Just
promise me you’ll be at the tune up
show tonight?
(CONTINUED)
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19.
ALI
I ain’t promising you jack shit
except that if you don’t get off my
god damn property I’m gonna turn
your forehead into a pinata.

Jacob walks off the lot backwards..
JACOB
Okay, okay!
Climbs into car, starts engine and rolls down window.
You got anger issues. Seriously.
I’m surprised you can get any work
done what with turning green,
ripping off your clothes and
running through the hills helping
Mexican villagers..
Jacob zooms off as Ali watches him go. She turns to head
back into the shop only to stop halfway and turns round
again. Shakes her head and throws the hammer, from a
distance, back into the tool box.
EXT. GALVESTON
Montage of shots.
(1) Traffic coming and going.
(2) Shots of the towns various locations.
(3) Timelapse of the Picture House from the front while the
sun goes down.
EXT. BACK OF THE PICTURE HOUSE
The back lot of the cinema is full of custom cars, all shiny
and sleek, with their bonnets up, lights on, music playing.
Crowds of guys and girls move between the rows of cars
angled at the exact same precision as each other; they’ve
all done this before and there’s codes of conduct.
Jacob and the guys are huddled round the front end of his
car where a discussion is ongoing.
JACOB
....no, you as the driver get fifty
percent of all your fares to
cover gas, food and profit. And
we, the company take thirty percent
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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20.
JACOB (cont’d)
for facilitating the clients and
providing a subsidized garage
service.
RACK
So Pappa D is onboard?
JACOB
In a way. Yeah.
ROSCO
So what? Is that a yes or a no?
JACOB
Look, all I need. All WE need is
for Ali to come onboard and Pappa D
will greenlight the start-up
capital AND the enhanced garage
service for us.
See the way I see it..
TC
Wait a second.
JACOB
Sure thing TC I was only halfway
through speaking but go ahead.
TC
Thanks. So you take only thirty
percent?
Yeah.

JACOB

TC
So where’s the rest of it?
The rest?

JACOB

TC
Yeah the rest? Last time I checked
fifty and thirty made up..well..it
works out at..well it aint a
hundred percent is what I’m saying!
JACOB
The additional twenty percent is
what you’re getting at yeah?
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

21.
TC
Damn right.
JACOB
Well unless you like prison you
gotta pay the government a small
share of your income you
simpleminded book phobic bastard
it’s called TAX!
TC
I knew that!
RACK
Getting back to Ali. What’s the
score? Why do we need her?

Ali walks in.
ALI
Cause I’ve got a five door, pink,
faster than stink, tighter than
eighteen year old tits Saxo. That
can go from zero to sixty faster
than your mummy left your daddy.
That’s why. Oh. And I’m a girl.
ROSCO
And what’s that gotta do with it?
ALI
Well you can say a lot of things
about Jacob; devious, stupid,
uglier than a cows back end BUT he
knows marketing.
And he knows that to get girl
clients to part with her cash and
trust a service that can, will and
should escort her on a nightout,
you better offer her a service that
knows what she wants, knows what
she needs and knows what she
doesn’t want her parents to know.
Basically to get a big enough base
of female clients you’re gonna need
someone behind the stick who’s got
ovaries.
Am I right?

(CONTINUED)
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22.
JACOB
Are you in?
ALI
I might be tempted. I’ll get money.
My garage gets money and I get to
drive my car. I need something from
you though.
JACOB
Oh for..what? WHAT DO YOU NEED?
ALI
Dinner. A letter of apology and for
you to make some free runs for the
St Thomas Retirement Community.
TC
Oh man they’re gonna piss over your
seats!
RACK
Shut up dick. My grand mamma is in
their.
TC
Oh sorry mate. Hey Jacob, she won’t
piss on the seat but if she’s like
her grandson she might try and
steal your radio.

No one laughs. TC get’s a bit embarrassed.
ALI
That’s the deal. Take it or leave
it.
JACOB
I’ll take it! I’ll take it.
ROSCO
So. If we’re doing this thing what
we calling it?
RACK
Smooth Rides?
ALI
Are you gonna be screwing the
customers?

(CONTINUED)
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23.

No?

RACK

ALI
Then how about something else?
ROSCO
Custom Drives? From home to work
and beyond..
TC
Even I know that’s crap! How about,
Rough Wheels?
JACOB
Anyone got any suggestions that
weren’t characters in Mad Max?
ALI
How about we keep it simple, Custom
Cabs? Custom cars that’ll take you
from (a) to (b)?
I like it.

JACOB

ROSCO
Custom Cabs? Okay. Could grow on
me.
RACK
Works for me.
TC
Still think Rough Wheels was worth
a pop but hey majority rules.
Democracy in action and all that.
And if no one else is going to
mention him I suppose it falls to
me. What about Lee?
No.
HELL. No.

JACOB
ALI

ROSCO
He’s out man.

(CONTINUED)
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24.
RACK
Sucks but he ain’t even apologised
yet. He’s gone as far as I’m
concerned.
TC
Fine! Just thought someone
should’ve said his name.
JACOB
You did and we answered so can we
call it resolved?
Sure.

TC

JACOB
Now. First thing we need, is a
website.
INT. TC BEDROOM
Tc is typing furiously on a keyboard while Jacob is
providing a voiceover from the previous night.
JACOB
(voiceover)
Not just a website. I needs to be a
calling card of us and who we are.
What we provide that makes us
different. TC as you know more
about computers than any of us
that’s your job.
EXT. CAR WASH
Rosco and Rack are hosing down their cars, while Jacob is
providing a voiceover from the previous night.
JACOB
(voiceover)
Secondly were going need to make
them presentable! And yes I know
they look shit hot here. But guys.
We can do better! I know for a fact
that Rack has a burger under the
passenger seat that could cure
cancer. We gotta get them pristine
boys and girls.

25.
INT. BACK IN THE GARAGE
Ali is udner the bonnet of TC’s car while Jacob is providing
a voiceover from the previous night.
JACOB
(voiceover)
And thirdly. We gotta make sure
that every nut and every bolt under
these bonnets is tuned to
perfection.
We’re selling a service that prides
itself on its distinctive nature so
we gotta make sure everything is a
hundred percent.
Just as Jacob finishes that sentence Ali is squirted on by a
jet of oil from TC’s engine.
EXT. CARS IN CONVEY OUT IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
Jacob is providing a voiceover from the previous night.
JACOB
(voiceover)
And there’s no denying that this is
gonna be a blast. But what must
always be the first and last
thought in our minds is the simple
mantra of..of..of that we..are the
best god damn executive car service
in Galveston.
TC
(voiceover)
But we’re the only executive car
service in Galveston?
JACOB
(voiceover)
Shut up TC.
INT. GARAGE
Jacob walks into Ali’s wiping oil from his hands with a
dirty old rag.
ALI
You clean out the heads like I
showed you?
(CONTINUED)
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26.
JACOB
Yes mom..she’s now purring smooth
and silky.
ALI
I suppose you can teach an old
bitch new tricks after all.
JACOB
Look. We haven’t had a chance to
talk since I got out.
ALI
A precedent we’ll maintain for the
foreseeable future too.
JACOB
Ali. I said I was sorry I didn’t
mean for this to get..
ALI
Didn’t mean for what? That’s you
all over Jacob. "I didn’t mean for
it". You’ve been saying that since
we were kids. Thing is that the
problems got bigger and that line
got old. I’m tired of hearing it.
So find a replacement or just shut
up already.
Now. I need a favour.
JACOB
A favour is it? My girl won’t talk
to me. I just scrubbed out her
engine block and now she wants a
favor?
Yeah.
What?

ALI
JACOB

ALI
I need you to get a camera for us.
JACOB
Wow. Babe. I remember we did some
freaky shit before. But. A camera?

(CONTINUED)
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ALI
Don’t be stupid Jacob. We’re not
gonna have sex. After all. I don’t
want you cheating on your girls
’Right’ and ’Left’.
JACOB
That’s cold.
ALI
And so’s your grip.
JACOB
What do you need a camera for?
ALI
You know what a viral is?
JACOB
Shit. Do I need to get tested?
ALI
What? No! Asshole. A VIRAL. VIDEO!
From the internet!
JACOB
Oh! Yeah. Sure why?
ALI
You know people and you know how to
drive a car, but me? I know
marketing. And the best bit of
publicity we can get right now for
free is to make a viral.
JACOB
Why don’t we just do the normal
type of marketing, you know,
posters and stuff?
ALI
Cause we’re not in high school
anymore that’s why. And this is
free.
A viral can be a calling card for
us. A way of getting our name out
there in a unique and stylish way.
JACOB
Okay Stephanie Spielberg. What’cha
got in mind?

28.
INT. OFFICE
The Judge sits at his desk, mulling over paperwork but is
interrupted by his phone.
RECEPTIONIST
Your Honour, there’s a Mr Teery on
the line..
JUDGE
Patch it through Abby.
Picks up phone.
Mister Teery? Nice touch. Yeah,
yeah I heard. I guess you were more
persuasive than you thought.
Yeah it’s a bit of an easy sell
really. Car nut, exclusive taxi
service. Nice idea. Oh it won’t be
hard. First whiff of trouble and
I’ll have his ass back inside and
of course we are a three strikes
and out State so he’ll be off the
streets for good. And yes. Your
property will be fine.
Money. Money. Money. Solves
problems and causes them too I just
like being on the side that can fix
problems and gain a healthy two
percent interest rate at the same
time!
Well. I don’t know. How about
steak?
EXT. DESERT
Jacob looks lost. On his own he looks into the distance.
Dusk is starting to fall and in the distance he can hear a
coyote. He talks into his phone.
JACOB
You sure about this?
ALI
Yes. It’ll be retro, stylish and
make me look super hot.

(CONTINUED)
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JACOB
Wow. I didn’t know you were gonna
use special effects too.
Asshole.
You ready?
Hell yeah.

ALI
JACOB
ALI

JACOB
Okay. Pressing record.
David Hasselhoff you gotta lot to
answer for.
They’re recreating the intro to Knight Rider with Ali
speeding towards him. We then see her racing alongside
Jacob’s ride and several other iconic shots. This dissolves
into the footage being watched online back in the office.
INT. OFFICE
The gang all sit and watch the ’ad’ play out as the counter
of views ticks over and over. They click onto social media
to find kinghtridergirl trending.
Told ya.

ALI

Montage of shots:
(1) Footage being watched by girls in the back of a limo
(2) Footage being being by frat boys
(3) Footage being pawed over by drunk guys and girls in
cocktail bar.
INT. FANCY OFFICE
A man watches the same footage online while the massive
glass windows reveal a cityscape at night. It’s Los Angeles.
We look over his shoulder as he sips brandy. Lee is sitting
on the sofa. His leg is twitching; he’s really nervous. The
man at the desk lifts the phone and dials the garage.

(CONTINUED)
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30.
MAN
Well. Let’s start this thing shall
we? Young entrepreneurs are what
fuel this country. They should be
supported and fostered at every
step. Don’t you agree?
LEE
Yeah. I guess so. I mean I guess
so, sir.
MAN
Oh. It’s ringing. This is exciting.
Maybe I’m their first? What are the
odds of that?
Oh. Hi, Custom Cabs? I’d like to
book a ride please. Excellent. And
may I say I’m looking forward to
doing business with you.

Fade Out.

Medium: Radio
Genre: Comedy
Duration: 27mins each x 3 episodes
What’s it about?
The employees of a Glasgow based train company come to
grips with their new Spanish owners….or at least try to!

Episode Guide

Episode One (attached)
Introduces us to the main characters and their ﬁrst encounter with their
new Spanish managers and ends with an impromptu trip to Saltcoats.

Episode Two
Would focus upon the ﬁrst working day using the new trains and how the
locals react to the problems with the train; namely the train, of its own
volition, decides to head home to Madrid.
This episode would also explore the characters in greater detail and
allow the listener to have a greater relatable connection to their
experiences.

Episode Three
In the ﬁnal episode a major snow storm strands Arnie, Magoo and co. at
Kilwinning Station where the new managers and crew come face to face
with their customers (and their problems) while stuck in a small waiting
room. While outside, in the freezing snow, the Spanish speaking train
develops a stammer and keeps repeating “Ola, ola, ola...”.

OFF THE RAILS
Scene 1
IN: INTERIOR OF TRAIN
SOUND: SLOWLY FADE UP TRAIN SOUNDS, FEET MOVING
ARNIE

Tickets please. Tickets ready. Thank you for choosing
Ayelaytus Trains for your journey.
As Scotland’s newest train service, owned in Spain but
run from Scotland, your journey..is our eh..priority?
Merci beacoup. Molto grazie. Cheers doll. Tickets ready
please, tickets. Cheers. Magic. Thanks pal.
Ticket mate?

NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE

Whit?
Ticket? For-the-choo-choo.
Dinnae get wide.
Here. I’ve been tae the gym sooo many times this week
that I’m actually starting tae like the feel of Lycra;
it hugs me!
And..due to this frequenting of the gym-eo I highly
doubt that I’m, as you put it, (in yer native patwa),
"wide".
So aye, ticket please.

NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE

Av no goat wan.
Whit?
I haven’t GOAT A TICKET!
Then you can buy one from me if it pleases yeh. Let us
call it a fiver.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:
NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE

NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE

2.

I’ve nae money.
Yeh left the hoose without money?
Aye.
Well?
Well whit?
How yeh gonnae pay?
I’m no.
Well sir alternate payment needs sought rapid style.
Or..
Or whit?
Yer aff at the next station that’s whit.
I’d like tae see yeh try..
Look. I don’t make the rules. It’s just that everyone
else paid and I doubt they’d take too kindly if I let
you offski.
In fact, from the looks of that wan in the corner, I’d
be stuffed and mounted tae a wall in the Gallowgate
faster than you can say, "Crimewatch Reenactment
Special: The tale of the headless ticket inspector".

NED
ARNIE

Look bolt ya rocket!
Firstly, naw. Secondly, yer patter resembles yer maws
knitting.

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:
NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE

NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE
NED
ARNIE
NED

ARNIE

3.

Whit?
It’s full of holes!
Aye very good..
Awrite, awrite. Lets think about this rationally and
see what accommodation we can reach. You’ve goat no
money?
Aye.
Nae ticket?
Aye!
And nae intent to buy one?
Aye!!
Fine. I want a shoe.
Eh ye whit?
I want a shoe!
But..but yeh canne have ma shoes!
Who says?
It’s just..naw..it’s no in the..like the rules or
some’fin! Yeh cannae take my shoes!
Aw no. I don’t want both, that would be silly. I just
want one. Left or right your choice.

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:
NED
ARNIE
NED

4.

But..yeah cannae take my shoe!
I want ma shoe!
Just..no! Yer no allowed!

SOUND: TRAIN ANNOUNCEMENT OF STOPPING AT PAISLEY
ARNIE

Whit. There’s rules? Naw, naw, naw pal. You waived your
right tae the rules when you jumped on board with no
ticket and nae means with which to purchase one.
Rules? Rules are fur those and such as those who can
pay the fare. You cannae, so, get those laces unbuckled
and free yer feet!

NED

ARNIE
NED

Your aff yer heid! I’m getting aff and making a
complaint about you..
Haw, gies a shoe!
Your aff yer heid! What’s your name?!

SOUND: DOOR BING BONG, SOUNDS OF PLATFORM COME FLOODING IN
ARNIE

NED
ARNIE

The name’s Arnie. But to those and such as those who
are indebted to me, for the princely sum of a shoe, the
name is Archie. Want me to write it doon for yeh?
No, I’ll remember you!
Auf Wiedersehen Shuggy.

SOUND: BING BONG AND DOORS CLOSE
ARNIE

Well, there he goes ladies and giro busters. The man
with the shoe debt. You’ll remember this day for years
to come as the first attempt IN THE WORLD, to pay for a
train ride with a size 5 Gola.
Let it never be said that when you ride with Ayelaytus
Trains, you don’t get a show fur your money!
(CONTINUED)
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5.

Tickets oot! Tickets please..
SOUND: TRAIN HORN
Scene 2
SOUND: SLOW FADE UP OF TRAIN SHIFTING TRACKS, ANNOUNCEMENT
OF STOPPING AT GLASGOW, AIR BRAKES, DOORS OPEN
ARNIE

Made it! Wuman and bairns first, enjoy your time in
Glasgow and please retain yer ticket for the barriers
located yonder.
The guards get a little rambunctious with those who
dinnae have one, so fair ye well! Yer someone else’s
problem now.

SOUND: DOOR OPEN AND FEET STEPPING OUT ONTO THE PLATFORM
MAGOO
ARNIE

Well that was a smooth ride, naw?
Magoo why do you say that every time we arrive?
That was a smooth ride? It’s not like yeh had tae
steer! I had the hard work of talking to that gaggle of
coughing, snarling, ungrateful yobs.
You’ve no idea what it’s like. Everyday back there is
like a boardroom meeting of the S.F.A.!

MAGOO

ARNIE
MAGOO
ARNIE
MAGOO

Naw, naw, naw sunshine. I drive the train. I have the
awesome responsibility to ferry the public from A TO B
with as little fuss as possible. I love my job. I find
it gives me great..serenity.
Seren-who?
Serenity?
Serenity? Did he no play for Barca’?
No, serenity. A sense of peace within oneself, yeah
know. Like yoga and stuff.

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:
ARNIE

6.

Magoo, you’ve been staring at fields wae coo’s in them
for far too long.
Wiping bugs off the windscreen at sixty miles per hour
has finally sent you oor the edge. Come back tae us
Magoo.

SOUND: FABRIC BEING GRABBED
ARNIE
MAGOO

ARNIE

MAGOO

ARNIE

COME BACK! STAY AWAY FAE THE LIGHT SON!
Get aff ya eejit! Leave me be! It’s good fur ye ya
tool.
Oh aye, enlighten me how? Ha! Get it? Enlighten me?
Acch never mind, missed ma calling so I did, I missed
my calling.
Aye very good laugh ya bam. YOU don’t know about the
stress I get sitting up front. The worry, the
responsibility, the fear!
Woah, woah, woah cowboy. Just rein in those particular
ponies and lets forensically go through each of those
issues you just outlined..
One: the worry? Whit have yeh goat tae be worried
about?
Yeh push a huge button marked ’start’ and away we go!
In all fairness yer Magooness, a one eye OAP named
Ralph from Giffnock could dae that wae a walker in one
hand and a copy of the Peoples Friend in the other!

MAGOO
ARNIE

Aw now listen!
Naw, naw, naw! Silence in court! The right honorable,
and generally brand new, Arnie has the floor! So as I
was saying..
Two: the responsibility? Whit responsibility? Someone
else manages the lights and tracks and aw that bamf no
you.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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7.

ARNIE (cont’d)
So you worrying about ’responsibility’ is like a fly
worrying about the wind.
There’s heehaw yeh can dae about it unless of course
you’re a god or a deity of some sort..are you..a deity
or a god of some sort?
MAGOO
ARNIE

MAGOO
ARNIE

I’m no a god but whit’s a deity?
It’s when you’re a bit like a god but you’ve got no
beard and only a couple of powers.
Sounds like a crap Power Ranger..
Exactly!
Now, finally, 3: the fear?
What tosh my good man, utter tosh indeed! You’ve goat
absolutely no reason to be fearful driving a railed
object at eight plus miles per hour.
Cause lets face it, in the event of an accident you’re
the first wan dispatched and yeh had the best view in
all.
You’re no gonnae know what hit yeh let alone from which
direction and it is because..Magoo?
Here..you look a bit peely wally yeh awrite?

MAGOO

ARNIE

I. Am in a peaceful garden. A garden of serenity. A
garden of peacefulness that has no muppets within it’s
walls. A garden without blethering eejits. A garden
without Arnie!
Aye very good. Now my good man. We could stand here all
day and ponder the wondrous complexities of our lives,
jobs, and the wider universe.
But right now I’m Hank Marvin and choking for a brew!

MAGOO

Shall we dine within the Canteen De’Central or take it
al’fresco onto the far end of Platform One?
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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MAGOO (cont’d)
I do love to munch stale sausage rolls and wash it doon
the gullet with dish sink tea while watching the
rolling stock roll in.
ARNIE
MAGOO

Oh shall we Magooness ma darlin?
Lead the way you ticket collecting rogue you and..here!
Is that the time?! We’re late for morning prayers up
stairs!

ARNIE

Magoo? We’re in so much..

SOUND: TRAIN HORN
Scene 3
SOUND: SLOW FADE UP KEYBOARDS CLACKING, PHONES RINGING, FEET
ON CARPET
JEANIE
Where you two been?! We’re about to kick off and you
pair look like yeh came last in the charity shop sack
race. The new bosses are in! Button up yer shirt ya
pair a scruffs!
ARNIE

MAGOO

Jeannie, we were discussing something of importance
hence why we are running somewhat behind in our prompt
timekeeping abilities. Isn’t that true Brother Magoo?
Affirmative Brother Arnie. We were in fact detained
while discussing a work based matter and everything
else my esteemed colleague said in all.

JEANIE
Likely excuse. The Gaffer is about to go off on one
with you two. That’s three meetings this week you’ve
been late for AND yeh were warned that the new
management team fae Madrid were starting this morning
AND it’s rumoured..that there here to sack folk!
ARNIE

Aye we know, we know, but standing oot here rehashing
our lax ability to correctly use a watch is only
helping the cause of the enemy.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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ARNIE (cont’d)
As for the delegation from Madrid, well, I for one
welcome a sacking.
Cause god knows, washing the windows of the residents
of Govan would be far more entertaining than my current
employment arrangement.
MAGOO

ARNIE

Aye but getting up and doon ladders in body armour
would start tae chafe after a while.
Aye would rust in all. The chainmail and that..

JEANIE
Occh you pair of eejits might just be for the chop if
yeh keep that lip up in there!
ARNIE

Fine heard it. Are yeh finished gie’ing us brain
damage?
Mon, lead the way tae the office of doom. That black
hole in which five minutes feels like a fortnight in
Dunoon.

JEANIE
Just keep schtum, yeh know what your mouth is like.
ARNIE

My mouth? When has my mouth ever landed me in bother?

SOUND: WALKING TOWARDS DOOR.
JEANIE
Em, how about the time you mouthed off to that group of
Latvian football fans in Gilmour Street.
ARNIE

They were trying. To bring their mascot. On tae the
train!

JEANIE
And you just had to say ’no’ in your impromptu and
utterly mince, ’Learn Latvian in two seconds"?
ARNIE

It was a goat! They were trying to get a goat onto the
train. So all I said was "ahoy comrade, speak a la
Scots? No goat-io on the train-io por’favor?".
No my fault if what I said sounded like I was insulting
his maw in Latvian.
(CONTINUED)
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JEANIE
Whatever. All I’m saying is that your mouth has the
ability to place you, us and the passengers of trains
into jeopardy, so, keep quiet.
SOUND: DOOR KNOCK, MUFFLED ENTER IS REPLIED
GAFFER
Ah, excellent, I see yeh found the wanes. Lads, yer on
notice. One more late arrival this week and you’ll find
yourself on a mystical quest in the dark; pulling
double shifts on the subway, that clear?
ARNIE

Achtung general, achtung.

GAFFER
Arnie, that sounded almost accepting! Have you finally
decided to tow the line and conduct yourself in a
fashion befitting, that rather ill fitting uniform, you
wear?
ARNIE

Of course, of course sir. I’ve also accepted that even
though I work as a ticket inspector, an inspector of
tickets if you will. And I reside at the bottom rung of
this particular pecking order, I will always be better
looking than you.

GAFFER
What?
ARNIE

You. You’re well, ugly. A mean look at the face on that
ladies and gents. You’d scare a pigeon wae that puss.

GAFFER
Arnie I’m warning you!
ARNIE

Whit? I’m only stating the obvious. Here and that’s
another thing, does it no play up wae yer vertigo?

JEANIE
Arnie.
GAFFER
What? What vertigo? I haven’t got vertigo man!
MAGOO

Arnie sit doon!

(CONTINUED)
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Sush now sush. Aye yer vertigo? What wae hanging off
skyscrapers all day swatting at by-planes and that!

SOUND: ROAR OF LAUGHTER CONTINUES TILL DOOR CLOSE
JEANIE
Arnie!!
GAFFER
Right, my office, now!
ARNIE

RAWRRRRR!! (Smacks chest like an ape)

GAFFER
In here now!
SOUND: FEET MOVING AND DOOR CLOSING
GAFFER
What’s the game? Just who the hell do yeh think you
are?
ARNIE

Look, yeh know me Gaffer. I wouldn’t embarrass yeh if
it wasn’t tae get yeh aside for a quick chat.

GAFFER
What?!
ARNIE

Please, take a seat.

GAFFER
It’s my office Arnie.
ARNIE

It’s kind to offer these things.

SOUND: SEATS MOVING AND SITTING DOWN
ARNIE

Sorry about that, but I knew you’d haul me in for a
chat if I kept it up. It’s about this delegation from
Madrid.

GAFFER
Yes. What about them? They’re waiting on us next door
so hurry up man.

(CONTINUED)
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Whit’s the story boss?

GAFFER
What’s the story? Arnie are you confusing who is
actually the boss and employee in this relationship?
ARNIE

Relationship? Well it’s a bit sudden Gaffer. Usually I
like a bit of dinner and maybe even a wee night out tae
the pictures a’fore I commit. But if yer asking..

GAFFER
God! Enough! You know what I mean! You answer to me NOT
the other way about.
ARNIE

Yes of course. Now, back tae the Spanish. Sir, Gaffer,
boss. I know what the score is. I read the paper.
I have an above average intelligence, and I even read
The Dandy, so I’m fully aware of the situation.

GAFFER
Oh really? Enlighten me with your firm grasp of the
facts?
ARNIE

Well for instance. I know just like everyone else who
resides between John O’Groats and Gretna that this
Spanish crowd have taken us over and as such, things
will be changing.
That’s fine. Who am I to stand in the way of such
motions sir, not I. Oh no. I’m a modern man Gaffer.
I embrace change like a bird tae the wind, like brown
sauce to bacon. I’m on it, I’m with it, I love the
newness of things.
The new uniforms for example..

GAFFER
Yes what about them?
ARNIE

Now I was never known for being a clothes horse or
being the epitome of doon wae the trends.
But even I know this look just does’nae work! Don’t get
me wrong Gaffer, I always wanted to dress like wan of
The Temptations.
(CONTINUED)
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GAFFER
Oh come now! They’re not that bad. The sky blue uniform
and gold lapels make you all look quite dashing. Like a
uniformed brigade of bird eggs.
ARNIE

Exactly!

GAFFER
And your point is?
ARNIE

Well sir I think what I’m getting at is..who’s for the
high jump?

GAFFER
The high jump?
ARNIE

Aye. The Spanish archer, the long swim, to find oneself
in the company of a Jobcentre!

GAFFER
I see. Worried about your own hide?
ARNIE

Eh, aye? Unless of course you want to tell my leckie
provider, the phone company and my landlord (who should
wear a ski mask!) that I don’t need to pay my bills?

GAFFER
Look. All the answers and so much more can be found
behind the very same door you used to enter my office.
Just walk through it and you’ll be gifted with the
answers to every question, within reason, you could
ever have..feel better?
ARNIE

Nope.

GAFFER
Arnie, these guys from Madrid are here as part of the
Dedicated Interaction Delivery Initiative, or DIDI. And
I promise you, that when you’re on the DIDI, you’ll be
fine.
ARNIE

The DIDI?

GAFFER
Yes, the Dedicated Interaction...ARNIE! Such nonsense
shall not be tolerated going forward!
(CONTINUED)
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Fine, fine, fine. Thank yeh for your time. It was about
as helpful as a carrier bag wae wan handle. But cheers
none the less.
Now, shall we face the enemy? Sorry the DIDI? Sorry the
enemy DIDI? How many DIDI’s are there Gaffer?

GAFFER
Out!
SOUND: SHUFFLING PAPERS AND CHAIRS BOTH WALK TO DOOR AND
INTO MAIN OFFICE
GAFFER
Right. Now that everyone is here all present and
correct shall we get underway?
Joining us this morning is the newly established DIDI
team to make sure that all new company policies are
enacted fully.
So, the DIDI from left to right, we have Señor Marco
and Seniora Margarita.
(STARTS CLAPPING BUT ONLY A FEW JOIN IN SO IT QUICKLY
FADES AWAY WITH A WHIMPER)
MARCO

Ola Glasgow, I’m Marco and as part of thee DIDI I’ll be
making sure that all your uniforms and procedures
follow the Ayelateus Trains T&Cs, accordingly.
Seniora Margarita will be overseeing the technical
aspects of the handover. Namely making sure that the
Scottish computers and the Madrid computers can talk to
one another and that the new trains..

MAGOO

New trains?! What’s rang wae the ones we’ve goat?! Ma
bums cut a groove into every seat in every cabin of
every train in our fleet and if I have to start once
again reshaping the contours of the bum buffer in each
carriage, then I think we should be looking at compo!
No compo..no bum-io!
What say you brothers and sisters?!
(GENERAL MURMUR AMONG THE TROOPS)

MARGARITA
Mister, what’s your name sir?
(CONTINUED)
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Magoo Ms Margarita. Commodore..Magoo.
(LAUGHS FROM THE GROUP)

MARGARITA
Commodore?
MAGOO

Aye, Commodore..

MARGARITA
Why you called Commodore, Magoo?
MAGOO

Well I once ate 64 pies in wan go. Hence the well
earned title. Commodore. 64.

MARGARITA
Aye no understand him?
GAFFER
Not many do Seniora. We once had an anthropologist down
from Glasgow Uni to see what she could do..BUT..getting
back to what we’re here for today!
MARCO

ARNIE

MARCO

Si, we’re here to..well..basically..we’ll be taking
over the management of this site for the foreseeable
future and..
I knew it. Here we go. Swing yer axe ya Spanish
hangman. ARNIE’S READY!
Hangman? I no hangman! I how you say..Sagittarius!

GAFFER
Arnie that’s enough! Senior Marco, please excuse Arnie
he’s a bit special..
ARNIE

MARCO

ARNIE

Don’t make excuses for them Gaffer. They’re here tae
chop us!
No, no, no! We no fire anyone..we’re here to make sure
you fully understand how the new company will work and
how you fit into the new outfit.
Oh the new ’outfit’ fits just snugly mate. And I love
the blue. Is it true that these were secondhand from
the Bluebird Belly Dancer Show in Las Vegas?!
(CONTINUED)
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No no, no they are company colours from Madrid. You no
like the new uniform?
Like a hole in the heid on a windy dae. And with the
colour of them, lets just say, that half of Glasgow,
and the wider Central belt, may choose to make them a
mobile dart board.
The other half will love them though, so top marks
there.

GAFFER
Arnie! Let’s move on. So new trains eh?
MARCO

Si, new trains. The newly built Mucho Fastius Model 4
has been specially designed for our grand unveiling
today!

GAFFER
We get to see it today?!
MARGARITA
Si, it be arriving in five minutes down on Platform 6,
shall we go see?
(SHUFFLE OF CHAIRS. TRAIN HORN. FADE OUT)
SCENE 4
(FADE UP SOUNDS OF PLATFORM AND MOVEMENT. TANNOY
IN THE DISTANCE. SOUNDS OF FEET. AND TRAIN PULLING
UP. BRAKES.)
MARCO

So here we are good peoples of Glasgow and I find
myself full of pride to handover to you the first new
train for this new service!
(PULLS TARP OFF TRAIN. SOUNDS OF MUMBLING AND
BEMUSEMENT)

MARCO

ARNIE

You no like this shiny new train that’s fresh as a
Spanish daisy?!
Eh..it’s bright green?

(CONTINUED)
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GAFFER
Yes Marco..even I have to say it’s eh..awfully green?
MARCO

ARNIE

Green is a vibrant, beautiful colour that will catch
the eye and inspire our passengers! It tested very well
with our test passengers.
Did the test passengers it tested well with all have
Labradors aye?

MARGARITA
Yes! We are a pet friendly service.
ARNIE

MARCO
ARNIE
MARCO
ARNIE

Aw. Glorious. Problems in translation. What I was
meaning was did they have sunglasses on when it was
dark? Did they have canes and were they visually
impaired cause I’m sorry but that train looks like it
just hit a village full’a leprechauns!
Are they not Irish?
Aye?
So why you have them in Scotland I confused?
Gaffer! We need the crayons. Either that or a universal
translator like they had in Start Trek.

GAFFER
Arnie, be nice. Keep yer verbal hawns tae yerself and
play nice.
ARNIE

But Gaffer! I mean..

GAFFER
Arnie! Shut it!
ARNIE

Fine. Thine face shall be shut..it’s aw’fa green
though.

JEANIE
Green? It looks like a bucket a bile after wan pound a
shot night down the Tavern! Magoo, whit you fink?
(CONTINUED)
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MARGARITA
(BORDERING HYSTERICAL CRYING)
I knew this wouldn’t work. You people resent the new
owners. I know, I KNOW! These foreign owners come in
and take over and next thing you know, wham, our trains
are green!
You not think that someone had to pick a colour and on
that particular day that someone was me!
I no like to pick colours! I like to fix computers not
pick swatches! Why is it always Margarita’s fault?!
If keyboard broke it’s Margarita’s fault!
If computer start playing Billy Ray Cyrus record over
and over again in achy breaky madness, it’s Margarita’s
fault. So OF COURSE if train is ’wrong colour’ it’s
Margarita’s fault!
MARCO

Margarita! Please..

MARGARITA
No! It no fair! I was fixing printer and boss asked Hey
Margarita, you good judge of colours, pick one for new
trains AND I LIKE GREEN SO I PICKED GREEN!
GAFFER
Ms Margarita, I can only apologies for the..
MARGARITA
It make no difference. It always Margarita’s fault!
ARNIE

Whit the hell was that? Did I blackout there or did she
just go full on Maryhill?

JEANIE
Total. Full on. Maryhiil. I like her. Here chin up
Margarita hen. It’s not as bad as a thought I mean
it..kinda grows on yeh..like a friendly fungus?
MAGOO

I think it’s actually quite pretty!

ALL TOGETHER
WHIT?!
MAGOO

Aye pretty. It’s got that..what’s the word?

(CONTINUED)
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Hideous?

GAFFER
Erm..new?
MAGOO
ARNIE

MAGOO

Naw, naw, naw. Dynamic. It looks dynamic.
Magoo, between the bird
BRIGHT green carriages,
depending upon what bit
windy and my heid could

shell blue uniforms and now the
there’s a good chance that
of town we’re covering your
become brick magnets!

Acch away! It’s got a quality to it. It says..look at
me and here I am. It’s a statement. It’s confidence.
It’s a swagger. A style of delivery. A style of travel
that the people of this fine nation will love!

MARGARITA
What you say?
ARNIE
MAGOO

I hereby second that question before the House, whit?
It’s nice. I’ll drive your train Seniora Margarita and
I’ll drive it proudly.

MARGARITA
Ohhh. Senior Magoo. Why thank you kind driver of
trains.
You man of vision and impeccable style.
ARNIE

Style? His uniform looks just as bad as mine hen
although his has mare rolls than a bakers windae.
Now. Getting back to our main concern, Senior Marco.
The colour..

MARCO

The colour as is and will stay this way. Finito. And if
you no like how we be doing business then you find
business elsewhere. Okay?

GAFFER
Marco I think everyone will love the new design and
colour and speaking as the head of the Glasgow office,
under your stewardship of course, the workforce will be
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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GAFFER (cont’d)
more than happy to drive these trains and wear these
uniforms..
Albeit that they may receive pelters a plenty. They’ll
do it son cause in the heart of every Scotsman is the
desire to work in style and..I suppose in this
scenario..the desire will be to wear blue uniforms and
drive green trains. Yes everyone?
(ALL TOGETHER LIKE UNHAPPY SCHOOL KIDS)
ALL TOGETHER
Yes Gaffer..
GAFFER
Now, if that’s all agreed. How about we have a wee
swatch inside?
MARGARITA
Si. Like your old trains the doors open with a standard
greeting that will welcome all of our wonderful patrons
and make them feel like they’re with a friendly
welcoming firm that will transport them from B to A in
safe, luxurious style.
People of Glasgow Office, step into..the future!
PUSHES BUTTON. WOOSH OF AIR FROM DOORS AND A SPANISH VOICE
BELLOWS OLA AS THE DOORS CREAK OPEN WITH THE SOUND OF COGS
AND WHEELS TURNING
ARNIE

MARCO

ARNIE

That’s it? That was about as space age as the Argos
catalogue. And whit was that Spanish hello about?
Si, all the trains, now that they’re in Spanish
ownership, shall greet passengers as if they’re in
Spain. Our research shows it’ll make them feel
cosmopolitan, exotic and European, eh?
It’ll make them feel like they’ve just woken up on a
tram to the airport after tanning their duty free in
Marbella.
Any idea how many heart attacks this thing will induce?
And what was that wae the door? It sounds like your
engineer was a Victorian apprentice!
Was that cogs and wheels that made that door open? Is
it a green efficient train? As in, what’s powering it?
A mouse chasing a corn cob?
(CONTINUED)
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You are just..ticket collector? Yes?
I prefer the term ’ticket collection specialist
engineer’ if you please.
Yes of course..well I doubt how the train functions in
an engineering sense should concern the likes
of..well..the sort of person that..well..a ticket
collector really?
And there it is.

GAFFER
There’s what Arnie?
ARNIE

The attitude Gaffer. That I’m JUST a ticket collector.
A collector of tickets. A meandering sort who can be
sought from anywhere to do the most menial task
possible?
Oh aye. I know. But did you know ’Marco’ that my job
involves a lot more than just simply collecting the
verification of a ticket being purchased?
Oh aye! My gig is part ticket inspector part social
worker! If the carriages of our once noble fleet could
talk, they’d tell tales of valor, great wit and
examples of courage under fire.
Why it was only last week I had to dodge missiles from
a stag doo on the Aberdeen run. And believe me my
Spanish friends those lads can throw an Aulds pie at
velocities you cannae even comprehend.
And there’s the little things too. Like the time I
helped that lassie with the pram and the herd of wanes
get off at Platform three. Only to be thanked by a
member of her flock who spewed a bucket load of a Micky
D’s all over my breaks.
I won’t even regale you of the time the midget karate
tournament was in town, and following a heavy bevy
session, decided to turn my carriage into Revenge of
the Vertically Challenged Pygmy!
I had a three foot high mentalist wae a numchuck
swinging aff the luggage rack Marco. The luggage rack!
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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ARNIE (cont’d)
We had to coax him down with a tazer and a bottle of
Tizer.
Oh I’ve seen things you won’t believe my Spanish
friends oh aye!
So..when you stand there in your rather fetching three
piece which is tailored tae perfection.
While I’m standing here in a blue suit like a used car
sales men from Blues Cars, Blueville, Blue State,
Tennessee..then aye. I get a bit mift to be called just
a ticket inspector.
MARCO
ARNIE

But that’s what you are, no?
Aye.

GAFFER
Arnie?
ARNIE

Move on Gaffer?

GAFFER
Like a runaway shopping trolley son.
ARNIE

Deal.

JEANIE
So this new Spanish train right, will it speak Scottish
fae now on?
MARGARITA
No, no. As we say it was felt that the Spanish words
and signs would make the..
JEANIE
Aye aye, I got that bit. But whit about safety? How’s
folk supposed tae know what to do in like an emergency
or sum’fin?
MARCO

This train will never have an accident Seniora Jeanie.

JEANIE
Oh hear that? I’m a ’seniora’!

(CONTINUED)
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Wumin. Getting back tae the safety hing?

JEANIE
I was just about tae ask that oh large belted wan!
So Marco, here that’s a lovely name int’it? Marco..
But aye, the safety. Whit yeh mean this train will’nae
have an accident? Yeh clairvoyant or sumfin...Marco?
MARCO

Oh Seniora, your smile is like a thousand dancing
blades of brightness and of course the answer.
These trains were designed by the finest engineers in
the world and have been tested to a breaking point
which is technically classified cause it’s so utterly
shamazeballs amazing! But as you say, aye, this train
is bullet proof, bomb proof and accident proof!

MAGOO
MARCO
MAGOO

Is it Shuggy proof?
What is this Shuggy?
Oh the worst thing imaginable Marco. It’s a mythical
beast that roams unfettered and free about these parts
and can be identified by it’s tell tale
characteristics.
Namely, but not exclusively, the tracksuit, the
baseball cap front facing wae the peak at exactly 45
degrees and the socks; tucked in tae the breaks for
what purpose..we do not know.
What we do know Marco is that the beast is both
nocturnal and daytime walking in all. And can be
spotted by it’s characteristic early noughties mobile
phone and annoying ringtone, which will ring out, and
loudly so.
This beast also runs in packs and should never be
underestimated as they/it will find you and it/they
will remove yer phone, yer shoes and leave nothing more
than a husk baking in the moonlight.

MARCO

Have they been sighted in this area?

(CONTINUED)
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Oh whit and then some! Their kind can be spotted from
north to south to east and west and a weather eye must
be kept open at all times round these parts as the
Shuggy is always..on the prowl. Just ask Arnie.
I’m just the ’driver’. Arnie here is the wan who has to
deal wae the barbarian horde that makes up our customer
base.

MARCO
ARNIE

Arnie is this true about these ’Shuggies’?
I’m afraid so Marco. Thankfully though Magoo has
helpfully explained the finer points of what
constitutes a Shuggy. But in my line of work as a
’ticket collection specialist engineer’, I encounter
many a Shuggy.
And believe me Marco..these lads will strip this train
of seats, tables, bogs and even that handy wee hammer
in the time it takes you tae say, "vat is a Shuggae?".
These trains aren’t Shuggy proof.
Gaffer would you agree with this assessment?

GAFFER
Seldom does the day arrive that I concur with whatever
drivel spills forth from the mouths of these two, but
today Marco, they’re spot on.
The local ferrets will always practice defence against
anything that confuses them and they will take great
offense tae that ’ola’.
Think of them this way: caveman vs computer. Or another
way, thick wane vs algebra exam.
But if you say that this train, that was designed and
overtly fashioned upon the Incredible Hulk (green body
work in all) then we’ll take your word for it.
Does it have any other ’quirks’?
MARGARITA
Well something that could be piloted would be to offer
free paella when you buy a return ticket?
JEANIE
Yer joking..aye?
(CONTINUED)
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MARGARITA
Of course I’m joking. But if you insist on branding us
with stereotypes of being slack jawed wide eyed Spanish
yahoos, then I’ll happily play along. It make me smile.
JEANIE
Aye, very good..
LONG PAUSE OF AWKWARD COUGHS
ARNIE

MAGOO
MARCO

MAGOO

ARNIE
MAGOO
ARNIE

So just tae recap, you didnae like us? We think you’re
gonnae fire us? And the trains speak Spanish? Anyone
fancy a brew?
So how fast does it go?
This particular one was tested at a maximum velocity of
one hundred and two miles per hour!
Here that’ll get us tae Saltcoats and back in half an
hour! Anyone fur a bag of chip and a number ninety-nine
doon the water?
Yeh asking?
I’m asking!
Then I’m buying! Gaffer, Jeanie, why don’t we show our
new Spanish colleagues the west coast? We can introduce
them to the finer points of Scottish cuisine, a’la
cardiac ward?

JEANIE
Aw that would be braw! Gaffer, can we go?
GAFFER
Well..technically it’s eh...Marco’s call?
MAGOO

MARCO

Mon Marco my Espanol brother from another mother! Have
you ever had a fritter?
Fritter? Is this a fish?

(CONTINUED)
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Close! Chippy’s do do fish but fritters are made of
totties and can be found in close proximity to the
pickles. What say you?
I would be delighted to try your cuisine in the place
and does does fish.
Sorted! All aboard the chippy express! Next stop the
Saltcoats Riviera. Keep your hawns inside the carriage
at all times, and for gods sake don’t feed the local
wildlife. They go a bit scatty after dark.

MARGARITA
How far is this Saltcoats? I have computer to fix..
ARNIE

No far Margarita. Tell me. Have you ever played a puggy
wae a bag of chips in one hawn, a bottle of brew in
another while the glow from the nuclear power station
illuminates the night sky?

MARGARITA
Eh..no?
ARNIE

Then the nights the night!

DOORS CLOSE. OLA SPOKEN IN SPANISH. TRAIN DEPARTS. FADE OUT.
(END)

Medium: Short Film
Genre: Comedy
Duration: 5 minutes
What’s it about?
A retired gentleman ﬁxes the mechanical breakdowns and
technical problems of his tenement building by recycling the
garbage he ﬁnds around him.
This was originally composed for submission to the DJI
Ronin Screenwriting Competition.

INT. BEDROOM. APARTMENT. EARLY MORNING
Loud snoring can be heard while a duvet moves slowly up and
down. We see old furniture, black and white pictures of a
young handsome man in overalls in exotic locations. A golden
spanner rests amongst the frames with a small plaque
underneath it.
Suddenly the old metal alarm clock clangs into life which
sparks a metal plate underneath its stumpy legs. Just then,
the old wooden gramophone lights up and a record is dropped
onto the turntable.
Swing music similar to Benny Goodman, "Sing Sing Sing"
starts to play.
On hearing the music two feet rocket from the bed and land
into the idle slippers. A wrinkly hand snaps open the blinds
as light pours into the apartment. An old man gazes upon the
early morning orange sky as steam wafts into the horizon.
MR SUPER
Good morning world! You big classy,
sassy, brassy palace of wonder.
What’cha got for me today, hmm?
Series of shots with music which continues playing for the
rest of the film:
(1) Bathroom. The man slides into the bathroom as he
inspects his face. Waving away any notion of old age he
winks at himself. He smacks a red button on the wall.
(2) Kitchen. The button releases two slices of toast into
the toaster which sparks the kettle to boil.
(3) Bathroom. We see his silhouette behind the curtain as he
washes while dancing and jiving to the music.
(4) Bedroom. The wardrobe opens to reveal five blue overalls
all pressed and ironed hanging perfectly. He grabs one and
puts it on and yanks on a cord in the wardrobe.
(5) Kitchen. The cord pops the toast up which is caught by
two wall mounted metal hands wearing white gloves which
start buttering the toast.
(6) Bedroom. He fixes his blue bow tie, combs back his white
tufts of hair and pulls a scrappy piece of paper off the
bedside table.
(7) Kitchen. A china plate with crumbs on it meets the metal
sink with force.

2.
EXT. HALLWAY OF OLD APARTMENT BLOCK
YOUNG GIRL
Morning Mr Soup!
Morning!

MR SUPER

YOUNG GIRL
My mom wanted to know if you can
fix the..
MR SUPER
It’s on my list buddy. It’s all on
the list.
EXT. BIN BAY
The old man lifts the bin lids and rummages for plastics,
metal tins, yogurt cartons and heads back inside.
INT. BASEMENT WORKSHOP
Hawaiian tourist posters from the 40’s line the wall along
with old wooden framed pictures. A desk lamp pings on
revealing the picture of a gorgeous girl in a 1950’s bathing
costume. The note of paper is pinned to the wall and reads:
Mr Adams: jar opener.
Polly: new bike bell.
Building: new handle for the front door.
Building: back-up electricity supply.
The old man starts welding and cutting and making new things
from the scrap as metal sparks fly. Drills whirl away and
hammers bang and clang the new things together.
He briefly stops for a cuppa coffee and a doughnut and then
the mayhem starts again!
Sparks, bangs and clangs reveal the new creations from the
junk. A tall plastic cylinder of spiraling tin can clippings
and yogurt pots twirls in the light as he checks it for
symmetry.
Popping it down he picks up the newly fashioned jar opener
which resembles a jar opener the Terminator would have at
home; thick pieces of steel shaped like pliers with a
massive mouth for clamping the jars.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

3.

The newly fashion front door handle is cut from two large
tomato cans and is bright red. He’s designed it to resemble
an old Victorian door knocker.
Finally, the bike bell is cut from a single can of peaches
that has lumpy edges and the ring pull for a trigger.
Happy with the inspections he opens an old wooden drawer and
takes out a large red ball of bright shiny ribbons.
INT. APARTMENT HALLWAY
Series of shots:
(1) He places the bike bell, with a red ribbon bow, on the
doormat of Flat number six.
(2) The jar opener, with a red ribbon bow, is placed around
the door handle of flat number nineteen.
EXT. FRONT STEPS
(3) The new door handle, with a red ribbon bow, is hung with
a smack.
INT. STEPS LEADING UP
(4) The man carries the spiraled metal tube up the stairs.
EXT. ON THE ROOF
(5) The man feeds the spiraled tube into the vertical
gutter, that stretches to the street below, and runs a brass
wire from it to an old junction box.
INT. KITCHEN
The man sits and watches the storm clouds gather outside as
the room turns dark and moody. Rain starts to pour down.
Lightening flashes once. And again. And on the third strike
the power goes off. The music we’ve heard from the start
suddenly stops too.

4.
EXT. ON THE ROOF
Rainwater courses through the vertical pipe making the metal
spiral spin faster and faster and faster which makes the
brass wire hum with electricity.
INT. KITCHEN
The old man
switch, the
a spark the
on. As does

grabs a wooden handle for a large wall mounted
type you might find in Frankenstein’s lab. With
lights in the flat and the building come back
the music we’ve heard from the beginning.

He sits and reflects on the work of the day and how he has
impacted the lives of those around him. Pride shows with a
smile across his face.
MR SUPER
Not bad for old junk. Not bad at
all.
Fade out.
The End.

EXT. COUNTRYSIDE
Small farmhouse hides amongst rolling hills near the sea.
Smoke climbs from the chimney stack as the horses inspect
the ground for treasure.
INT. FARMHOUSE
Wireless radio crackles 1940’s swing music while a pot boils
on the range and the kettle whistles. Fresh cut chunks of
plump white bread sit stacked and held in place with slops
of butter and jam.
Someone walks in. Apron on. Marshalling where things go and
finding things where they shouldn’t be.
MUM
Johnny! Did you move the sewing
box? Johnny?! Did you hear me?!
Young boy, aged 7, shuffles in rubbing his eyes
Did you move the sewing box again?
JOHNNY
It was in the way. So I moved it to
the cupboard.
MUM
Way of what?
Mum opens cupboard and takes out an old biscuit tin.
JOHNNY
I was trying to get into the..
MUM
Biscuit box was it?
Yes mum..

JOHNNY

MUM
And how did that work?
JOHNNY
It didn’t. It was gone.
MUM
Funny that. Now will you go and get
dressed. Beautiful day out there
and you’ve to help Mr Shanks with
the tatties.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

2.

But mum?!

JOHNNY

MUM
Out with yeh already!
The kid leaves the room, shuffling his feet slowly as he
goes.
EXT. FARMHOUSE
The kid kicks some stones and pauses to look up and smile.
White lines cut through the sky.
EXT. COUNTRYSIDE
The kid runs through the fields with his arms outstretched
like a plane. He’s making plenty of sound effects too.
We then see him from above while a shadow of a Spitfire
flies over. He looks up and follows it with his eyes. We
don’t see it but we can hear the sound.
The kid runs down an embankment towards a small stream and
starts throwing rocks in while making plane noises and the
whistle of bombs falling. Water splashes up and he laughs.
He runs towards a hill and looks over the brown dirt field
where Mr Shanks is walking towards his horse, reins in hand.
The kid looks up as the white lines circle each other again
and again. He mimics their movements and makes the shooting
noises of the guns and waves to them.
It’s then he sees it. The dirt of the field starts to dance
as puffs of earth fill the air. He watches. Thinking it’s
magic and glances at the sky.
Looking again at the field the dirt dances and spits earth
high in the air as it scatters quickly towards Mr Shanks.
The kid looks high in the sky for a physical presence but
all he sees is the lines.
The sun dazzles him and he rubs his eyes only to find Mr
Shanks face down in the dirt: reins still in hand, his
bunnet next to him with a scarlet redness around his head.
Like any child would, he runs home as the shadows and sounds
pass over him again.

3.
INT. FARMHOUSE
The kid bursts in to find his mum laughing and drinking tea
with another woman, who’s dressed in a navy blue uniform
with a white sash and red cross over her arm.
JOHNNY
Mum! Mum! Mum!
EXT. COUNTRYSIDE
A white tarp with red stains at one end lies over a
stretcher and is fed into an old van.
His mum and her friend stand with Johnny between them as a
police officer with an old notepad and pencil asks them
questions. We don’t hear them but watch as Johnny looks at
the sky.
JOHNNY
It was magic mum it was magic. I
thought they were my friends mum. I
was only playing.
Mum tugs his hand softly and covers his mouth to quiet him
while she focuses on the policeman. Two men in brown
overalls kneel in the field and examine empty brass tubes
the length of a finger. Red and brown colours stain the
tubes, which the men brush away, and place into brown
envelopes.
Johnny looks up to see the white lines have gone. He moves
his mum’s hand from his mouth.
JOHNNY
I was only playing Mum. Honest.
THE END

Medium: Stage Play
Genre: Comedy/Drama
Duration: 45 minutes
What’s it about?
Two daughters spend an afternoon with their mum’s cofﬁn
and relive memories of the childhood she gave them and
the life she led.
This was initially written for submission to Playwrights’
Studio, Scotland.

2.
We find ourselves in a small church hall. Grey
brickwork and wood cladding adorn the walls. Two
dark green curtains hang loose at the back of the
stage and surround the coffin.
There’s a fire door back stage right. Stations of
the cross paintings run round the walls. A small
table sits stage left with a tea urn resting upon
it and a tray of perfectly formed triangle
sandwiches. A wooden box with an open top rests
beside them.
Metal frame seats with wooden backs sit stacked to
stage right.
Annie and Angie stand stage right holding plates
while Mrs L examines the sandwiches.
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

Did yeh here that? Talking like he knew her.
(In the style of an Irish priest)
"Ah sure now she was a grand lady. A grand figure and a
patron of the church, only outdone by Christ himself,
as one of it’s finest supporters."
Acch leave him be. Sure priests are aye dribbling
shite.
That’s the priest you’re talking about.
Aye, I know. The same priest who only turned up at the
door on pension day. The same priest who took his cut
for the unofficial ’Saint Bribe Day’.
Mum liked him that’s all that mattered.
Course she liked him. Yeah cannae be first generation
Irish and not bow to the standard bearer for the big
yin.
That and she got off’a religious in the last few weeks.

ANNIE

Aye she did. But sure you would yersel if you were
heading out. Hedge yer bets just in case.

3.
ANGIE
ANNIE

Occh, Annie! She’s only just gone in the box!
You know what I mean. She knew what was coming. We all
did. Mum was never one for holding her tongue or
minding airs and graces.
And thank god she can’t see that her first born is
running late. Where is she?

ANGIE
ANNIE

I got a text from her. She won’t be long.
Aye. And the cardinal’s a prawdy.
Oh. And that’s the priest by the way.

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

What priest?
You know the one. That time we were camping up the
Braes with the school and Margaret Amelia McCormack
swore she saw that, very servant of god, smashing his
bishop like a possessed jockey.
It was a different time.
It was only 20 odd years ago for fucks sake!
Language!
It’s a church hall it doesn’t count.
God’s always watching.
True but I doubt he feels compelled to keep on eye on
his own real estate.
He’s hopefully busier watching for creepy shite priests
having a wank behind a stone wall, with kids not far
away.

4.
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

He wasn’t. You know..?
Oh no. Thankfully he was looking at a field of sheep at
the time. He likes them fluffy. Not young and into Take
That.
What? Sheep? Away. That’s just wrong!
The other thing would be worse of course, but having a
ham shank over a lamb chop?
Aww god forgive us. Mum just lying over there with a
pulse not long left her and we’re laughing about a
priest wanking over livestock.

ANNIE

Acch it’s what she would’ve wanted.
Old lady walks over to the girls.

LADY
ANGIE

ANNIE
LADY

ANNIE

LADY
ANGIE

ANNIE

And what about you two lovely girls all grown up I see.
Yes Mrs L. All grown up. Some 28 years for me and 27
for my sister.
26 yeh cheeky boot.
I remember when you were just wee girls playing
hopscotch out the front court.
Oh I remember it well. Never before had three girls
ever started a boxing match over a game of hopscotch.
Only us.
Ah you were such lovely wee things.
Lovely? Sure this one was swearing like a sailor from
the age of three.
Eh two. I was two.

5.
LADY

ANNIE

LADY
ANGIE

LADY
ANGIE
LADY

ANNIE
LADY

Started your own families I presume? Never too young to
start you know! I had my first one when I was
seventeen.
And that’s why you’ve probably got a fanny like a
ripped out fireplace.
Sorry dear?
She said that’s why you’ve got an impressive family in
place.
Oh why thank you, it’s very kind of you to say so.
How is your Alan?
Oh he’s working for a slaughterhouse up the back road
past The Glynhill. You know the bit before Renfrew?
Really?
Oh yes! He gets twenty percent off lamb shanks and gets
kidneys for free.
He’s quite a catch so he is!

ANNIE
LADY
ANGIE

Oh aye. I’m Googling wedding dresses the now.
Sorry dear?
She said...never mind. Have you tried the sandwiches?
They’re quite lovely.

LADY
ANNIE

Really did you make them yourself dear?
Up all night so I was.

6.
LADY
ANNIE

Oh they look lovely dear.
Aye, up all night (what with burying my mother and I
had heehaw else to do).
They’re actually bought sandwiches Mrs L, and no, mum
wouldn’t have cared less about the origin of the
pieces.

LADY

ANGIE

Did you catch a word of that dear? My hearings getting
aw’fa worse.
Oh it was nothing too important.
So your hearing is getting worse is it?

LADY

ANGIE
ANNIE
LADY
ANNIE

LADY

I wouldn’t know dear. That shop shut a long while ago.
I bought my first pair of tights out of there!
I suppose that’s an aye to the deafy question?
That’s it. Mum move over I’m coming in.
Is that you off dear?
If only, had God been kinder..
(Loudly)
No Mrs L, sure we’re staying here with mum tonight, the
three of us.
Aw isn’t that lovely, isn’t that lovely Sadie?
The lady looks off stage.
Isn’t that lovely Angie, you and your sisters staying
here with your mum all night long.
What will you be doing?

ANNIE

Well I’m up for a game of Twister and maybe some Pass
The Parcel. Mum might be a bit stiff but we’ll give it
our best.

7.
LADY
ANGIE
LADY
ANNIE

LADY

You’re what?!
She’s just kidding Mrs L.
Oh. Right. Always the comedian your sister was.
I’d need to be what with living in Tenko for twenty
years.
What did you say?

ANNIE AND ANGIE TOGETHER
Nothing.
LADY

Aww she was such a lady your mum. Always helped in the
close, always gave to the church and was always handy
with a Jaffa cake in all!
So will you two be carrying on
church? We’d be aw’fa lost for
another body onboard. God rest
course and far be it for me to
just out the door but we could

your mum’s work with the
help if we don’t get
her and keep her of
grudge her when she’s
use a hand.

Are you both free next Thursday?
ANGIE
ANNIE
LADY

ANNIE
LADY

What?
Yeah, what she said..
Well it’s just there’s a dance on in the hall and your
mum was going to be helping with the chairs and the
cakes and I was, well, we were wondering if (it wasn’t
too much of a bother)..
How about..naw?
Oh. So you don’t want to continue your mum’s ’good’
work for the church? Oh that’s a shame. It meant so
much to her so it did.

8.
ANNIE
ANGIE

Listen!
Mrs L. No, we won’t be carrying with ’mum’s good work’
as you put it. Come to think of it mum only got really
involved with the church and interested in the chairman
of the board as she got nearer the door; or the grave
as it were.
And as my sister and I aren’t what you would call,
religious, in any way shape or form I highly doubt we’d
be continuing on here after the funeral tomorrow; as
sad as I’m sure it makes both of us to say that.
Moira however will be here soon why don’t you ask her?

LADY

ANNIE
LADY
ANNIE

LADY
ANNIE

Oh right enough. Well maybe it’s best to let it be. I
mean the almighty is never without his followers.
And their pension envelopes.
We all choose to sacrifice young lady.
Yes and some of us carry around splinters from the wood
we like to be permanently nailed too; a feat I’ll
happily arrange for you if you keep invoking my mum’s
name like you really knew her.
Well I never!
Hawd yer weeshed. You and the rest of the knitting
troika are professional mourners and amateur cucumber
sandwich thieves who liked the fact that:
My mum had two pensions.
Was handy for fetes.
Roof appeals and cake drives.
And here you stand, stooped it has to be said,
professing that you were closer to my mum than a sock
and a foot.
So. Thanks for coming. Fill your pockets with Greggs
finest, gulp the tea, and fill the door with your
shadow.

9.
LADY

I have never been spoken to in such a way.
Annie opens the fire door at the back.

ANNIE

Now, now. There’s no need to stand on ceremony. All of
you, go on. Next performance will be in the building
behind us. Tomorrow at half nine and don’t be late,
lets give her a good showing off. But for now?
Grab your handbags and scuff some leather off the
tarmac.

ANGIE

Yes I think you’ll all agree is been a long day and
tomorrow will be just as long so if you don’t mind?
Please?
Angie gestures them to the door and the lady
leaves.
Thank you for coming, thanks again, we’ll see you all
tomorrow. God bless you too dear, bye now.
Angie closes door.

ANNIE

What’s the plural for poultice? Poultices? Poulti-size?
Whatever it is that walking dead zimmer brigade of tea
junkies is definitely it.
And that’s another thing. I cannae stand that shite.
Did you hear them? Talking like they knew mum.
"Oh she was such a lovely person and she loved God and
loved everyone around her".

ANGIE

ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

What’s wrong with that? And do you think you could’ve
handled that a bit better?
They’ll get over it and what’s wrong with what I said?
Do you remember mum? On a good day she made Attila the
Hun look like a Blue Peter badge holder.
Here. Mum’s not even in the bloody ground yet!
Acch you know what I mean. I cannae bide that makey up
pish folk do after someone cops it. All the stuff that
was them is made safe.

10.
"No hassle from that one. Oh no. Never said boo to a
goose, always said a kind word and took the bins out
every Thursday, and God bless us everyone".
It’s like. When you die. Folk bleach and strain away
the sinew of you. The good the bad. Mum wasn’ae a saint
and I know you can hear me maw.
I just cannae stand that. She was a person. Somebody
that lived a life, had a family, and could swing a
hockey stick like a chib, and did so on a few
occasions.
ANGIE
ANNIE

Bloody hell sis. Her body’s still warm!
You know what I mean. I just don’t see the point in
making someone out to be something they’re not or
weren’t in this case.
Mum had her faults.

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

Aye but you lay those things by the graveside.
She’s no in it yet so it’s fair game.
Ha..
Where in the good Christ is Moira? Has she text you
again?
Let me check..
Don’t get me wrong. I don’t want to speak ill of the
dead let alone my own mum. But Jesus. She wasn’t a
bloody saint.
Who said she was?
They did. We did, and are, to a certain degree.
Well if it upsets you that much let it out. Although
you seem to be able to do that without the coaxing.
Here, she text right enough.

11.
STUCK UP WEST END. Be 5mins. Smiley Face?
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

Who sends a smiley face to a grieving family?
She’s your sister sad sack.
Don’t be so sure. Did you see the hairline and nose on
Mrs Galbraith? I always said Moira was the milkman’s
daughter.
That doesn’t even make sense.
Aye it does. Mrs Galbraith and the milkman always had a
little something going on.
And you know this how?
Well. For years Mrs G always got two bottles of
semi-skimmed from the milk wagon.
When all of a sudden she was getting two semi’s and a
whole milk thrown in BUT Mrs G always told mum she only
paid for the two bottles of semi-skimmed..
Don’t you see? She was getting a free bottle of whole
milk by giving him a semi for payment!

ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE

And you think Mrs Galbraith a women with a face, god
forgive me, that looked like a pitbull licking pish aff
a nettle, would go feet to Jesus with the milkman, for
the sake of a bottle of milk?
It’s a theory.
It’s pish is what it is. And I suppose their offspring
was adopted by mum and raised as our sister?
Oh aye..for the church of course. Always said Moira was
different.

12.
ANGIE

ANNIE

That’s because she’s a dick. No harm in that of course
but she’s not adopted. Arse.
I’ll say no more about it. Except that when she turns
her head to the side she’s got Mrs G’s nose AND she
never liked milk as a child.
But I’ll say no more.

ANGIE
ANNIE

Here did you put the red cardigan on mum?
You were there when I did it.
Annie rummages through her bag.

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

So why is she wearing the burgundy one?
That’s not burgundy. That’s red.
No it’s not.
Yes. It is!
Annie that’s burgundy!
THAT’S red! That’s the only RED cardigan that was in
the wardrobe.
The red one wasn’t in the wardrobe. The red one was
hanging up in the wash house where I ironed it!
...so that’s not the red one then?
NO!
Acch it’s close enough.

13.
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

Mum SPECIFICALLY asked for the red cardigan that Dad
bought her in Singapore. She loved that cardi.
It’s a bit of wool Ang.
NO IT’S NOT! That’s just you all over Annie.
What?
Everything is a half measure.
What shite are you on about now?
You never finish anything or do it right. EVERYTHING IS
A HALF HEARTED GO!
Shite! Prove it?
Alright then. Brownies!
What..
Brownies. You never finished it.
You don’t finish Brownies you just move on to the
Guides.
And why didn’t you?
Why didn’t I go on to the Guides? Seriously?!
Yeah why not?
Oh I don’t know, how about, I GREW TITS AND STARTED
SMOKING.
(Both start laughing)
Christ you’re a daft cow.

14.
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

Look who’s talking, Little Miss Smokin’ Tits!
You don’t mean that do you?
Mean what?
About me not finishing things?
Acch I was just venting.
Naw seriously do you think that about me? Did mum?
Look I was only winding you up.
Ang. Come on, please..
Mum never said it but I knew she always wanted you to
go on and do ’stuff’.
Cause I never finished college, yeah?
Well that and Brownies of course.
I never finished college cause it didn’t feel right. I
fell asleep in the class twice and on the third attempt
I was asked to leave, cause apparently, get this, I
drool when I doze.
Oh this I know.
I spoke to mum about it. Why I left I mean. She knew
how I felt and the wages at the airport aren’t to be
sniffed at.
I never said that.

15.
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

I know. And I know how mum felt about me maybe starting
a family but, honestly, I felt a weight fall off when
you had Molly.
How so?
It was like, you’d done it. The debt of the grand-kid
had been delivered in full and I was off the hook.
What are you on about?
You know what I mean. The notion that you have to give
your parents a wee bundle to bounce on their knee come
Christmas time. A wee person to buy ten pence packets
of sweets for. The idea that you’ve to continue on the
family line. Am I making any sense?
Not much but I’m getting the gist. You felt relieved
that you didn’t have to have a kid?
Aye.
You’re no half a dafty.
It was just a thought.
Did I tell you or was it Moira I told?
Told what?
Molly. Was a mistake.
Seriously?
Oh aye. A welcome one, don’t get me wrong but, but one
we didn’t plan for.

16.
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

You wanted them though, the kids?
Oh aye of course, of course. It was just Molly
’happened’.
She looks like mum.
Scarily so at times! Caught her trying to climb the
stairs the other day and I swear to God she gave me a
look that was the double of mum.
Genes, eh?
She spoiled her whenever she could, Mum. THAT biscuit
tin saw plenty of action whenever Molly crossed the
door.
Molly got a biscuit?
Every. Single. Time.
Christ you got soft in your old age mum! I remember
trying to open that thing when I was six and getting
caught a dillion.
Oh I remember. I’m sure the street remembered in all.
She tanned me black and blue. God forbid a kid should
want a biscuit.
Oh but remember they weren’t for eating and weren’t for
us.
"Just for when company would be round".
I noticed something the last time I had Molly round to
see her.
She knew. Mum I mean. She opened the tin for Molly and
looked up at me..she knew what she had done and what
she was like.

17.
Mum wasn’t the strictest mum in the world but she
certainly wasn’t shy in keeping us in line.
ANNIE
ANGIE

She was sad wasn’t she?
I think so. Not in a, ’why did I do that to my kids’
kinda way. Cause she wasn’t like that.
It was more a, ’I hope they forgive me’, sad.

ANNIE
ANGIE

I loved her though. WE, loved her.
She knew sis. I think there’s just something that
happens when you’re close to the end.
Like a stock take of things you’ve done. Dusting off
memories, seeing how the past looked, and sometimes,
it’s not a pretty sight.

ANNIE
ANGIE

She was human right enough then?
Of course. I know what you were meaning earlier, about
editing the memory of someone after they’ve passed.
It’s tempting to cut away all the rough bits and
remember who they were. But maybe remembering their
better side is the point?
The days out, the plaster on the cut, the don’t run
across the road grab of the hand, the knowing that
someone was looking out for you.
Everything a parent should do, aye. But also a measure
of who they were.

ANNIE
Walks over to the wooden box and starts looking
through.
I clocked quite a few them at the memento bin.
ANGIE

What a name for it? It was Mum’s wish that everyone
should take one item to remember her by.

18.
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE

That’s quite Egyptian of her. Cleopatra to the end eh?
She thought she was doing a nice thing and I suppose in
a small way it’s her way of giving her ’friends’ a
little something to remember her by.
Aye because donating what time you have left in the
final quarter of your life to the Almighty and his many
clingers on wasn’t enough.
Instead you have to give them a ’wish you were here’
plate from Sardinia or even a metal toy donkey from
Greece.

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

Here I liked that donkey! And was that not from Lanza?
Not unless they’ve moved Athens. There is some power of
junk in this box by the way. Have you had a look?
Not really come to think of it. Moira packed it.
Angie walks over to the box.
Oi! That’s my koala!

ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

Your koala? You got it when you were eight. Maybe time
to let it go?
Away! I’m having that.
The way those old buggers hovered around here you
would’ve been forgiven for thinking it was full of lost
treasure; maybe some Doulton plates, a Burmese ruby or
even the lost treasure of Sierra Madre.
But no. Just the knick-knacks you build up from a
lifetime of holidays, day trips and the crappy reject
gifts of your mates; who’ve gathered the same crap you
gather yourself.

ANGIE

You not taking anything?

19.
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

Nah. Unless of course I really wanted a picture of a
green faced lady? Where the hell did that fad come
from?
No clue. And hopefully if we leave it in the box we can
contribute to the global effort in consigning it to
council middens.
I’m sure I saw one of those bints with a quarter
bottle.
Away..
Naw seriously! I think they planked it behind the urn.
Annie has a rummel behind the tea urn and pulls
out a bottle.
See! Jakey old craws.
Glass of Totty Muncher tea?

ANGIE

After today? Fill me up.
Both raise cups to their mum.

ANNIE
ANGIE

Mum.
Maw.
Both drink a toast.

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

She was always so superstitious.
Where did that come from?
Well she was. Religious aye. But superstitious? Good
Christ and Mary, aye.
I don’t remember her being THAT bad, do you?

20.
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

Really?
No, no. I can remember her saying things like, if you
drop a fork it’s a doctor coming to the door.
No, no, no it was a gentleman. If you drop a fork it
was a gentleman was coming to the door, not a doctor.
Same thing.
Aye very good.
What was the other one?

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

Acch I don’t know. Your heid’s gone after two sips.
No honestly there were more. Huners in fact. Like when
we were kids, and I got chicken pox from Sally
Crossan..
Aww I hated that wee bitch.
I think we all did after I got sick and gave it to you
and Moira
That’s right! I knew i hated her for something!
Well, I remember Mum saying..what was it she used to
say when you were ill?
Get up?
Ha! No. What was it she said?
I’ve already told you I don’t know. I’ve got no reason
to lie!

21.
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

That’s it! Lies!
You what?
If you
And if
crying
in the

were ill it was the badness coming out of you.
you bumped your head or cut yourself and started
that was because you said a swear word earlier
day.

Away?
Naw I swear down! For YEARS I thought the hospital was
full of liars and swearers; every ward full of folk
telling porkies and shouting profanities in their spare
time.
Aye but you were always a bit ’thup’.
Thup? Who says thup these days?
Lots of folk.
Yer arse.
Is smaller than yours..
Keep telling yourself that. What were the other ones?
God it’s so true. You can never remember the thing at
the time.
A blessing on us all.
Ears.
I’ve got two thanks.
Naw ears was one of her things. Like if your ears were
burning someone was talking about you. Remember that
one?

22.
ANGIE

ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE

I think I do. But was it not if your left one was itchy
you were about to come into some money and if it was
your right one someone was talking about you?
Nah I think you’ve confused the two. Itchy ears is
money and burning ears means you’ve made the gossip
column down the shops.
And what if you’ve got itchy ears that are burning?
Then I guess folk are talking about you coming into
some money?
I can see this is an exact science..
There was one about birds. What was it?
We’ve played this game’afore. I don’t know.
Magpies? Seagulls? Sparras?
Remind me never to add you as my ’phone a friend’.
Magpies! I knew it was them.
What was it?
I can’t remember the exact amount but I do remember Mum
walking right round the park once cause there was a
gang of about nine magpies or something.
And I suppose crossing the path of eight magpies
would’ve been good luck but nine was the apocalypse?
Aye something like that. Funny the things you remember
isn’t it?

23.
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

Or can’t remember fully as in your case?
Here, mind how there used to be a coomber about these
parts?
You scooped already?
No! The coomber? The big speaker with the tape deck on
the top? Mind it was always wheeled out for the country
dancing?
Oh Christ aye. The big wooden one?
Aye!
We used to call it Noah’s Walkman?
That’s the one! Has to be about here somewhere.
What you wanting it for?
We need some tunes. It’s far too bloody depressing in
here.
Annie looks about and finds it off stage left.
A’ha. Noah’s Walkman!
Wheels it in and unfurls the cord at the back.

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

Sure God what you going to play?
THE TAPE, of course.
..no..yeh..cannae DO THAT!
How? We’ll put it back afterward.

24.
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

It’s hers!
SHE is deed. And as such has no need. So, come on, help
me lift her.
Aww this is way, WAY, aff Annie!
Don’t be daft! I put it in there last night. It’s just
next to her hand along with her fags, telly remote and
that shell she got off the beach in Oman with dad.
It was part of her last wishes Annie!
And we’ll put it back! Truth be told I want to know
what’s on it.
This just feels wrong.
Mon. Just wiggle her slightly.
It’s my Mum!
Mine too! She would’nae mind. Now, wiggle.
Both rock the coffin slightly.
There! Got it.

ANGIE
ANNIE

Christ that was grim!
Let’s see. Plug in. Turn on and play.
Annie turns on the coomber to hear a hiss followed
by Bing Crosby singing Mele Kalikimaka. They both
stare at each other and don’t speak under Bing
utters, "...maka"
Is THAT it? Jesus mum.

ANGIE

Bloody Bing?! Really? I know you were daft about him
but the first track on your everlasting tape? Mum..

25.
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE

Apparently so. And a Crimbo number in all. Would appear
that having Bing on your Almighty mixtape stands you in
good stead when you meet St Paul.
Do you remember that Christmas?
Which one?
You know the one.
Aw. THAT one.
Aye THAT one. When dad caught you and Bobby Cormack
indulging in a game of..what did you call it?
Aw Christ I was mortified!
Come on what was it called?
Boxing Bobby’s Boaby.
That’s the one!
Aw Jesus. When I think about it I still go bloody
scarlet!
No wonder! Christmas Day. The birthday of the Baby
Jaysus no less and here’s a good catholic girl
interfering with a young boy behind the bins.
Don’t forget the best bit. What was it Mum said?

ANNIE AND ANGIE TOGETHER
"AND HE’S A PRAWDY!"
ANNIE

We were fifteen!

26.
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

Aye but once dad was finished wae him that boy aged and
left this close for the final time.
I think he went into hiding the poor soul!
The way dad talked to him he’s probably still there.
She marched me round to that church like I was the town
bike. Only time I never felt like her daughter. Tears?
God they never stopped. Thank God it was Christmas and
the church was open cause she FLUNG me against the
door; had it been locked she would’ve posted me.
Between the two of us we lit enough candles to land a
plane and the holy water? I was wringing when we got
back.

ANGIE

I remember when you came home. Dad tried talking to her
but it was no use.
"A whore. My daughter’s a bloody whore", she kept on
saying.

ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

That’s right. And that particular scarlet letter didn’t
leave my chest until I was eighteen. Well in their eyes
anyway. I had other plans.
Oh aye.
Mind Chrissy T?
The big fella from Foxbar?
Aye him.
Well?
That Easter.

27.
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE

ANGIE

What?
My first.
AWAY! Ya dirty wee midden.
Yes. It’s true. I felt a fella up on Christmas Day and
banged another on Easter!
HAHA!
What? It’s true!
It’s no that it’s just..
What? SPIT IT OUT!
You’re some girl. He came at Christmas and HE rose up
in Easter. How very Catholic of yeh to explore your
sexuality in time with the Christian calender!
God if anyone heard us they’d think our hoose was the
Barlinnie tea room.
We had it better than most for sure.
We did, we did.
We never went without. Just like Christmas; there were
pressies under the tree, prawn cocktails for starters
and Mum constantly asking us to turn her Christmas tape
round.
Aw that BLOODY tape. That’s not the one I turned on is
it?
No. The ’official’ family Christmas tape went missing
yonks ago. Probably when she got a CD player.

28.
ANNIE

WHICH, she didn’t know how to use but she would always
say..

ANNIE AND ANGIE TOGETHER
"DON’T TELL ME HOW TO DO THE THING! IF YOU DINNAE TRY
YOU DINNAE LEARN".
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE

God I hated that!
Me too! It was always wheeled out to avoid her asking
for help. You didn’t like asking for help did you mum?
Can’t blame her really. Couldn’t have been a blissful
childhood. Nana was a right nasty bastard.
I remember mum mentioning it. Not as a matter of
conversation of course. It would just slip out. Like
light through a curtain. Then she’d clock what she said
and change the subject rapid style.
Did she ever tell you about the time she got sent home
from school?
Mum? Doing something wrong at school?
See. It all comes out in the wash mum. No hiding in
death.

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

Do you want to hear it?
Fire away Captain.
Mum would’ve been about, I don’t know, say five at a
push? Anyways. She was at school. Must’ve been Primary
One so she would’ve been about five.
Right I’ve got that bit.
What?

29.
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

Just get on with it. You do this all the time. You
describe a story rather than just telling it! You..
No I bloody don’t!
Yes you do.
Whatever. ANYWAYS. Mum was in school, new to the area,
fresh from the Donegal hills. Turf under the nails and
grass burns on the shins.
New class, new school, new bloody country and she
needed a pee.

ANNIE
ANGIE

Why do I think this doesn’t end well?
It doesn’t. Mum was desperate but the teacher wouldn’t
let her go so..she went there and then.
So some cow of a teacher grabbed mum and threw her
outside.

ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

The old school was never the right school.
Aye. So there’s mum. Five years old, covered in pee,
upset and what happens? The headmaster sends her home
on her own.
No way?
Seriously. All the way across Maxwellton park over the
back road to Millerston and up the close steps. She was
only five.
Jesus. How come Mum never mentioned it?
Cause of what happened next. Nana got her and,
embarrassed that her five year old’s bladder wasn’t
able to hold more than a cup of milk, she beat Mum
black and blue.
(MORE)

30.
ANGIE (cont’d)
She leathered mum out of embarrassment. Out of shame
and because she didn’t have a clue how to handle it. So
the easiest and handiest option was to leather her.
That. Explains a few things don’t you think?
ANNIE

Explains, aye. Excuses, not so much.
Taps cassette off.

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

You don’t hate mum do you?
Of course not. It’s just that some hurts hang about.
Even after someone cops their whack. And yes we should
move on and yes we spoke about moving on from the
faults of a person and yes while I’m the first to say
you shouldn’t white wash someones past when they pass.
There’s a few stains I wouldn’t mind washing away from
the family quilt.
You’re getting upset.
I know. And I know you didn’t escape unscathed and I
remember the time Moira swore at dinner and was hauled
over the table by the hair.
But with me I think it was something else. I think she
saw her own faults, fears and fragility in me. And
maybe in her own way beating me harder than you two was
her way of beating the past?

ANGIE
ANNIE

Christ. We’re one revelation away fae Jeremy Kyle.
Here, I’m the funny one.
Aye suppose you’re right. We did have it better than
most. It’s just some bruises fade slowly yeh know?

ANGIE

ANNIE

Aye. I also know our sister is ripping the pish right
out of this now. Where the hell is she?
Don’t get me started on that tit. Give her a phone.

31.
ANGIE
Dialing phone.
Just. Doing. That. Very thing.
ANNIE
Gets up and grabs a plate, napkin and some
sandwiches.
ANGIE

Moira? Where in the good fuck are yeh?
What? Yeah we’re both here.
WHAT? Mum can’t hear me swear. Where are you?
Traffic? It’s Paisley not the M8.
Right. Right. Can I. Moira? Moira?
Whatever. Just hurry up okay.
What? Yes. Of course mum isn’t going anywhere just.
Hurry up.
Angie hangs up phone.

ANNIE
ANGIE

I told you. She’s the adopted one.
You ain’t kidding.
Where are you I asked her.
"What dae you mean where um’a?".
Swear tae Christ on the cross that lassie was dropped
at birth down the back steps of Pine Street.

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

She’s special.
No doubting it.
A bit thick.
Like a whales arse.

32.
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

And just as big.
Aw here. That’s a bit coarse!
What?! You saw her at the barbecue last summer.
Stuffing her face with burgers like there was no
tomorrow and all the while her mouth protested she was
on a diet.
Aye while her arse fought wae the seat!
Christ! Check out the two Mona Lisa’s! Passing comment
like our shite don’t stink.
Speak for yersel. I shite potpourri.
Ha! We don’t half prattle some pish between us.
Always been that way. Here, do you think any of the
aunts will appear?
What, Mum’s sisters?
Aye.
No chance! That lot would need the UN to organise a
cuppa tea. A funeral would be too much of an arse ache
for that lot.
Her own sisters.
That lot made their peace, or truce, years ago. They’re
old school. They’ll hold a grudge to the last.
Never did find out what the fallout was over. Did you?
Nah. Mum would do the usual and skirt around talking
about it. You know how she did it; talking about it by
(MORE)

33.
ANNIE (cont’d)
NOT talking about it. I think it happened over here
though. They were just kids when they left Ireland.
ANGIE

ANNIE

You’d be forgiven for thinking that folk would bury the
hatchet over time. And especially after a death.
Not our shower. They’d bury the hatchet in the side of
the coffin then indulge in the sausage rolls at the
reception.
Mum’s lot lived for the perpetual one-upmanship that
being in a big family breeds; in which you always have
to be right..

ANGIE

And never wrong. Yeah I remember that one in all.
"You’re never wrong, seldom right and always know the
answer".
Her tombstone should simply read, ’Ferguslie’s
Churchill’.
Here the tombstone. Did you place the order okay?

ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

Yeah, yeah it was fine. Grey Mist with cobalt lettering
and New Gothic font. I think the undertaker was trying
to fire into me by the way.
Eh? The guy I spoke to was well into his sixties! Was
it the same one?
Same one!
Randy old bugger! And you on your grief as well.
Obviously liked what he saw.
You didn’t..yeh know?
Christ! I confess to getting pumped on an Easter Sunday
and I’m suddenly the family slut. Cheers sis!

34.
ANGIE

ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

Ha! I just thought I’d check..never know..he might of
given us a discount.
Don’t get me wrong, I loved her, but not enough to
spread my knees and ride a dinosaur like a jockey
caveman!
Ha! Never know. Could’ve been ’dead’ good..
There you go again. I’M the funny one in this
particular family dynamic.
Angie rubs her stomach.

ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE

Listen to my stomach! Sounds like Chewbacca singing a
Leo Sayer number. I’m starving..
Still some sandwiches there?
Nah. A cucumber sandwich will only go so far, and
remember, we’re here all night.
Thanks for reminding me. If it wasn’t for the corpse at
the back of the room I would’ve forgotten..
Phone that tube and ask her to bring in a chippy.

ANGIE

Plan.
Dials Moira.

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

I miss her. I will miss her. You know that right?
Of course.
What I was meaning earlier was...
Hi Moira it’s Angie. Aye Angie. Your sister?
I kicked the shit of you when you were ten?

35.
Yeah, yeah. Keep telling yourself that.
Look gonnae let me get a word in?
Bring a chippy in when you finally get here, which
reminds me, how’s the weather in Kathmandu the day?
Aye, whatever. Sausage supper for me and fanny features
will take her usual, fish supper aye?
ANNIE
ANGIE

Yeah.
Yeah fish supper.
What? No I don’t want a pickle.
What do you mean? Acch. She’s deed she won’t mind the
smell. Just hurry up, I’m starving.
Aye. Hi and goodbye.
Hangs up phone.
She could very well be the milkman’s daughter.
What were you saying about mum?

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

Nothing. Doesn’t matter.
Naw what was it?
It’s just a whole bunch of emotions at once. Like when
you know that’s your mum sitting there. Dead.
I know. But that’s what these things are for.
Staying with the body, family all together, sharing
stories, talking about being brutalised as a kid and
getting shagged behind the scheme bins. A long held and
much cherished family tradition this.

ANNIE

ANGIE

I never shagged him at the bins, that was at Easter
time, acch never mind. You know what I mean.
And listen, don’t think you have the monopoly on
feeling awkward, hellish and weird. I haven’t cried
yet.

36.
Swear down. Not a tear. Not when she passed, not when
we got her clothes from the hospice, not when we
emptied the fridge round at hers and not when we
dressed her yesterday. Not a single drop of water.
Annie holds Angie’s hand.
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

They’ll come.
Oh I know! Probably tomorrow when it’s shite’in it down
with rain and I’ll look like a panda. It’s just weird
though.
You’re the strong one. You always have been. And. You
don’t know it yet but you’re now the head of the
family.
Jesus. We’re not the bloody mafia!
We’re not far off it though. Accept it. The baton has
been passed.
The family baton. It’ll be the only baton out there
made of an old hockey stick wrapped in Green Shield
stamps!
Aye with some barb wire laced around the handle so you
can suffer in your glorious reign!
Acting miserable while happily serving the cause. How
very Catholic of me.
It’s how our people roll.
How did we get to this stage?
What stage is that? I still feel fifteen.
Aye and look thirty five.

37.
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE

Boot.
This stage. Us. Here. The grown ups! The one’s in
charge. How scary is that?
Terrifying doesn’t come close.
And we’re next.
Acch don’t be crawling in with her just yet. There’s no
room what with the cross she carried.
In death, as in life, so goith she. Wae a huge lump of
wood in tow.
Just look at her. It’s a strange feeling when you look
at your mum and see her not as the person who wiped
your nose. Not the person who cleaned the cuts and made
the cheese pieces. Not the person who was there to
soften the pain of..everything.
But just as that. A person. Lying there is just a
person. No different from anyone else. With the obvious
exception of course that she is, was, our maw.
She was a person. Good. Bad. Indifferent. Just a
person.

ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

A person AND a mum. I know what you mean though. It’s
like finding out a big secret that was always known:
that your mum, dad, brother, sister is just a somebody
the same as every other shite on two feet.
But she was our mum. Drunk or sober.
The latter more than the former.
Always fresh in the morning though when she was.
"Hangover me? Never! Those are for bad people."

38.
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE
ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

And an envelope for the priest and "no biscuits for you
love, those are for company."
And "shut yer knees for goodness sake!".
Because "there’s aye a draft that’s caused a wane".
She was a daft old bugger right enough.
Tomorrow’s going be hellish, you know that aye?
Just to be expected though. And no shame in it either.
You’re allowed to be upset when you’re burying your
mum.
No harm in it I’d just rather we got on with it.
Annie!
You know what I mean! It’s just too public the
Every bugger with a breath in their lungs that
has an opinion and feels the need to spell out
oxygen. And the now I want it just to be ours.
else’s.

now.
knew her
the
No one

Bit selfish that no?
Selfish and defensive. Old habits die hard. I’m just
doing her proud.
Well there’s two shovels by the front door? I’m game if
you are!
Eh?
Woodside is too far away and at this time of night the
Prawdy ghosts would be walking about the graveyard so
bugger that!
(MORE)

39.
ANGIE (cont’d)
How about the park across the road? We can use the ’No
Ball Games’ sign as a tombstone.
ANNIE

ANGIE

ANNIE

I’m guessing you didn’t take too much tea with your gin
aye?!
Just a thought, just a thought. Wonder if any of those
old crows will turn up the morra?
No doubting it. Free feed and an excuse to look out the
black scarf. A party is a party even if the buffet
table has a deed punter under the mahogany.
Car horn beeps.
Finally!

ANGIE

ANNIE
ANGIE

Thunder Thighs is here. Grab some plates from the
kitchen.
And where are you going?
To help Shamu with the bags. Now. Don’t runaway mum.
We’ll be right back.
Both walk off stage. Annie stage back right
through the fire door and Angie stage left. As
they leave the coomber slowly starts to play
again. It’s now Dame Vera Lynn, ’We’ll Meet
Again". As it gets louder the lights fade down and
the curtain falls.
THE END.

Medium: Stage Play
Genre: Comedy
Duration: 12 minutes
What’s it about?
A hypochondriac student diagnosis her ailments with the
help of the internet while her more sensible roommate tries
to point out the common sense explanations for her Red
Rash.
This was originally composed for submission to The
Descent theatre.

ACT I
Scene 1
Lights fade up. Small dorm room. Two beds point to
each other while posters of pop stars hang on the
wall. A door sits ajar to the side of the room. A
small desk sits centre stage. Sitting at the desk
a woman types furiously into a laptop and scans
the screen for answers.
KATHY

Shit..AMY!
A head appears from the door.

AMY
KATHY
AMY
KATHY

AMY

What?
It’s Ebola! I have fucking Ebola!
What?
Tiredness, rash, irritability, confusion and feeling
dehydrated. It’s Ebola.
Kathy for Christ sake. If that’s your diagnosis then
half the accommodation block should be tested.
Dehydrated? You were drinking last night and tried to
climb into a taxi.

KATHY
AMY

So?
Not for me to judge. It’s just most folk don’t try to
enter a taxi through the boot.
Tiredness? You haven’t had any sleep you dozy cow.

KATHY
AMY

I haven’t had any sleep all week!
And why?

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:
KATHY
AMY

KATHY
AMY

KATHY
AMY

2.

I don’t know..
Well I do. Monday was Five Pence a Shot Night, Tuesday
was Vodka, Pakora and Jelly Shots night, Wednesday
was..what was Wednesday?
Pretend Your In Ibiza Night.
Exactly. And last night was, apparently, Climb Into a
Taxi Boot Night.
But it says..
Oh get out of the way.
Nudges her from the keyboard.
Right. What was wrong?

KATHY
AMY

KATHY

AMY

KATHY

AMY

I woke up with that rash. Again..
What like the one you had before Christmas? Kathy you
don’t have to shag everything that winks. You know that
right?
Cheeky boot! No it’s not like the rash from before
Christmas thank you and that wasn’t his fault. It was
dark, it was a graveyard and we didn’t notice the
nettles. Simple mistake.
Really? You still sticking with the ’Nettle Rash’
defence for the burning bush incident?
Look! It’s not like the last time. This one is on my
arm.
Show me.

KATHY
Rolls up long sleeve T-Shirt to reveal red patch
on upper arm.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

3.

KATHY (cont’d)
There.
AMY
KATHY

AMY
KATHY
AMY

KATHY
AMY

KATHY

AMY
KATHY
AMY

Crikey. That’s angry. What did you do?
Nothing. That’s why I’m trying to find out what it
could be.
From the internet?
Yeah?
Seems reasonable enough. You know that there’s people
who can check it for you? You just need to call and
arrange an appointment? They’re called DOC-TORS.
Are you going to help me or not?
How can I help? I’m here to laugh, point and laugh
again like a best mate should do.
Thanks a bunch. This is REALLY starting to worry me
though.
Lets have a better look at it. Does it sting?
Not really. But it’s itchy. And warm. Warm and itchy.
So lets search for that.
Types rapidly.
Warm, itchy, rash. And..search.

BOTH
AMY

Bloody hell!
Christ that’s grim. It looks like..
Both tilt their heads.
..a sad red chili lying slumped against a thigh. Poor
bloke.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:
KATHY
AMY

4.

Oh my god that’s horrific, AND LOOK AT THAT ONE!
That does look itchy. Lets try..
Types rapidly.
Warm, itchy, rash, upper arm? Go.

KATHY
AMY
KATHY

AMY
KATHY
AMY
KATHY
AMY

KATHY
AMY
KATHY
AMY

It’s driving me nuts.
When did it start?
This morning when I woke up. And no I’ve no clue where
it came from.
Right, could be: leprosy?
Leprosy?!
Yup. If it is though you’ll save a fortune on make up!
I could have leprosy?!
Don’t be dim. Of course it’s not leprosy. Chunks of you
would be falling off by now.
You sure?
You still got yer tits?
Yeah?
Then it’s not leprosy.
What else..plague?

KATHY

What’s the plague?

(CONTINUED)
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KATHY
AMY

5.

Says it’s passed by flea bites and causes..ew..mingin.
What?
Probably best not to say anymore.
What?!
You throw a panic attack at the thought of having a
spot on your face so to describe the symptoms of plague
would involve a brown paper bag and medical
supervision.
That bad?
Yup. OH. Could be a burn?
A burn?
Yes Kathy a burn? You know like when you get too close
to a burny burny flame flame?
Don’t be a dick. I wasn’t near a flame.
You sure?
I think you tend to remember things like getting burnt.
Says the girl who tried to fasten a seat belt while
lying squashed between a Tetra Can of petrol and a
jack?
Who’s Jack?
Jesus. The fact you’re able to wipe your arse amazes
me.

(CONTINUED)
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AMY

KATHY
AMY

6.

LOOK. I’ve just about had enough of..
Of what? My medical, sociological and granny jumper
observations of the minefield you call life?
Stop it!
Ha! You can’t make me even if you wanted too. You’re
apparently a leper who likes playing with
matches, while riding around in car boots and who
enjoys getting infected with the Ebola plague!
It’s not funny.
It is a bit. Think about it. According to the internet
you should be dead by now. Your only role should be to
serve as an example to warn the rest of the tribe. But
you’re not. Here you sit proudly Pale Face, noble and
glowing with disease. Mate. You beat Google!
So I’m not dying?
Pretty sure.
But I mean how do you know for sure?
Cause Kathy I have within me a strength you are
lacking.
Which is?
Common sense and the judgment not to use the bloody
internet to diagnose every problem in the world. I go
to a doctor called Steven. He’s got lovely hands.
I don’t want to bother anyone.
Like you’ve bothered me?
(CONTINUED)
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7.

I didn’t ask for your help.
No of course you didn’t. You just asked the closest
person possible, which just happened to be me, if you
had Ebola. Joyous.
Maybe I will make the appointment.
Hosanna..
Will you come with me?
What for? You’re a big girl.
It’s just he might ask what happened and what I think
might have caused it.
And you need me for?
To remember everything we think it could be?
What’s this we? I don’t think you’ve got Ebola, or the
plague, or leprosy you complete and utter ring. And
neither will the doctor.
But what if?
What if what?
What if it’s serious.
I don’t think rashes can be too serious. Unless..
Unless?
Well. Unless it’s a spider bite.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:
KATHY
AMY

KATHY
AMY
KATHY

8.

A spider bite?!
Yeah the tropical ones are coming over in bananas and
hiding and when people take them home, BOOM, you’re
Jeff Daniels with a nail gun!
SHIT!
Here. Didn’t you have a banana in here yesterday?
Amy!
Kathy runs out of the door and off stage. Amy
picks up the laptop and lies on her bed.

AMY

Way too easy.
THE END.

Medium: Television/Online
Genre: Children's Television
Duration: 22 minutes x 5 episodes
What’s it about?
A young girl treks across the Highlands of Scotland to save
her mum who has been abducted by an evil witch. With help
from her phone and a bag of supplies, Jasmine must solve
riddles, puzzles and a whole host of problems before the full
moon rises, on Gargoyle Pass…
This was originally composed for submission to Amazon
Studios.
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Mini Bible
Title: ʻGargoyle Passʼ
What Is It?
A children’s fantasy/educational series set in the Scottish Highlands which gets kids to
engage with their problem solving abilities through the challenges experienced by the main
character.

What Is It About?
A young girl treks across the Highlands of Scotland to save her adopted mum who has
been abducted by an evil witch. With help from her phone and a bag of supplies, Jasmine
must solve riddles, puzzles and a whole host of problems before the full moon rises on
Gargoyle Pass!

Who Is It For?
6 to 14 year olds.

Duration?
Five episodes x 22mins each

Plot
Jasmine comes home from school to ﬁnd the ﬂat in a mess and her adopted mum missing.
She soon realises that her mum is in fact a good witch from the Highlands whose nemesis,
Ramheart, has kidnapped her to get hold of a ring with a mystical power.
Jasmine’s quest sees her travel across the West Highland Way to Gargoyle Pass to
rescue her mum. Along the way she faces: mathematical problems, mythical monsters and
physical challenges with nothing more than her backpack of supplies and video calls from
her adopted gran.

Themes
Within the series the main themes of family, self-awareness, education and the choices of
right and wrong are the core of the piece. There are also the subtle themes of adoption,
family disputes and the power of reconciliation within the series as well.

Additional Ideas?
A mobile app to accompany the series which would allow the kids to try the puzzles and
riddles Jasmine faces. This app could not only be an additional revenue stream, and a fun
and enjoyable experience, but it could also help the kids learn more about science, maths,
english and problem solving.
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Main Characters
Jasmine
12 years old, Afro Caribbean Scottish, adopted daughter of Isla.
Likes reading and hillwalking with her mum at the weekends.
A ﬁercely independent wee girl with a bucket load of self-awareness.
Isla
38 years old, White Scottish, adopted mum of Jasmine.
Loves her family and is an experienced climber.
It’s revealed that she is actually a good witch from the Highlands who chose a different life
after defeating Ramheart several years before.
Gran
67 years old, White Scottish, mum of Isla and adopted gran to Jasmine.
Retired and always carries a bingo pen with her.
Like her daughter she’s a retired good witch from the Highlands but ill health prevents her
from going with her adopted granddaughter.
Ramheart
Age unknown, evil witch.
Likes to boil things. Usually the things are alive at the time.
Fought and lost to Isla for a mystical power which is possessed within Isla’s ring.
Now several years later she has tracked Isla down to hold her ransom for the ring.
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Episode Guide
Episode One
After returning from school to ﬁnd her mum missing, Jasmine, ﬁnds a ransom note
from the evil witch Ramheart. The note tells her that she must bring her mum’s ring
to a castle in the Highlands of Scotland before the full moon, or, she’ll never see her
mum again.
It’s at that moment her gran reveals her mum’s true identity; that she’s from an
ancient line of good witches. To save her, Jasmine packs a bag with a few supplies
and charges her mobile phone one ﬁnal time.
With help from her gran via video calls and a bag of supplies, Jasmine, heads off
for the train north. At the station she notices she’s being followed by someone
wearing a trench coat and hat. Fearing she’s in danger she talks to a conductor and
watches as the train notice board becomes garbled which blocks her train time.
Facing her ﬁrst puzzle she uses her phone to crack the code and makes the train
just in time, only to see the ﬁgure in the trench coat standing on the platform
watching her leave.
Jasmine travels from city to moorland and leaves the train in the empty windswept
Highlands.
Episode Two
Jasmine wakes up in an ancient forest to ﬁnd an old wooden sign pointing the
direction to Gargoyle Pass. As she walks away the sign points the opposite
direction and we see the ﬁgure in the trench coat; it looks up to reveal it has purple
eyes.
Having taken the wrong direction, Jasmine, struggles through sticky moorland and
is forced to make a compass from a paperclip and use dead reckoning to ﬁnd the
right way out.
After ﬁnding the right road she comes across an old gypsy camp and barters
supplies. She also meets a fortune teller who warns her to return home or face an
ancient evil. Upon leaving the fortune tellers tent Jasmine ﬁnds the camp deserted
and the camp ﬁres smouldering.
An invisible ﬁgure appears from the woods; pushing tree limbs to one side and
indenting the grass as the sound of heavy metal clinks. Jasmine throws the ash
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from the ﬁre to reveal a knight holding a sword and starts to ﬁght him using the
tools from her bag and a little bit of science.
With the knight defeated and Jasmine well on her way to Foggy Loch, the hooded
ﬁgure stand over the remains of the knight and lets out a blood curdling shriek.
Episode Three
Jasmine ﬁnds the Foggy Loch and has to decipher how much money to pay the
boatman. After ﬁnding the right amount he takes her across the loch. Halfway
across a massive monster snakes out from the water and asks her to identify
herself. Upon telling the monster her name the monster gives her two options: be
eaten or solve the monsters puzzle to reveal a hidden entrance to Gargoyle Pass.
Jasmine accepts the second option and takes a deep breath and jumps in. She falls
through the water and ﬁnds herself sitting at a table in a living room; it’s the
monsters house.
The monster sips tea from a china cup and unveils the puzzle for Jasmine to solve.
After solving the puzzle the monster honours the agreement and tells Jasmine to
simply climb into the grandfather clock across the room.
When Jasmine enters the clock she ﬁnds a small handle which opens another door.
Upon opening the door she ﬁnds herself in a small stream right in the middle of
Gargoyle Pass.
As she walks down through marshy ﬁelds the trench coat ﬁgure appears and takes
his gloves off to reveal a purple scaled hand. He touches the walled ruin of a
cottage and waits as a mirror of glass appears with Ramheart’s face on it. He warns
her Jasmine is approaching. Ramheart is angry. He was supposed to destroy her
and take the ring.
Episode Four
Finding the castle in the middle of the valley, Jasmine knocks the old wooden door
as the sun sets on the ﬁnal day before the full moon. A small door opens at the
bottom of the old rampart which reveals an old man who wants to know what
Jasmine wants.
After she tells him who she is he insists that she must she must solve a riddle for
the doors to open. Jasmine solves the riddle with help from a video call from gran.
Now in the castle the old man shows her the way to the main hall where Ramheart
is waiting. On opening the doors the hall is revealed to be empty except for a row of
dusty old suits of armour lining the walls and a ﬂoor covered in stone letters.
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Just then the old man apologises and slams the door on her, upon which the metal
knights lining the walls come alive and form a square around Jasmine. This square
forcing her into the middle of the ﬂoor. With a smog of black smoke Ramheart
appears and demands the ring. Jasmine refuses.
Incensed at this Ramheart commands the knights to seize Jasmine only for the
child to ask to see her mum in return for the ring. Ramheart agrees and her mum is
brought to her by a rusty old knight.
As Ramheart angrily demands the ring Jasmine’s phone starts to ring which startles
everyone. Ramheart commands that she answers it. It’s her gran on a video call.
She tells Jasmine to hand the phone to Ramheart.
Once she does gran unveils the shocking revelation that she forgives Ramheart.
She forgives her daughter. Ramheart is Jasmine’s aunt and Isla’s sister.
Upon hearing the words of her mum, Ramheart starts to cry and reveals that she
only wanted to be given the chance to come home. At this point the knights drop
their swords and Isla is released. The colour of Ramheart’s hair changes from black
to blonde.
As Ramheart apologises for what has happened the trench coat ﬁgure screams
from the back of the hall and appears from the shadows. We ﬁnd out that it’s a
goblin who demands the ring or he’ll raise a goblin army on the castle.
Episode Five
Jasmine refuses to handover the ring as she stands by her mum and Ramheart as
the room ﬁlls with goblins who want the power of the ring.
Sensing that they’ll loose, Ramheart whispers to Jasmine to challenge the goblin
leader to a series of puzzles (as goblins love puzzles) and the winner shall receive
the ring.
The goblin leader agrees but gets to decide on the challenges.
First challenge: spell the correct word.
The goblin selects a word and Jasmine selects a word and both must spell it by
jumping on the ﬂoor tile letters of the hall.
Jasmine slips while spelling her word, misspelling it, meaning the goblin has won.
He shrieks and dances and decides the next challenge.
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Second challenge: a maths problem based upon the number of swords on the walls
and the number of knights. Jasmine wins this puzzle much to the anger of the
goblin.
Third and ﬁnal challenge: a riddle.
The goblin thinks he has outsmarted Jasmine but by trusting her gut feeling she
gives her answer which makes all the goblins shriek!
Angered that she has won the goblin breaks his promise and orders the other
goblins to attack Jasmine, Isla and her aunt.
Jasmine, now wearing the ring, starts to cry as the goblin broke his word and she
just wants to leave.
Suddenly the ring starts to glow with a piercing white light which sends the goblin
army scurrying away in fear. The head goblin tries to throw a sword at Jasmine only
to be vaporised by the ring.
At this point the castle starts to rumble and fall apart. Rubble blocks the door so Isla
and Ramheart tell Jasmine to imagine her favourite place in the world. As the child
shuts her eyes tightly the noise stops and is replaced by a slow ticking clock.
They’re back in the ﬂat. There’s no damage. All is well. Her gran’s biscuit then falls
into her tea on seeing them all back safe.
Isla congratulates her daughter on being brave while gran and Ramheart get to
know each other again. Two mothers and two daughters safe and sound.
As we watch the light from their sitting room window glow in the night, outside, a
ﬁgure in a trench coat stands and watches.
The End?

I live on an island and as an islander I’m often asked for directions. Where’s the
beach? Where’s the Lion Rock? How old is that tree? How do I get to the ferry? And
for most of the time I’ve stuck to a pretty ﬁrm rule. Namely that it’s my right and
responsibility to give tourists the wrong directions.
Yes. I know. How awful. How can you do such a thing you cry? Simple. It’s an
island. You can’t get lost and the biggest decision you’ll ever face is to go left or
right. Whatever you’re looking for you’ll ﬁnd it eventually so why not have fun
ﬁnding things you never thought you would while you trek our humble bumpy
potholed riddled roads?
As I’ve been doing this for twelve years I began to feel guilty over my shenanigans.
Truth be told it was the incident of informing an American tourist that the correct
way to reach the top of the island was by going past the boatyard that triggered my
guilt. In terms of distance that’s like heading to Partick via Paris. I often wonder if
he’s still walking it now? His jumper over his head Lawrence of Arabia style. Poor
Colin of Connecticut.
As a penance I devised a way to keep the tourists informed by using QR Codes to
give them an audio history of the islands top attractions.
It was dead simple.
I made some QR Code stencils, chalked the QR's onto some sand and popped a
few short audio clips about Millport's famous bits online to be accessed through the
QR Codes.
Result?
The tourists can hear about the islands famous bits without having to trek the
opposite way thanks to some dodgy, if hilarious at the time, directions from your
truly.

So I had another idea (there’s a theme developing here).
What if you put a GoPro (camera) on a GT Aggressor (mountain bike)
and bomb it down the biggest hill on Cumbrae and THEN edit in some
facts about the island?
You’d have a wee advert for the island wouldn’t you?
So that’s what I did. Have a swatch:

